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A. General
The purpose of this publication is to provide information for the planning and hydraulic design of
highway culverts and inlet improvements for culverts. (Figure I-1) Design methods are included
for special shapes including long-span culverts.(Figure I-2) Detailed information is provided on
the routing of flow through culverts. Guidance and reference sources are furnished for
environmental, safety, structural, economic, and other consideration.

Figure I-1--Typical Concrete Pipe Culvert
The check lists, design charts and tables, and calculation forms of this publication should
provide the designer with the necessary tools to perform culvert designs ranging from the most
basic culverts to more complex improved inlet designs. Figure I-3 is a flowchart of the culvert
design procedure followed in this manual.

Figure I-2--Long Span Culvert
The methodology of culvert design presented in this publication is in a clear, usable format. It is
intended for those with a good understanding of basic hydrologic and hydraulic methods and

with some experience in the design of hydraulic structures. The experienced designer is
assumed to be able to understand the variety of flow conditions which are possible in these
complex hydraulic structures and make appropriate adjustments. The inexperienced designer
and those unfamiliar with hydraulic phenomena should use this publication with caution.
This publication combines the information and methodology contained in Hydraulic Engineering
Circular HEC Number 5, Hydraulic Charts for the Selection of Highway Culverts, HEC Number
10, Capacity Charts for the Hydraulic Design of Highway Culverts, and HEC Number 13,
Hydraulic Design of Improved Inlets for Culverts with other more recent culvert information
developed by governmental agencies, universities, and culvert manufacturers to produce a
comprehensive culvert design publication. (1,2,3)

Figure I-3--Culvert Design Procedure Flowchart

B. Overview of Culverts
A culvert is a hydraulically short conduit which conveys stream flow through a roadway
embankment or past some other type of flow obstruction. Culverts are constructed from a
variety of materials and are available in many different shapes and configurations. Culvert

selection factors include roadway profiles, channel characteristics, flood damage evaluations,
construction and maintenance costs, and estimates of service life.
1. Shapes
Numerous cross-sectional shapes are available. The most commonly used shapes,
depicted in Figure I-4, include circular, box (rectangular), elliptical, pipe-arch, and
arch. The shape selection is based on the cost of construction, the limitation on
upstream water surface elevation, roadway embankment height, and hydraulic
performance.
2. Materials
The selection of a culvert material may depend upon structural strength, hydraulic
roughness, durability, and corrosion and abrasion resistance. The three most
common culvert materials are concrete (reinforced and nonreinforced), corrugated
aluminum, and corrugated steel. Culverts may also be lined with other materials to
inhibit corrosion and abrasion, or to reduce hydraulic resistance. For example,
corrugated metal culverts may be lined with asphaltic concrete. A concrete box
culvert and a corrugated metal arch culvert are depicted in Figure I-5 and Figure I-6
respectively.
3. Inlets
A multitude of different inlet configurations are utilized on culvert barrels. These
include both prefabricated and constructed-in-place installations. Commonly used
inlet configurations include projecting culvert barrels, cast-in-place concrete
headwalls, precast or prefabricated end sections, and culvert ends mitered to
conform to the fill slope.(Figure I-7) Structural stability, aesthetics, erosion control,
and fill retention are considerations in the selection of various inlet configurations.

Figure I-4--Commonly Used Culvert Shapes

Figure I-5--Precast Concrete Box Culvert (American Concrete Pipe
Association)
The hydraulic capacity of a culvert may be improved by appropriate inlet selection.
Since the natural channel is usually wider than the culvert barrel, the culvert inlet
edge represents a flow contraction and may be the primary flow control. The
provision of a more gradual flow transition will lessen the energy loss and thus
create a more hydraulically efficient inlet condition. (Figure I-8) Beveled edges are
therefore more efficient than square edges. Side-tapered and slope-tapered inlets,
commonly referred to as improved inlets, further reduce the flow contraction.
Depressed inlets, such as slope-tapered inlets, increase the effective head on the
flow control section, thereby further increasing the culvert efficiency. Figure I-9 and
Figure I-10 depict a side-tapered and a slope-tapered inlet respectively.

C. Culvert Hydraulics
A complete theoretical analysis of the hydraulics of a particular culvert installation is
time-consuming and difficult. Flow conditions vary from culvert to culvert and they also vary
over time for any given culvert. The barrel of the culvert may flow full or partly full depending
upon upstream and downstream conditions, barrel characteristics, and inlet geometry.

Figure I-6--Corrugated Metal Arch Culvert (ARMCO)
Research by the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) sponsored and supported by the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA), formerly the Bureau of Public Roads (BPR), began in the
early 1950's and resulted in a series of seven reports. (see references 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10)
These reports provided a comprehensive analysis of culvert hydraulics under various flow
conditions. These data were used by the BPR staff to develop culvert design aids, called
nomographs. These nomographs are the basis of the culvert design procedures in HEC No. 5,
HEC No. 13, and this publication.
The approach presented in HEC No. 5 is to analyze a culvert for various types of flow control
and then design for the control which produces the minimum performance. Designing for
minimum performance- ignores transient conditions which might result in periods of better
performance. The benefits of designing for minimum performance are ease of design and
assurance of adequate performance under the least favorable hydraulic conditions.

1. Flow Conditions
A culvert barrel may flow full over all of its length or partly full. Full flow in a culvert
barrel is rare. Generally, at least part of the barrel flows partly full. A water surface
profile calculation is the only way to accurately determine how much of the barrel
flows full.
a. Full Flow. The hydraulic condition in a culvert flowing full is called
pressure flow. If the cross-sectional area of the culvert in pressure flow
were increased, the flow area would expand. One condition which can
create pressure flow in a culvert is the back pressure caused by a high
downstream water surface elevation. A high upstream water surface
elevation may also produce full flow.(Figure I-11) Regardless of the
cause, the capacity of a culvert operating under pressure flow is
affected by upstream and downstream conditions and by the hydraulic
characteristics of the culvert.

Figure I-7--Four Standard Inlet Types (schematic)
b. Partly Full (Free Surface) Flow. Free surface flow or open channel
flow may be categorized as subcritical, critical, or supercritical. A

determination of the appropriate flow regime is accomplished by
evaluating the dimensionless number, Fr , called the Froude number:
Fr = V/(gyh)0.5
In this equation, V is the average velocity of flow, g is the gravitational
acceleration, and yh is the hydraulic depth. The hydraulic depth is
calculated by dividing the cross-sectional flow area by the width of the
free water surface. When Fr > 1.0, the flow is supercritical and is
characterized as swift. When Fr < 1.0, the flow is subcritical and
characterized as smooth and tranquil. If Fr = 1.0, the flow is said to be
critical.

Figure I-8--Entrance Contraction (schematic)

Figure I-9--Side-Tapered Inlet

Figure I-10--Slope-Tapered Inlet

Figure I-11--Culvert Flowing Full (no tailwater at outlet end)
The three flow regimes are illustrated in the depiction of a small dam in
Figure I-12. Subcritical flow occurs upstream of the dam crest where the
water is deep and the velocity is low. Supercritical flow occurs
downstream of the dam crest where the water is shallow and the
velocity is high. Critical flow occurs at the dam crest and represents the
dividing point between the subcritical and supercritical flow regimes.
To analyze free surface flow conditions, a point of known depth and flow
(control section) must first be identified. A definable relationship exists
between critical depth and critical flow at the dam crest, making it a
convenient control section.
Identification of subcritical or supercritical flow is required to continue
the analysis of free surface flow conditions. The example using the dam
of Figure I-12 depicts both flow regimes. Subcritical flow characteristics,
such as depth and velocity, can be affected by downstream
disturbances or restrictions. For example, if an obstruction is placed on
the dam crest (control section), the water level upstream will rise. In the
supercritical flow regime, flow characteristics are not affected by
downstream disturbances. For example, an obstruction placed at the
toe of the dam does not affect upstream water levels.
The same type of flow illustrated by the small dam may occur in a steep
culvert flowing partly full. (Figure I-13) In this situation, critical depth
would occur at the culvert inlet, subcritical flow could exist in the
upstream channel, and supercritical flow would exist in the culvert
barrel.
A special type of free surface flow is called "just-full flow." This is a
special condition where a pipe flows full with no pressure. The water
surface just touches the crown of the pipe. The analysis of this type of
flow is the same as for free surface flow.

2. Types of Flow Control
Inlet and outlet control are the two basic types of flow control defined in the
research conducted by the NBS and the BPR. The basis for the classification
system was the location of the control section. The characterization of pressure,
subcritical, and supercritical flow regimes played an important role in determining
the location of the control section and thus the type of control. The hydraulic
capacity of a culvert depends upon a different combination of factors for each type
of control.
a. Inlet Control. Inlet control occurs when the culvert barrel is capable of
conveying more flow than the inlet will accept. The control section of a
culvert operating under inlet control is located just inside the entrance.
Critical depth occurs at or near this location, and the flow regime
immediately downstream is supercritical. Figure I-13 shows one typical
inlet control flow condition. Hydraulic characteristics downstream of the
inlet control section do not affect the culvert capacity. The upstream
water surface elevation and the inlet geometry represent the major flow
controls. The inlet geometry includes the barrel shape, cross-sectional
area, and the inlet edge.(Table 1)

Figure I-12--Flow Over a Small Dam (schematic)

Figure I-13--Typical Inlet Control Flow Condition
b. Outlet Control. Outlet control flow occurs when the culvert
barrel is not capable of conveying as much flow as the inlet
opening will accept. The control section for outlet control
flow in a culvert is located at the barrel exit or further
downstream. Either subcritical or pressure flow exists in the
culvert barrel under these conditions. Figure I-14 shows two
typical outlet control flow conditions. All of the geometric and
hydraulic characteristics of the culvert play a role in
determining its capacity. These characteristics include all of
the factors governing inlet control, the water surface
elevation at the outlet, and the slope, length, and hydraulic
roughness of the culvert barrel. (Table 1)

Figure I-14--Typical Outlet Control Flow Conditions
3. Headwater
Energy is required to force flow through a culvert. This energy takes the form of an
increased water surface elevation on the upstream side of the culvert. The depth of
the upstream water surface measured from the invert at the culvert entrance is
generally referred to as headwater depth. (Figure I-13 and Figure I-14)
A considerable volume of water may be ponded upstream of a culvert installation
under high fills or in areas with flat ground slopes. The pond which is created may
attenuate flood peaks under such conditions. This peak discharge attenuation may
justify a reduction in the required culvert size.
4. Tailwater
Tailwater is defined as the depth of water downstream of the culvert measured from
the outlet invert. (Figure I-14) It is an important factor in determining culvert capacity
under outlet control conditions. Tailwater may be caused by an obstruction in the
downstream channel or by the hydraulic resistance of the channel. In either case,
backwater calculations from the downstream control point are required to precisely
define tailwater. When appropriate, normal depth approximations may be used
instead of backwater calculations.
5. Outlet Velocity
Since a culvert usually constricts the available channel area, flow velocities in the
culvert are likely to be higher than in the channel. These increased velocities can
cause streambed scour and bank erosion in the vicinity of the culvert outlet. Minor
problems can occasionally be avoided by increasing the barrel roughness. Energy
dissipaters and outlet protection devices are sometimes required to avoid excessive
scour at the culvert outlet. When a culvert is operating under inlet control and the
culvert barrel is not operating at capacity, it is often beneficial to flatten the barrel
slope or add a roughened section to reduce outlet velocities.

Table 1. Factors Influencing Culvert Performance
FACTOR

Inlet Control

Outlet Control

Headwater Elevation

X

X

Inlet Area
Inlet Edge Configuration

X
X

X
X

Inlet Shape

X

X

*

X
X
X
X
X

Barrel Roughness
Barrel Area
Barrel Shape
Barrel Length
Barrel Slope
Tailwater Elevation

X

*Barrel slope affects inlet control performance to a small degree, but may be neglected.

6. Performance Curves
A performance curve is a plot of headwater depth or elevation versus flow rate. The
resulting graphical depiction of culvert operation is useful in evaluating the hydraulic
capacity of a culvert for various headwaters. Among its uses, the performance
curve displays the consequences of higher flow rates at the site and the benefits of
inlet improvements.
In developing a culvert performance curve, both inlet and outlet control curves must
be plotted. This is necessary because the dominant control at a given headwater is
hard to predict. Also, control may shift from the inlet to the outlet, or vice-versa over
a range of flow rates. Figure I-15 illustrates a typical culvert performance curve. At
the design headwater, the culvert operates under inlet control. With inlet
improvement the culvert performance can be increased to take better advantage of
the culvert barrel capacity.

Figure I-15--Culvert Performance Curve

D. Economics
The hydraulic design of a culvert installation always includes an economic evaluation. A wide
spectrum of flood flows with associated probabilities will occur at the culvert site during its
service life. The benefits of constructing a large capacity culvert to accommodate all of these
events with no detrimental flooding effects are normally outweighed by the initial construction
costs. Thus, an economic analysis of the tradeoffs is performed with varying degrees of effort
and thoroughness.
1. Benefits and Costs
The purpose of a highway culvert is to convey water through a roadway
embankment. The major benefits of the culvert are decreased traffic interruption
time due to roadway flooding and increased driving safety. The major costs are
associated with the construction of the roadway embankment and the culvert itself.
Maintenance of the facility and flood damage potential must also be factored into
the cost analysis.

2. Analysis
Traditional economic evaluations for minor stream crossings have been somewhat
simplistic. Culvert design flows are based on the importance of the roadway being
served with little attention given to other economic and site factors. A more rigorous
investigation, termed a risk analysis, is sometimes performed for large culvert
installations. The objective of the risk analysis is to find the optimum culvert
capacity based on a comparison of benefits and costs. (Figure I-16) The designer
should be aware of the risk analysis process and consider using it to analyze
alternatives where flood damage is large or culvert cost is significant.

Figure I-16--Risk Analysis Benefit versus Cost Curve
Go to Chapter 2
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A. Hydrology
1. General
Hydrologic analysis involves the estimation of a design flow rate based on
climatological and watershed characteristics. This analysis is one of the most
important aspects of culvert design. Since statistical uncertainties are inherent in
hydrologic analysis, the results of the analysis are not as accurate as the results of
the hydraulic analysis of a culvert. Nonetheless, both of these analyses are
required, and the hydrologic study must be performed first. FHWA Hydraulic
Engineering Circular (HEC) Number 19, Hydrology, is an excellent reference for
gaining information and insight into most of the hydrologic methods mentioned in
this publication. (11)
A statistical concept often associated with hydrologic analysis is the return period.
The term return period is used when referring to the frequency of occurrence of rare
events such as floods. Mathematically, the return period is the reciprocal of
frequency. For example, the flood which has a 5 percent chance of occurring
(frequency) in any given year also has a return period of 20 years; i.e., 1/0.05 = 20
years. In other words, this flood event will be exceeded on the average of once
every 20 years over a long period of time. Hence, the 20 year flood event is likely to
be exceeded five times during a 100-year period. These events will be randomly
spaced over the 100 years.
Large and expensive culvert installations may warrant extensive hydrologic
analysis. This increased level of effort may be necessary in order to perform risk
analysis and/or storage routing calculations. Risk analysis requires the computation
of flows for several different return periods. Storage routing calculations require the
definition of the entire flood event or hydrograph.
Considerable study of the use of risk analysis in culvert design has occurred over
the past 10 to 20 years. Risk analysis balances the culvert cost with the damages
associated with inadequate culvert performance. These studies have been fruitful in
relating culvert design to economic theory and in defining the monetary
consequences of both over-design and under-design. The limitations of culvert
design based solely on arbitrary return periods have been duly exposed in the
process.

Storage routing is the attenuation of the flood flow due to the storage volume
upstream of the culvert. Risk analysis studies often include storage routing as an
integral part of the culvert sizing process. Consideration of storage routing in these
studies often reduces the design culvert size. Hence, storage routing has been
included as an optional part of the design procedure presented in this manual.

2. Peak Design Flow
As a flood wave passes a point along a stream, the flow increases to a maximum
and then recedes. The maximum flow rate is called the peak flow. The peak flow
has been, and continues to be, a major factor in the culvert design process.
In traditional culvert design, a structure is sized to pass a peak flow from one side of
the roadway embankment to the other with an acceptable headwater elevation. The
magnitude of the peak flow is dependent upon the selection of a return period. The
assignment of a return period is generally based on the importance of the roadway
and flood damage potential.
For gaged sites, statistical analyses can be performed on the recorded stream flow
to provide an estimated peak design flow for a given return period. The accuracy of
the estimate improves as the length of the record increases. For culvert sites
significantly removed from the gage, the peak design flow may have to be adjusted.

Figure II-1--Flood Hydrograph
A typical statistical analysis for data from a gaged site proceeds as follows. First,
the annual peak flows for the site are arranged in descending order. Then, the
plotting position is calculated by one of several available formulas. (11) The peak
floods are then plotted on a probability paper to define the frequency relationship for
the gage site. If Gumbel paper (Type I external distribution) is used to plot the data,
the mean of the data (mean annual flood) will plot at a frequency of 0.429. This
equates to a return period of 2.33 years. Other return periods can be read from the
frequency plot, because the return period is the inverse of the frequency.
Ungaged sites present more of a design problem. Stream gage data for particular
regions have been utilized to develop statistical regression equations for most areas
of the country. These equations generally require basic watershed parameters such
as drainage area and average stream slope. Using the required data, peak design
flows can be determined for ungaged sites within that region. Deterministic methods
are also available which attempt to model the rainfall-runoff process. The key input
parameter in these methods is rainfall which must be related to a return period. The
amount of watershed data required is dependent upon the sophistication of the
model. Table 2 lists some of the commonly employed methods of peak flow
generation for gaged and ungaged sites.

Table 2--Peak Determination Methods
Gaged Sites

Ungaged Sites

1) Normal Distribution

1) USGS Regression Equations

2) Log-Normal Distribution

2) FHWA Regression Equations

3) Gumbel Extreme Value Distribution

3) Regional Peak Flow Methods

4) Log-Pearson Type III Distribution

4) SCS Peak Discharge Method
5) Rational Method

3. Check Flows
Culvert operation should be evaluated for flows other than the peak design flow
because:
1. It is good design practice to check culvert performance through a range of
discharges to determine acceptable operating conditions
2. flood plain regulations may require the delineation of the 100-year flood plain
3. in performing flood risk analyses, estimates of the damages caused by
headwater levels due to floods of various frequencies are required.
Check flows are determined in the same manner as the peak design flow. The

hydrologic procedures used should be consistent unless unusual circumstances
dictate otherwise. For example, a stream gage record may be long enough to
estimate a 10-year peak design flow but too short to accurately generate a 100-year
check flow. Under these circumstances the check flow should be evaluated by
another method.
4. Hydrographs
The entire flood hydrograph at the culvert site must be defined if upstream storage
is to be considered in culvert design. Passing the peak design flow through a culvert
neglects the attenuating effects of upstream storage. If this storage is taken into
account, the required culvert size may be substantially reduced. Since volume
considerations are now involved, the flood hydrograph becomes an integral part of
the design process.
A flood hydrograph is a plot of discharge versus time. Figure II-1 depicts a typical
flood hydrograph showing the rise and fall of stream flow over time as the flood
passes. Actual flood hydrographs can be obtained using stream gage records.
These measured storm events can then be used to develop design flood
hydrographs. In the absence of stream gage data, empirical or mathematical
methods, such as the Snyder and SCS synthetic hydrograph methods, are used to
generate a design flood hydrograph.
The unit hydrograph technique is a popular procedure for determining the response
of a watershed to a specified design rainfall. A unit hydrograph represents the runoff
response of a watershed to a uniform 1-inch rainfall of a given duration. A unit
hydrograph may be generated from data for a gaged watershed or synthesized from
rainfall and watershed parameters for an ungaged watershed. Both methods are
briefly described below.
a. Unit Hydrograph Formulation - Gaged Watershed. To develop a unit
hydrograph for a gaged watershed, the designer should have
streamflow and rainfall records for a number of storm events. The
rainfall data must be representative of the rainfall over the watershed
during each storm event. In addition, the rainfall events should have
relatively constant intensities over the duration of the storm.
Unit hydrograph generation involves four steps which are illustrated in
Figure II-2.
1. The groundwater or low flow contribution of the gaged flood
hydrograph is estimated and removed from volume consideration.
This groundwater or low flow contribution is generally regarded as
constant and estimated to be the amount of stream flow prior to
the storm event.
2. The volume of the remaining runoff hydrograph is calculated. This
is termed the direct runoff volume.

3. The direct runoff volume is then distributed over the entire
watershed (divided by the watershed area) to determine the
equivalent runoff depth.
4. The ordinates of the runoff hydrograph are divided by this runoff
depth to produce the unit hydrograph for the storm duration.

Figure II-2--Unit Hydrograph Determination Procedure
The unit hydrograph can be used with the concepts of linearity and superposition to
predict the watershed response to a design rainfall with a specified return period.
Linearity implies that if the unit hydrograph represents a basin's response to 1-inch
of runoff for a given storm duration, 2-inches of runoff over the same duration
doubles the discharge at each point in time. Superposition allows for the
accumulation of individual runoff responses. For example, if a storm event which
generates 1-inch of runoff over a given duration is followed immediately by another
1-inch runoff storm event of the same duration, the basin response will be the
accumulation of the individual effects over time. (Figure II-3)

Figure II-3--Linearity and Superposition Concepts

A unit hydrograph is derived for a specified storm duration. Since storm durations
vary, many different unit hydrographs exist for any particular watershed.
Techniques exist to vary the duration of a unit hydrograph such as the "S" Curve
(Summation Curve) approach (11). These methods are useful in matching the
design unit hydrograph to the duration increment of a design rainfall. Methods are
also available to formulate design rainfalls using U.S. Weather Service data. (12,13)
b. Synthetic Unit Hydrograph. A synthetic unit hydrograph may be
developed in the absence of stream gage data. The methods used to
develop synthetic unit hydrographs are generally empirical and depend
upon various watershed parameters, such as watershed size, slope,
land use, and soil type. Two synthetic procedures which have been
widely used are the Snyder Method and the Soil Conservation Service
(SCS) Method. The Snyder Method uses empirically defined terms and
physiographic characteristics of the drainage basin as input for empirical
equations which characterize the timing and shape of the unit
hydrograph. The SCS method utilizes dimensionless hydrograph
parameters based on the analysis of a large number of watersheds to
develop a unit hydrograph. The only parameters required by the method
are the peak discharge and the time to peak. A variation of the SCS
synthetic unit hydrograph is the SCS synthetic triangular hydrograph.
c. Computer Models. Hydrologic computer models are becoming
popular for generating flood hydrographs. Some computer models
merely solve empirical hand methods more quickly. Other models are
theoretical and solve the runoff cycle in its entirety using continuous
simulation over short time increments. Results are obtained using

mathematical equations to represent each phase of the runoff cycle
such as interception, surface retention, infiltration, and overland flow.
In most simulation models, the drainage area is divided into subareas
with similar hydrologic characteristics. A design rainfall is synthesized
for each subarea, and abstractions, such as interception and infiltration,
are removed. An overland flow routine simulates the movement of the
remaining surface water. Adjacent channels receive this overland flow
from the subareas. The channels of the watershed are linked together
and the channel flow is routed through them to complete the basin's
response to the design rainfall.
Computer models are available which simulate a single storm event or
continuous runoff over a long period of time. The Stanford Watershed
model was one of the earliest simulation models. It is a continuous
simulation model using hourly rainfall and potential evapotranspiration
as input data. The output is in the form of mean daily flows, hourly
ordinates of the hydrograph, and monthly totals of the water balance.
The EPA Sponsored Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) permits
the Simulation of a single storm event. An assumption inherent in these
models is that the return period of the computed flood is the same as
that of the input rainfall. All simulation models require calibration of
modeling parameters using measured historical events to increase their
validity. Most simulation models require a significant amount of input
data and user experience to assure reliable results.
5. Basics of Storage Routing
Measurement of a flood hydrograph at a stream location is analogous to recording
the passage of a high amplitude, low frequency wave. As this wave moves
downstream, its shape broadens and flattens provided there is no additional inflow
along the reach of the stream. This change in shape is due to the channel storage
between the upstream and downstream locations. If the wave encounters a
significant amount of storage at a given location in the stream, such as a reservoir,
the attenuation of the flood wave is increased. Figure II-4 depicts the effects
graphically.
Storage routing is the numerical translocation of a flood wave (hydrograph). This
process is applicable to reservoirs, channels, and watersheds. The effects of the
routing are threefold: volume conservation, peak reduction, and time lag. Reservoir
routing is dependent only upon storage in modifying a flood wave. Channel routing
is dependent upon inflow and outflow as well as storage in a stream reach.
Watershed routing incorporates the runoff attenuating effects of the watershed and
is of importance in some hydrograph generation methods. Reservoir routing is of
special interest in culvert design, and it will be discussed further in Chapter 5.

B.Site Data
1. General
The hydraulic design of a culvert installation requires the evaluation of a large
amount of data including culvert location, waterway data, roadway data, and the
design headwater. Each of these items and its importance is discussed in the
following paragraphs.

Figure II-4--Flood Hydrograph Shape Modification
2. Culvert Location
A culvert should ideally be located in the existing channel bed to minimize costs
associated with structural excavation and channel work. However, this is not always
possible. Some streambeds are sinuous and cannot accommodate a straight
culvert. In other situations, a stream channel may have to be relocated to avoid the
installation of an inordinately long culvert. When relocating a stream channel, it is
best to avoid abrupt stream transitions at either end of the culvert.Figure II-5
displays two examples of culvert location procedures. (14) In one case, the culvert
follows the natural channel alignment. In the second case, the channel has been
relocated to reduce the culvert length. Brice concluded that minor channel
relocations for culvert alignments have been successful unless the natural channel

was already unstable. (15)
3. Waterway Data
The installation of a culvert to convey surface water through a highway
embankment significantly constricts the flood plain. To predict the consequences of
this alteration, accurate preconstruction waterway data must be collected. These
data include cross-sectional information, stream slope, the hydraulic resistance of
the stream channel and floodplain, any condition affecting the downstream water
surface elevation, and the storage capacity upstream of the culvert. Photographs of
site conditions are often beneficial.

Figure II-5--Culvert Location Methods
a. Cross Sections. Stream cross sectional data acquired from a field
survey at the site are highly desirable. At least three cross sections
should be taken to establish the stream slope, the culvert inlet, the
culvert outlet, and the configuration of the natural channel. (Figure II-6)
Sections should be taken:
1. about 100 ft (30 m) upstream from the crossing,
2. at the centerline of the roadway, and
3. about 100 ft (30 m) downstream from the crossing.

The natural streambed width and side slopes, and the floodplain width
may be obtained from these cross sections. The cross-sectional data
will also help to verify the accuracy of existing topographic maps. If
significant ponding is Necessary to establish downstream water level
(tailwater) conditions.
If only one cross section of the natural channel is available, it will be
used as the typical cross section. This assumption should be checked
using topographic maps and aerial photos. Additional information on
stream slope and upstream storage volume should also be obtained
from the topographic maps.
b. Stream Slope. The longitudinal slope of the existing channel in the
vicinity of the proposed culvert should be defined in order to properly
position the culvert in vertical profile and to define flow characteristics in
the natural likely, additional sections may be necessary to determine the
storage capacity upstream of the culvert. Likewise, additional
downstream sections may be necessary. Often, the proposed culvert is
positioned at the same longitudinal slope as the streambed. Cross
sections will provide streambed elevations at the deepest point of the
stream. From these elevations and the distances between the cross
sections the stream slope may be calculated.

Figure II-6--Cross Section Locations
c. Resistance. The hydraulic resistance coefficient of the natural
channel must be evaluated in order to calculate preproject flow

conditions. This resistance coefficient is usually taken to be the Manning
n value. Various methods are available to evaluate resistance
coefficients for natural streams, including comparisons with photographs
of streams with known resistance values or tabular methods based on
stream characteristics (16, 17, and 18). Table 11, Appendix D, provides
Manning n values for selected natural channels.
d. Tailwater. Culvert performance is likely to be affected by the
downstream water surface elevation or tailwater. Therefore, conditions
which might promote high tailwater elevations during flood events
should be investigated. Downstream impoundments, obstructions,
channel constrictions, tidal effects, and junctions with other
watercourses should be investigated, based on field observations and
maps, in order to evaluate their impact on the resultant tailwater
elevation. Lacking these conditions, tailwater elevations should be
based on water surface elevations in the natural channel. These
elevations can be accurately determined from water surface elevation
calculations or estimated using simplified approximations of water
depth. For most culvert installations, an approximation is sufficient.
e. Upstream Storage. The storage capacity available upstream from a
culvert may have an impact upon its design. Upstream storage capacity
can be obtained from large scale contour maps of the upstream area,
but a 2-foot (0.5m) contour interval map is desirable. If such maps are
not available, a number of cross sections should be obtained upstream
of the proposed culvert. These sections must be referenced horizontally
as well as vertically. The length of upstream channel to be
cross-sectioned will depend on the headwater expected and the stream
slope. The cross sections can be used to develop contour maps or the
cross sectional areas can be used to compute storage. The topographic
information should extend from the channel bed upward to an elevation
equal to at least the design headwater elevation in the area upstream of
the culvert.
4. Roadway Data
The proposed or existing roadway affects the culvert cost, hydraulic capacity, and
alignment. Roadway profile and the roadway cross section information can be
obtained from preliminary roadway drawings or from standard details on roadway
sections. When the culvert must be sized prior to the development of preliminary
plans, a best estimate of the roadway section can be used, but the culvert design
must be checked after the roadway plans are completed.
a. Cross Section. The roadway cross section normal to the centerline is typically
available from highway plans. However, the cross section needed by the culvert
designer is the section at the stream crossing. This section may be skewed with

reference to the roadway centerline. For a proposed culvert, the roadway plan,
profile, and cross-sectional data should be combined as necessary to obtain this
desired section. A schematic roadway plan and section with important elevations is
shown in Figure II-7.
b. Culvert Length. Important dimensions and features of the culvert will become
evident when the desired roadway cross section is measured or established. The
dimensions are obtained by superimposing the estimated culvert barrel on the
roadway cross section and the streambed profile. (Figure II-7) This superposition
establishes the inlet and outlet invert elevations. These elevations and the resulting
culvert length are approximate since the final culvert barrel size must still be
determined.

Figure II-7--Roadway Cross Section and Culvert Length
c. Longitudinal Roadway Profile. The roadway profile represents the
obstruction encountered by the flowing stream. The embankment
containing the culvert acts much like a dam. The culvert is similar to the
normal release structure, and the roadway crest acts as an emergency
spillway in the event that the upstream pool (headwater) attains a
sufficient elevation. The location of initial overtopping is dependent upon
the roadway geometry. (Figure II-8)
The profile contained in highway plans generally represents the
roadway centerline profile. These elevations may not represent the high
point in the highway cross section. The culvert designer should extract
the profile which establishes roadway flooding and roadway overflow
elevations from the highway plans available. The low point of the profile
is of critical importance, since this is the point at which roadway

overtopping will first occur.
5. Design Headwater
The most economical culvert is one which would utilize all of the available
headwater to pass the design discharge. Since the discharge capacity increases
with increasing head, the available headwater elevation must be determined. This
design headwater elevation generally hinges on one of three factors; economic
considerations, regulatory constraints, or arbitrary constraints.
An increase in available headwater can be obtained at some sites by depressing
(burying) the culvert inlet. This procedure is advantageous for steep culverts which
operate under inlet control. Additional information on this procedure is contained in
Chapter 3.
. Economic Considerations. As ponding elevations increase upstream from a
culvert, detrimental economic consequences can occur. Although for major
structures it may be advantageous to perform a flood risk analysis (Chapter
6), site-specific constraints are sometimes adopted in lieu of a full risk
analysis. Such constraints are based on some designated elevation that is not
to be exceeded within a specified return period. This elevation may
correspond to some critical point on the roadway such as the roadway
shoulder or the road way overtopping elevation. Another criteria might be the
flood damage elevation of an upstream building. Possible loss of life and the
importance of the highway are likewise considered. While all of these factors
pertain to risk analysis, a detailed risk analysis is generally not performed.

Figure II-8--Road Profile - Valley Section
b. Regulatory Constraints. The requirements of the National Flood Insurance
Program are a major consideration in culvert design. Most communities are
now participating in this program. The limitation on flood plain construction as
it affects the base (100-year) flood elevation is of primary importance.
Depending upon the culvert location, existing floodway encroachments, and

whether there is a specified floodway, the allowable water surface elevation
increase varies from 0 to 1 foot (0.3m). Regardless of the return period
utilized in the culvert design for the particular roadway, the 100-year return
period flood must be checked to ascertain the effects of the culvert on the
base flood elevation.(19)
3. Arbitrary Constraints. Some state or local agencies place arbitrary constraints
on the headwater produced by a culvert. For example, the headwater depth
may not be allowed to exceed the barrel height or some multiple of the barrel
height. Although these constraints will severely limit the flexibility inherent in
culvert design, they must be followed unless the controlling agency can be
convinced to relax the restrictions or grant an exemption.

C. Summary of Data Needs
Table 3 summarizes the various data needed for culvert design.
Table 3--Data Requirements for Culvert Design
DATA
HYDROLOGY
Peak Flow

SOURCE
Stream gage analysis or calculated using Rational
Formula, SCS Method, regression equations, etc.
Same as for peak flow

Check Flows
Hydrographs (if storage routing is utilized)

From stream gage information or synthetic
development methods such as SCS, Method, Snyder
Method, or computer models

SITE DATA
Culvert Location

Based on site characteristics including natural stream
section, slope, and alignment

Waterway Data
Cross Sections
Longitudinal Slope
Resistance
Tailwater Field
Upstream storage
DATA

Field survey or topographic maps
Field survey or topographic maps
Observation, photographs, or calculation methods
Field survey, maps
Field survey, maps
SOURCE

Roadway Data
Cross Section
Profile
Culvert Length

Roadway plans
Roadway plans
Roadway plans

Design Headwater
Critical points on roadway

Roadway plans

Surrounding buildings or
structures

Aerial photographs, surveys, or topographic maps

Regulatory Constraints

Floodplain and flood insurance regulations for stream
reach of interest

Arbitrary Constraints

Go to Chapter 3

State or local regulations for culvert installations
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A. Culvert Flow
1. General
An exact theoretical analysis of culvert flow is extremely complex because the flow is usually nonuniform
with regions of both gradually varying and rapidly varying flow. An exact analysis involves backwater and
drawdown calculations, energy and momentum balance, and application of the results of hydraulic model
studies. For example, the U.S. Geological Survey has defined 18 different culvert flow types based on inlet
and outlet submergence, the flow regime in the barrel, and the downstream brink depth. (20) Often,
hydraulic jumps form inside or downstream of the culvert barrel. In addition, the flow types change in a
given culvert as the flow rate and tailwater elevations change.
In order to systematically analyze culvert flow, the procedures of this publication have been developed,
wherein the various types of flow are classified and analyzed on the basis of control section. A control
section is a location where there is a unique relationship between the flow rate and the upstream water
surface elevation. Many different flow conditions exist over time, but at a given time the flow is either
governed by the inlet geometry (inlet control); or by a combination of the culvert inlet configuration, the
characteristics of the barrel, and the tailwater (outlet control). Control may oscillate from inlet to outlet;
however, in this publication, the concept of "minimum performance" applies. That is, while the culvert may
operate more efficiently at times (more flow for a given headwater level), it will never operate at a lower
level of performance than calculated.
The culvert design method presented in this publication is based on the use of design charts and
nomographs. These charts and nomographs are, in turn, based on data from numerous hydraulic tests and
on theoretical calculations. At each step of the process, some error is introduced. For example, there is
scatter in the test data and the selection of a best fit design equation involves some error. Also, the
correlation between the design equations and the design nomographs is not exact. Reproduction of the
design charts introduces additional error. Therefore, it should be assumed that the results of the procedure
are accurate to within plus or minus ten percent, in terms of head. Additional information on the precision
of the design charts is provided in Appendix A.
Table 1 in Chapter 1 shows the factors which must be considered in culvert design for inlet and outlet
control. In inlet control, only the inlet area, the edge configuration, and the shape influence the culvert
performance for a given headwater elevation. The headwater elevation is calculated with respect to the inlet
invert, and the tailwater elevation has no influence on performance. In outlet control, all of the factors
listed in Table 1 affect culvert performance. Headwater elevation is calculated with respect to the outlet
invert, and the difference between headwater and tailwater elevation represents the energy which conveys
the flow through the culvert.

2. Types of Control
A general description of the characteristics of inlet and outlet control flow is given below. A culvert
flowing in inlet control has shallow, high velocity flow categorized as "supercritical." For supercritical
flow, the control section is at the upstream end of the barrel (the inlet). Conversely, a culvert flowing in
outlet control will have relatively deep, lower velocity flow termed "subcritical" flow. For subcritical flow
the control is at the downstream end of the culvert (the outlet). The tailwater depth is either critical depth at
the culvert outlet or the downstream channel depth, whichever is higher. In a given culvert, the type of flow
is dependent on all of the factors listed in Table 1.

Figure III-1--Types of Inlet Control

a. Inlet Control

Examples of Inlet Control

Figure III-1 depicts several different examples of inlet control flow. The type of flow depends on the
submergence of the inlet and outlet ends of the culvert. In all of these examples, the control section is at the
inlet end of the culvert. Depending on the tailwater, a hydraulic jump may occur downstream of the inlet.
Figure III-1-A depicts a condition where neither the inlet nor the outlet end of the culvert are submerged.
The flow passes through critical depth just downstream of the culvert entrance and the flow in the barrel is
supercritical. The barrel flows partly full over its length, and the flow approaches normal depth at the outlet
end.
Figure III-1-B shows that submergence of the outlet end of the culvert does not assure outlet control. In this
case, the flow just downstream of the inlet is supercritical and a hydraulic jump forms in the culvert barrel.
Figure III-1-C is a more typical design situation. The inlet end is submerged and the outlet end flows
freely. Again, the flow is supercritical and the barrel flows partly full over its length. Critical depth is
located just downstream of the culvert entrance, and the flow is approaching normal depth at the
downstream end of the culvert.
Figure III-1-D is an unusual condition illustrating the fact that even submergence of both the inlet and the
outlet ends of the culvert does not assure full flow. In this case, a hydraulic jump will form in the barrel.
The median inlet provides ventilation of the culvert barrel. If the barrel were not ventilated,
sub-atmospheric pressures could develop which might create an unstable condition during which the barrel
would alternate between full flow and partly full flow.
Factors Influencing Inlet Control

Since the control is at the upstream end in inlet control, only the headwater and the inlet configuration
affect the culvert performance. (Table 1) The headwater depth is measured from the invert of the inlet
control section to the surface of the upstream pool. The inlet area is the cross-sectional area of the face of
the culvert. Generally, the inlet face area is the same as the barrel area, but for tapered inlets the face area is
enlarged, and the control section is at the throat. The inlet edge configuration describes the entrance type.
Some typical inlet edge configurations are thin edge projecting, mitered, square edges in a headwall, and
beveled edge. The inlet shape is usually the same as the shape of the culvert barrel; however, it may be
enlarged as in the case of a tapered inlet. Typical shapes are rectangular, circular, and elliptical. Whenever
the inlet face is a different size or shape than the culvert barrel, the possibility of an additional control
section within the barrel exists.

Figure III-2--Flow Contractions for Various Culvert Inlets
An additional factor which influences inlet control performance is the barrel slope. The effect is small,
however, and it can be ignored or a small slope correction factor can be inserted in the inlet control
equations. (Appendix A)
The inlet edge configuration is a major factor in inlet control performance, and it can be modified to
improve performance. Various inlet edges are shown in Figure III-2. Figure III-2-A is a thin edge
projecting inlet typical of metal pipe, Figure III-2-B is a projecting thick-walled inlet (about the same
performance as a square edge in a headwall) which is typical of concrete pipe without a groove end, and
Figure III-2-C is a groove end or socket inlet which is typical of a concrete pipe joint. Note that as the inlet
edge condition improves (from Figure III-2-A to Figure III-2-C), the flow contraction at the inlet decreases.
This reduced flow contraction indicates increased inlet performance and more flow through the barrel for
the same headwater.

Figure III-3--Beveled Edges
A method of increasing inlet performance is the use of beveled edges at the entrance of the culvert. Beveled
edges reduce the contraction of the flow by effectively enlarging the face of the culvert. Although any
beveling will help the hydraulics, design charts are available for two bevel angles, 45 degrees and 33.7
degrees, as shown in Figure III-3.
The larger, 33.7-degree bevels require some structural modification, but they provide slightly better inlet
performance than the 45-degree bevels. The smaller, 45-degree bevels require very minor structural
modification of the culvert headwall and increase both inlet and outlet control performances. Therefore, the
use of 45 degree bevels is recommended on all culverts, whether in inlet or outlet control, unless the culvert
has a groove end. (The groove end provides about the same performance as a beveled edge.)
Hydraulics of Inlet Control

Inlet control performance is defined by the three regions of flow shown in Figure III-4: unsubmerged,
transition and submerged. For low headwater conditions, as shown in Figure III-1-A and Figure III-1-B, the
entrance of the culvert operates as a weir. A weir is an unsubmerged flow control section where the
upstream water surface elevation can be predicted for a given flow rate. The relationship between flow and
water surface elevation must be determined by model tests of the weir geometry or by measuring prototype
discharges. These tests or measurements are then used to develop equations for unsubmerged inlet control
flow. Appendix A contains the equations which were developed from the NBS model test data.
For headwaters submerging the culvert entrance, as are shown in Figure III-1-C and Figure III-1-D, the
entrance of the culvert operates as an orifice. An orifice is an opening, submerged on the upstream side and
flowing freely on the downstream side, which functions as a control section. The relationship between flow
and headwater can be defined based on results from model tests. Appendix A contains the submerged flow
equations which were developed from the NBS test data.

The flow transition zone between the low headwater (weir control) and the high headwater flow conditions
(orifice control) is poorly defined. This zone is approximated by plotting the unsubmerged and submerged
flow equations and connecting them with a line tangent to both curves, as shown in Figure III-4.

Figure III-4--Inlet Flow Control Curves
The inlet control flow versus headwater curves which are established using the above procedure are the
basis for constructing the inlet control design nomographs. Note that approach velocity head can be
included as a part of the available headwater in the inlet relationships.
Inlet Depressions

The inlet control equations or nomographs provide the depth of headwater above the inlet invert required to
convey a given discharge through the inlet. This relationship remains constant regardless of the elevation of
the inlet invert. If the entrance end of the culvert is depressed below the stream bed, more head can be
exerted on the inlet for the same headwater elevation.
Two methods of depressing the entrance ends of culverts are shown in Figure III-5 and Figure III-6. Figure
III-5 depicts the use of a depressed approach apron with the fill retained by wingwalls. Paving the apron is
desirable. Figure III-6 shows a sump constructed upstream of the culvert face. Usually the sump is paved,
but for small depressions, an unpaved excavation may be adequate.

Figure III-5--Culvert with Depressed Apron and Wingwalls

Figure III-6--Culvert with Inlet Sump
When a culvert is depressed below the stream bed at the inlet, the depression is called the FALL. For
culverts without tapered inlets, the FALL is defined as the depth from the natural stream bed at the face to
the inlet invert. For culverts with tapered inlets, the FALL is defined as the depth from the natural stream
bed at the face to the throat invert. Tapered inlets will be discussed further in Chapter 4.

b. Outlet Control
Examples of Outlet Control

Figure III-7 illustrates various outlet control flow conditions. In all cases, the control section is at the outlet
end of the culvert or further downstream.

Figure III-7--Types of Outlet Control
For the partly full flow situations, the flow in the barrel is subcritical.
Condition III-7-A represents the classic full flow condition, with both inlet and outlet submerged. The
barrel is in pressure flow throughout its length. This condition is often assumed in calculations, but seldom
actually exists.
Condition III-7-B depicts the outlet submerged with the inlet unsubmerged. For this case, the headwater is
shallow so that the inlet crown is exposed as the flow contracts into the culvert.
Condition III-7-C shows the entrance submerged to such a degree that the culvert flows full throughout its
entire length while the exit is unsubmerged. This is a rare condition. It requires an extremely high
headwater to maintain full barrel flow with no tailwater. The outlet velocities are usually high under this
condition.
Condition III-7-D is more typical. The culvert entrance is submerged by the headwater and the outlet end
flows freely with a low tailwater. For this condition, the barrel flows partly full over at least part of its

length (subcritical flow) and the flow passes through critical depth just upstream of the outlet.
Condition III-7-E is also typical, with neither the inlet nor the outlet end of the culvert submerged. The
barrel flows partly full over its entire length, and the flow profile is subcritical.
Factors Influencing Outlet Control

All of the factors influencing the performance of a culvert in inlet control also influence culverts in outlet
control. In addition, the barrel characteristics (roughness, area, shape, length, and slope) and the tailwater
elevation affect culvert performance in outlet control. (Table 1)
The barrel roughness is a function of the material used to fabricate the barrel. Typical materials include
concrete and corrugated metal. The roughness is represented by a hydraulic resistance coefficient such as
the Manning n value. Typical Manning n values for culverts are presented in Table 4. Additional discussion
on the sources and derivations of the Manning n values are contained in Appendix B.
The barrel area and barrel shape are self explanatory.
The barrel length is the total culvert length from the entrance to the exit of the culvert. Because the design
height of the barrel and the slope influence the actual length, an approximation of barrel length is usually
necessary to begin the design process.
The barrel slope is the actual slope of the culvert barrel. The barrel slope is often the same as the natural
stream slope. However, when the culvert inlet is raised or lowered, the barrel slope is different from the
stream slope.
The tailwater elevation is based on the downstream water surface elevation. Backwater calculations from a
downstream control, a normal depth approximation, or field observations are used to define the tailwater
elevation.
Hydraulics of Outlet Control

Full flow in the culvert barrel, as depicted in Figure III-7-A, is the best type of flow for describing outlet
control hydraulics.
Outlet control flow conditions can be calculated based on energy balance. The total energy (HL) required to
pass the flow through the culvert barrel is made up of the entrance loss (He), the friction losses through the
barrel (Hf), and the exit loss (Ho). Other losses, including bend losses (Hb), losses at junctions (Hj), and
loses at grates (Hg) should be included as appropriate. These losses are discussed in Chapter 6.

HL = He + Hf + Ho + Hb + Hj + Hg

(1)

Table 4. Manning's n values for culverts

Type of Conduit
Concrete Pipe

Wall Description
Smooth Walls

Manning n
0.010-0.013

Concrete Boxes

Smooth Walls

0.012-0.015

Corrugated Metal Pipes and Boxes, Annular 2-2/3 by 1/2 inch Corrugation
or Helical Pipe (Manning n varies with
6 by 1 inch corrugations
barrel size) Refer to Figure B-3
5 by 1 inch corrugations
3 by 1 inch corrugations
6 by 2 inch structural plate corrugations
9 by 21/2 inch structural plate
corrugations
Type of Conduit
Corrugated Metal Pipes, Helical
Corrugations, and Full Circular Flow
Spiral Rib Metal Pipe

0.022-0.027
0.022-0.025
0.025-0.026
0.027-0.028
0.033-0.035

Wall Description
2-2/3 by 1/2 inch corrugations

0.033-0.037
Manning n
0.012-0.024

Smooth Walls

0.012-0.013

NOTE: The values indicated in this table are recommended Manning "n" design values. Actual
field values for older existing pipelines may vary depending on the effects of abrasion, corrosion,
deflection, and joint conditions. Concrete pipe with poor joints and deteriorated walls may have "n"
value of 0.014 to 0.018. Corrugated metal pipe with joint and wall problems may also have higher
"n" values, and in addition, may experience shape changes which could adversely effect the general
hydraulic performance of the culvert.
The barrel velocity is calculated as follows:

V is the average velocity in the culvert barrel, ft/s (m/s)
Q is the flow rate, ft³/s (m³/s)
A is the full cross sectional area of the flow, ft² (m²)
The velocity head is:

g is the acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/s/s (9.8 m/s/s)
The entrance loss is a function of the velocity head in the barrel, and can be expressed as a coefficient times
the velocity head.

Values of ke based on various inlet configurations are given in Table 12, Appendix D.
The friction loss in the barrel is also a function of the velocity head. Based on the Manning equation, the
friction loss is:

n is the Manning roughness coefficient (Table 4)
L is the length of the culvert barrel, ft (m)
R is the hydraulic radius of the full culvert barrel = A/p, ft (m)
A is the cross-sectional area of the barrel, ft² (m²)
p is the perimeter of the barrel, ft (m)
V is the velocity in the barrel, ft/s (m/s)
The exit loss is a function of the change in velocity at the outlet of the culvert barrel. For a sudden
expansion such as an endwall, the exit loss is:

Vd is the channel velocity downstream of the culvert, ft/s (m/s)
Equation (4c) may overestimate exit losses, and a multiplier of less than 1.0 can be used. (40) The
downstream velocity is usually neglected, in which case the exit loss is equal to the full flow velocity head
in the barrel, as shown in Equation (4d).

Bend losses, junction losses, grate losses and other losses are discussed in Chapter 6. These other losses are
added to the total losses using Equation (1).
Inserting the above relationships for entrance loss, friction loss, and exit loss (Equation (4d)) into Equation
(1), the following equation for loss is obtained:

Figure III-8--Full Flow Energy and Hydraulic Grade Lines
Figure III-8 depicts the energy grade line and the hydraulic grade line for full flow in a culvert barrel. The
energy grade line represents the total energy at any point along the culvert barrel. HW is the depth from the
inlet invert to the energy grade line.The hydraulic grade line is the depth to which water would rise in
vertical tubes connected to the sides of the culvert barrel. In full flow, the energy grade line and the
hydraulic grade line are parallel straight lines separated by the velocity head lines except in the vicinity of
the inlet where the flow passes through a contraction.
The headwater and tailwater conditions as well as the entrance, friction, and exit losses are also shown in
Figure III-8. Equating the total energy at sections 1 and 2, upstream and downstream of the culvert barrel in
Figure III-8, the following relationship results:

HWo is the headwater depth above the outlet invert, ft (m)
Vu is the approach velocity, ft/s (m/s)
TW is the tailwater depth above the outlet invert, ft (m)
Vd is the downstream velocity, ft/s (m/s)
HL is the sum of all losses including entrance (He), friction (Hf), exit (Ho) and other losses,
(Hb), (Hj), etc., ft (m)
Note: the total available upstream energy (HW) includes the depth of the upstream water surface above the
outlet invert and the approach velocity head. In most instances, the approach velocity is low, and the
approach velocity head is neglected. However, it can be considered to be a part of the available headwater
and used to convey the flow through the culvert.
Likewise, the velocity downstream of the culvert (Vd) is usually neglected. When both approach and
downstream velocities are neglected, Equation (6) becomes:

In this case, HL is the difference in elevation between the water surface elevation at the outlet (tailwater
elevation) and the water surface elevation at the inlet (headwater elevation). If it is desired to include the
approach and/or downstream velocities, use Equation (4c) for exit losses and Equation (6) instead of

Equation (7) to calculate the headwater.

Figure III-9--Outlet Control Energy and Hydraulic Grade Lines

Figure III-10--Roadway Overtopping
Equation (1), Equation (2), Equation (3), Equation (4), Equation (5), Equation (6), and Equation (7) were
developed for full barrel flow, shown in Figure III-7-A. The equations also apply to the flow situations
shown in Figure III-7-B. and Figure III-7-C, which are effectively full flow conditions. Backwater
calculations may be required for the partly full flow conditions shown in Figure III-7-D and E. These
calculations begin at the water surface at the downstream end of the culvert and proceed upstream to the
entrance of the culvert. The downstream water surface is based on critical depth at the culvert outlet or on
the tailwater depth, whichever is higher. If the calculated backwater profile intersects the top of the barrel,
as in Figure III-7-D., a straight, full flow hydraulic grade line extends from that point upstream to the
culvert entrance. From Equation (4b), the full flow friction slope is:

n order to avoid tedious backwater calculations, approximate methods have been developed to analyze
partly full flow conditions. Based on numerous backwater calculations performed by the FHWA staff, it
was found that a downstream extension of the full flow hydraulic grade line for the flow condition shown
in Figure III-9-B pierces the plane of the culvert outlet at a point one-half way between critical depth and
the top of the barrel. Therefore, it is possible to begin the hydraulic grade line at a depth of (dc+ D)/2 above
the outlet invert and extend the straight, full flow hydraulic grade line upstream to the inlet of the culvert at
a slope of Sn.(Figure III-9-D) If the tailwater exceeds (dc+ D)/2, the tailwater is used to set the downstream
end of the extended full flow hydraulic grade line. The inlet losses and the velocity head are added to the
elevation of the hydraulic grade line at the inlet to obtain the headwater elevation.
This approximate method works best when the barrel flows full over at least part of its length. (Figure
III-9-B) When the barrel is partly full over its entire length(Figure III-9-C), the method becomes
increasingly inaccurate as the headwater falls further below the top of the barrel at the inlet. Adequate
results are obtained down to a headwater of 0.75D. For lower headwaters, backwater calculations are
required to obtain accurate headwater elevations.

Figure III-11--Discharge Coefficients for Roadway Overtopping
The outlet control nomographs in Appendix D provide solutions for Equation (5) for entrance, friction, and
exit losses in full barrel flow. Using the approximate backwater method, the losses (H) obtained from the
nomographs can be applied for the partly full flow conditions shown in Figure III-7 and Figure III-9. The
losses are added to the elevation of the extended full flow hydraulic grade line at the barrel outlet in order
to obtain the headwater elevation. The extended hydraulic grade line is set at the higher of (dc+ D)/2 or the
tailwater elevation at the culvert outlet. Again, the approximation works best when the barrel flows full
over at least part of its length.

3. Roadway Overtopping
Overtopping will begin when the headwater rises to the elevation of the roadway. (Figure III-10) The
overtopping will usually occur at the low point of a sag vertical curve on the roadway. The flow will be
similar to flow over a broad crested weir. Flow coefficients for flow overtopping roadway embankments
are found in HDS No. 1, Hydraulics of Bridge Waterways (21), as well as in the documentation of HY-7,
the Bridge Waterways Analysis Model (22). Curves from reference (22) are shown in Figure III-11. Figure
III-11-A is for deep overtopping, Figure III-11-B is for shallow overtopping, and Figure III-11-C is a
correction factor for downstream submergence. Equation (8) defines the flow across the roadway.
Qo= CdL HWr1.5

(8)

Qo is the overtopping flow rate in ft³/s (m³/s)
Cd is the overtopping discharge coefficient
L is the length of the roadway crest, ft (m)
HW is the upstream depth, measured from the roadway crest to the water surface upstream of the weir
r

drawdown, ft (m)

Figure III-12--Weir Crest Length Determinations for Roadway Overtopping
The length and elevation of the roadway crest are difficult to determine when the crest is defined by a
roadway sag vertical curve. The sag vertical curve can be broken into a series of horizontal segments as
shown in Figure III-12-A. Using Equation (8), the flow over each segment is calculated for a given
headwater. Then, the incremental flows for each segment are added together, resulting in the total flow
across the roadway. Representing the sag vertical curve by a single horizontal line (one segment) is often
adequate for culvert design. (Figure III-12-B) The length of the weir can be taken as the horizontal length
of this segment or it can be based on the roadway profile and an acceptable variation above and below the
horizontal line. In effect, this method utilizes an average depth of the upstream pool above the roadway
crest for the flow calculation.
It is a simple matter to calculate the flow across the roadway for a given upstream water surface elevation
using Equation (8). The problem is that the roadway overflow plus the culvert flow must equal the total
design flow. A trial and error process is necessary to determine the amount of the total flow passing
through the culvert and the amount flowing across the roadway. Performance curves may also be
superimposed for the culvert flow and the road overflow to yield an overall solution as is discussed later in
this chapter.

4. Outlet Velocity
Culvert outlet velocities should be calculated to determine the need for erosion protection at the culvert
exit. Culverts usually result in outlet velocities which are higher than the natural stream velocities. These
outlet velocities may require flow readjustment or energy dissipation to prevent downstream erosion.
In inlet control, backwater (also called drawdown) calculations may be necessary to determine the outlet
velocity. These calculations begin at the culvert entrance and proceed downstream to the exit. The flow
velocity is obtained from the flow and the cross-sectional area at the exit. (Equation (2)).

An approximation may be used to avoid backwater calculations in determining the outlet velocity for
culverts operating in inlet control. The water surface profile converges toward normal depth as calculations
proceed down the culvert barrel. Therefore, if the culvert is of adequate length, normal depth will exist at
the culvert outlet. Even in short culverts, normal depth can be assumed and used to define the area of flow
at the outlet and obtain the outlet velocity. (Figure III-13) The velocity calculated in this manner may be
slightly higher than the actual velocity at the outlet. Normal depth in common culvert shapes may be
calculated using a trial and error solution of the Manning equation. The known inputs are flow rate, barrel
resistance, slope and geometry. Normal depths may also be obtained from design aids in publications such
as HDS No. 3. (23).

Figure III-13--Outlet Velocity - Inlet Control

Figure III-14--Outlet Velocity - Outlet Control
In outlet control, the cross sectional area of the flow is defined by the geometry of the outlet and either
critical depth, tailwater depth, or the height of the conduit.(Figure III-14).
Critical depth is used when the tailwater is less than critical depth and the tailwater depth is used when
tailwater is greater than critical depth but below the top of the barrel. The total barrel area is used when the
tailwater exceeds the top of the barrel.

B. Performance Curves
Performance curves are representations of flow rate versus headwater depth or elevation for a given flow control device,
such as a weir, an orifice, or a culvert. A weir constricts open channel flow so that the flow passes through critical depth
just upstream of the weir. An orifice is a flow control device, fully submerged on the upstream side, through which the
flow passes. Performance curves and equations for these two basic types of flow control devices are shown in Figure
III-15.
When a tailwater exists, the control device may be submerged so that more than one flow-versus-elevation relationship
exists. Then, the performance curve is dependent on the variation of both tailwater and headwater. In the case of a weir
or orifice, the device is called a submerged weir or a submerged orifice, respectively. For some cases, submergence
effects have been analyzed and correction factors have been developed. (21,22,24)
Culvert performance curves are similar to weir and/or orifice performance curves. In fact, culverts often behave as weirs
or orifices. However, due to the fact that a culvert has several possible control sections (inlet, outlet, throat), a given
installation will have a performance curve for each control section and one for roadway overtopping. The overall culvert
performance curve is made up of the controlling portions of the individual performance curves for each control section.

1. Inlet Control
The inlet control performance curves are developed using either the inlet control equations of Appendix A
or the inlet control nomographs of Appendix D. If the equations of Appendix A are used, both
unsubmerged (weir) and submerged (orifice) flow headwaters must be calculated for a series of flow rates
bracketing the design flow. The resultant curves are then connected with a line tangent to both curves (the
transition zone). If the inlet control nomographs are used, the headwaters corresponding to the series of
flow rates are determined and then plotted. The transition zone is inherent in the nomographs.

2. Outlet Control
The outlet control performance curves are developed using Equation (1), Equation (2), Equation (3),
Equation (4), Equation (5), Equation (6), and Equation (7) of this chapter, the outlet control nomographs of
Appendix D, or backwater calculations. Flows bracketing the design flow are selected. For these flows, the
total losses through the barrel are calculated or read from the outlet control nomographs. The losses are
added to the elevation of the hydraulic grade line at the culvert outlet to obtain the headwater.
If backwater calculations are performed beginning at the downstream end of the culvert, friction losses are
accounted for in the calculations. Adding the inlet loss to the energy grade line in the barrel at the inlet
results in the headwater elevation for each flow rate.

3. Roadway Overtopping
A performance curve showing the culvert flow as well as the flow across the roadway is a useful analysis
tool. Rather than using a trial and error procedure to determine the flow division between the overtopping
flow and the culvert flow, an overall performance curve can be developed. The performance curve depicts
the sum of the flow through the culvert and the flow across the roadway.

Figure III-15--Performance Curves and Equations for Weirs and Orifices
The overall performance curve can be determined by performing the following steps.
Step 1. Select a range of flow rates and determine the corresponding headwater elevations
for the culvert flow alone. These flow rates should fall above and below the design discharge
and cover the entire flow range of interest. Both inlet and outlet control headwaters should be
calculated.
Step 2. Combine the inlet and outlet control performance curves to define a single
performance curve for the culvert.
Step 3. When the culvert headwater elevations exceed the roadway crest elevation,
overtopping will begin. Calculate the equivalent upstream water surface depth above the
roadway (crest of weir) for each selected flow rate. Use these water surface depths and
Equation (8) to calculate flow rates across the roadway.
Step 4. Add the culvert flow and the roadway overtopping flow at the corresponding
headwater elevations to obtain the overall culvert performance curve.
Using the combined culvert performance curve, it is an easy matter to determine the headwater elevation
for any flow rate, or to visualize the performance of the culvert installation over a range of flow rates.
When roadway overtopping begins, the rate of headwater increase will flatten severely. The headwater will
rise very slowly from that point on. Figure III-16 depicts an overall culvert performance curve with
roadway overtopping. Example problem III-4 illustrates the development of an overall culvert performance
curve.

Figure III-16--Culvert Performance Curve with Roadway Overtopping

C. Culvert Design Method
The culvert design method provides a convenient and organized procedure for designing culverts, considering inlet and
outlet control. While it is possible to follow the design method without an understanding of culvert hydraulics, this is
not recommended. The result could be an inadequate and possibly unsafe structure.

1. Culvert Design Form
The Culvert Design Form, shown in Figure III-17, has been formulated to guide the user through the design
process. Summary blocks are provided at the top of the form for the project description, and the designer's
identification. Summaries of hydrologic data of the form are also included. At the top right is a small
sketch of the culvert with blanks for inserting important dimensions and elevations.
The central portion of the design form contains lines for inserting the trial culvert description and
calculating the inlet control and outlet control headwater elevations. Space is provided at the lower center
for comments and at the lower right for a description of the culvert barrel selected.
The first step in the design process is to summarize all known data for the culvert at the top of the Culvert
Design Form. This information will have been collected or calculated prior to performing the actual culvert
design. The next step is to select a preliminary culvert material, shape, size, and entrance type. The user
then enters the design flow rate and proceeds with the inlet control calculations.

2. Inlet Control
The inlet control calculations determine the headwater elevation required to pass the design flow through
the selected culvert configuration in inlet control. The approach velocity head may be included as part of
the headwater, if desired. The inlet control nomographs of Appendix D are used in the design process. For
the following discussion, refer to the schematic inlet control nomograph shown in Figure III-18.

Figure III-17--Culvert Design Form
a. Locate the selected culvert size (point 1) and flow rate (point 2) on the appropriate scales of
the inlet control nomograph. (Note that for box culverts, the flow rate per foot of barrel width
is used.)
b. Using a straightedge, carefully extend a straight line from the culvert size (point 1) through
the flow rate (point 2) and mark a point on the first headwater/culvert height (HW/D) scale
(point 3). The first HW/D scale is also a turning line.
NOTE: If the nomographs are put into a notebook, a clean plastic sheet with a matte finish can
be used to mark on so that the nomographs can be preserved.
c. If another HW/D scale is required, extend a horizontal line from the first HW/D scale (the
turning line) to the desired scale and read the result.
d. Multiply HW/D by the culvert height, D, to obtain the required headwater (HW) from the
invert of the control section to the energy grade line. If the approach velocity is neglected, HW
equals the required headwater depth (HW ). If the approach velocity is included in the
i

calculations, deduct the approach velocity head from HW to determine HWi.
e. Calculate the required depression (FALL) of the inlet control section below the stream bed
as follows:

Where:
HWd is the design headwater depth, ft (m)
ELhd is the design headwater elevation, ft (m)
ELsf is the elevation of the streambed at the face, ft (m)
HWi is the required headwater depth, ft (m)
Possible results and consequences of this calculation are:
1. If the FALL is negative or zero, set FALL equal to zero and proceed to step f.
2. If the FALL is positive, the inlet control section invert must be depressed below the
streambed at the face by that amount. If the FALL is acceptable, proceed to step f.
3. If the FALL is positive and greater than is judged to be acceptable, select another
culvert configuration and begin again at step a.
f. Calculate the inlet control section invert elevation as follows:

where:
EL is the invert elevation at the face of a culvert (EL ) or at the throat of a culvert
i

with a tapered inlet (ELt).

f

Figure III-18--Inlet Control Nomograph (schematic)

3. Outlet Control
The outlet control calculations result in the headwater elevation required to convey the design discharge
through the selected culvert in outlet control. The approach and downstream velocities may be included in
the design process, if desired. The critical depth charts and outlet control nomographs of Appendix D are
used in the design process. For illustration, refer to the schematic critical depth chart and outlet control
nomograph shown in Figure III-19 and Figure III-20, respectively.
a. Determine the tailwater depth above the outlet invert (TW) at the design flow rate. This is
obtained from backwater or normal depth calculations, or from field observations.

Figure III-19--Critical Depth Chart (schematic)
b. Enter the appropriate critical depth chart (Figure III-19) with the flow rate and read the
critical depth (d ). d cannot exceed D!
c

c

Note: The dc curves are truncated for convenience when they converge. If an accurate dc is
required for dc > .9D consult the Handbook of Hydraulics or other hydraulic references.
c. Calculate (d + D)/2
c

d. Determine the depth from the culvert outlet invert to the hydraulic grade line (h ).
o

ho = TW or (dc + D)/2 whichever is larger.
e. From Table 12, Appendix D, obtain the appropriate entrance loss coefficient, ke, for the
culvert inlet configuration.

Figure III-20--Outlet Control Nomograph (schematic)
f. Determine the losses through the culvert barrel, H, using the outlet control nomograph
(Figure III-20) or Equation (5) or Equation (6) if outside the range of the nomograph.
1. If the Manning n value given in the outlet control nomograph is different than the
Manning n for the culvert, adjust the culvert length using the formula:

L is the adjusted culvert length, ft (m),
1

L is the actual culvert length, ft (m),

n1 is the desired Manning n value, and
n is the Manning n value from the outlet control chart.
Then, use L rather than the actual culvert length when using the outlet control nomograph.
1

2. Using a straightedge, connect the culvert size (point 1) with the culvert length on the
appropriate ke scale (point 2). This defines a point on the turning line (point 3).
3. Again using the straightedge, extend a line from the discharge (point 4) through the
point on the turning line (point 3) to the Head Loss (H) scale. Read H. H is the energy loss
through the culvert, including entrance, friction, and outlet losses.
Note: Careful alignment of the straightedge in necessary to obtain good results from the outlet
control nomograph.
g. Calculate the required outlet control headwater elevation.

where:
ELo is the invert elevation at the outlet.
(If it is desired to include the approach and downstream velocities in the calculations, add the
downstream velocity head and subtract the approach velocity head from the right side of
Equation (10). Also, use Equation (4c) instead of Equation (4d) to calculate the exit losses and
Equation (1) to calculate total losses.)
h. If the outlet control headwater elevation exceeds the design headwater elevation, a new
culvert configuration must be selected and the process repeated. Generally, an enlarged barrel
will be necessary since inlet improvements are of limited benefit in outlet control.

4. Evaluation of Results
Compare the headwater elevations calculated for inlet and outlet control. The higher of the two is
designated the controlling headwater elevation. The culvert can be expected to operate with that higher
headwater for at least part of the time.
The outlet velocity is calculated as follows:
a. If the controlling headwater is based on inlet control, determine the normal depth and
velocity in the culvert barrel. The velocity at normal depth is assumed to be the outlet velocity.
b. If the controlling headwater is in outlet control, determine the area of flow at the outlet
based on the barrel geometry and the following:
1. Critical depth if the tailwater is below critical depth.
2. The tailwater depth if the tailwater is between critical depth and the top of the barrel.
3. The height of the barrel if the tailwater is above the top of the barrel.
Repeat the design process until an acceptable culvert configuration is determined. Once the
barrel is selected it must be fitted into the roadway cross section. The culvert barrel must have

adequate cover, the length should be close to the approximate length, and the headwalls and
wingwalls must be dimensioned.
If outlet control governs and the headwater depth (referenced to the inlet invert) is less than
1.2D, it is possible that the barrel flows partly full though its entire length. In this case, caution
should be used in applying the approximate method of setting the downstream elevation based
on the greater of tailwater or (d + D)/2. If an accurate headwater is necessary, backwater
c
calculations should be used to check the result from the approximate method. If the headwater
depth falls below 0.75D, the approximate method should not be used.
If the selected culvert will not fit the site, return to the culvert design process and select
another culvert. If neither tapered inlets nor flow routing are to be applied, document the
design. An acceptable design should always be accompanied by a performance curve which
displays culvert behavior over a range of discharges. If tapered inlets are to be investigated,
proceed to Chapter 6.
If storage routing will be utilized, proceed to Chapter 5.
Special culvert installations, such as culverts with safety grates, junctions, or bends are
discussed in Chapter 6. Unusual culvert configurations such as "broken-back" culverts,
siphons, and low head installations are also discussed.

5. Example Problems
The following example problems illustrate the use of the design methods and charts for selected culvert
configurations and hydraulic conditions. The problems cover the following situations (click on the
HotLinks to view the given example)::
Problem No. 1:
Circular pipe culvert, standard 2-2/3 by 1/2 in (68 by 13 cm) CMP with beveled edge and reinforced
concrete pipe with groove end. No FALL.
Problem No. 2:
Reinforced cast-in-place concrete box culvert with square edges and with bevels. No FALL.
Problem No. 3:
Elliptical pipe culvert with groove end and a FALL.
Problem No. 4:
Analysis of an existing reinforced concrete box culvert with square edges.
Example Problem #1
A culvert at a new roadway crossing must be designed to pass the 25-year flood. Hydrologic analysis
indicates a peak flow rate of 200 ft³/s. Use the following site information:
1. Elevation at Culvert Face: 100 ft
2. Natural Stream Bed Slope: 1 percent = 0.01 ft/ft
3. Tailwater for 25-Year Flood: 3.5 ft

4. Approximate Culvert Length: 200 ft
5. Shoulder Elevation: 110 ft
Design a circular pipe culvert for this site. Consider the use of a corrugated metal pipe with standard 2-2/3
by 1/2 in corrugations and beveled edges and concrete pipe with a groove end. Base the design headwater
on the shoulder elevation with a two ft freeboard (elevation 108.0 ft). Set the inlet invert at the natural
streambed elevation (no FALL).
Note: The following links show how the hardcopy design Chart 1, Chart 3, Chart 4, Chart
5, and Chart 6 were used in this solution:

Example Problem #2
A new culvert at a roadway crossing is required to pass a 50-year flow rate of 300 ft³/s. Use the following
site conditions:
1. ELhd : 110 ft based on adjacent structures
2.
3.
4.
5.

Shoulder Elev: 113.5 ft
Elevation of Stream Bed at Culvert Face: 100.0 ft.
Natural Stream Slope: 2 percent
Tailwater Depth: 4.0 ft

6. Approximate Culvert Length: 250 ft
Design a reinforced concrete box culvert for this installation. Try both square edges and
45-degree beveled edges in a headwall. Do not depress the inlet (no FALL).
Note: Hardcopy Design Chart 8, Chart 10, Chart 14, and Chart 15 are used in this solution.

Example Problem #3
Design a culvert to pass a 25-year flow of 220 ft³/s. Minimum depth of cover for this culvert is
2 ft.
1. ELhd: 105 ft based on adjacent structures
2. Shoulder Elev.: 105.5 ft
3. Elevation of Stream Bed at Culvert
4. Face (EL ): 100 ft
sf

5. Original Stream Slope: 5 percent
6. Tailwater Depth: 4 ft
7. Approximate Culvert Length: 150 ft
Due to the low available cover over the conduit, use an elliptical concrete pipe. Use of a small

depression (FALL) of about 1 ft at the inlet is acceptable.
NOTE: Hardcopy Design Chart 29, Chart 31, and Chart 33 are used in this
solution.

Example Problem #4
An existing 7 ft by 7 ft concrete box culvert was designed for a 50-year flood of 600 ft³/s and a
design headwater elevation of 114 ft. Upstream development has increased the 50-year runoff
to 1,000 ft³/s. The roadway is gravel with a width of 40 ft. The roadway profile may be
approximated as a broad crested weir 200 ft long. Use Figure III-11 to calculate overtopping
flows, and the following site data:
1. Inlet Invert Elevation: 100 ft
2. Entrance Condition: Square Edges
3. Slope: 5 percent
4. Roadway Centerline Elevation: 116 ft
5. Culvert Length: 200 ft
Tailwater Information:

Flow, ft³/s

TW, ft

400
600
800
1000

2.6
3.1
3.8
4.1

Prepare a performance curve for this installation, including any roadway overtopping, up to a
flow rate of 1,200 ft 3/s.
NOTE: Hardcopy Design Chart 8, Chart 14, Chart 15, and Figure III-11 are used
in this solution.

Figure III-21--Inlet Control Curves - Circular or Elliptical Structural Plate Corrugated
Metal Conduits

D. Design Methods for Culverts without Standard Design
Charts
Some culvert sizes, shapes, and materials do not have design nomographs and critical depth charts. For example, long
span, structural plate, corrugated metal conduits do not have standard design charts. Developing design charts for all
possible conduit shapes and sizes is not practical because they are so numerous and new shapes are constantly being
produced. Also, the large size conduits tend to fall outside the nomograph scales. With some modification, usual culvert
hydraulic techniques can be used to analyze these culverts.
For outlet control, the analysis includes pressure flow and backwater calculations to determine the headwater. Since the
inlet has not been modeled, the inlet control equations are necessarily based on hydraulic test results from similar tested
conduit shapes. Appendix A contains approximate inlet control equations for nonrectangular conduits with a variety of
edge conditions.

1. Inlet Control
In order to facilitate the design process, the appropriate inlet control equations of Appendix A have been
used to develop dimensionless inlet control design curves for selected conduit shapes and edge
configurations. The curves of Figure III-21 and Figure III-22 are for nonrectangular, structural plate
corrugated metal conduits of two basic shapes and four inlet edge conditions. Figure III-21 is for circular or
elliptical conduits with the long horizontal axis at the mid-point of the barrel. Figure III-22 is used for high
and low profile structural plate arches.

Figure III-22--Inlet Control Curves - High and Low Profile Structural Plate Arches
The curves in these figures are for four different inlet edge conditions: thin edge projecting, mitered,
square-edge, and 45-degree bevels. The horizontal axis of the chart is flow rate divided by the area times
the square root of barrel height (Q/AD0.5) and the vertical axis is headwater depth divided by barrel height
(HW/D). Figure III-21 will provide adequate results for any conduit with curved surfaces, including
pipe-arches and underpasses.Figure III-22 is used for conduits similar to arches with flat bottoms.
To use the figures, perform the following steps:
. From manufacturers' information, select a barrel size, shape and inlet edge configuration. Obtain the
area, A, and the interior height, D, for the selected barrel.
b. Calculate AD0.5.
c. Divide the design flow rate, Q, by AD0.5.
d. Enter the appropriate design chart with Q/AD0.5 , and for the selected edge condition, read HW/D.
e. Multiply HW/D by D to obtain the face control headwater, HW.
f. If it is desired to take credit for the approach velocity (Vu) in the calculations, deduct the approach
velocity head (Vu2/2g) from HW to obtain the face control headwater, HWf. If Vu is neglected, set
HWf equal to HW.
g. If the inlet control headwater is higher than the design headwater, or if the conduit is oversized,
select another conduit size and/or inlet edge condition and return to step a.

2. Outlet Control
a. Partly Full Flow. Large conduits, such as long span culverts, usually flow partly full
throughout their lengths. In addition, the invert of the culvert is often unlined. In these
situations it is advisable to perform backwater calculations to determine the headwater
elevation.
The backwater calculations begin at the tailwater level or at critical depth at the culvert exit,

whichever is higher. Hydraulic resistance values for the backwater calculations are contained
in Hydraulic Flow Resistance Factors for Corrugated Metal Conduit. (25) Data from that
reference are included in Appendix B. Selected resistance values for natural channels are
found in Table 11 of Appendix D. Note that when the perimeter of the conduit is constructed
of two or more materials, a composite resistance value should be used. Methods of calculating
composite resistance values are discussed in Appendix B.
b. Full Flow. If the conduit flows full or nearly full throughout its length, Equation (7) may be
used to calculate the outlet control headwater depth.

H is the total loss through the culvert barrel which is calculated using Equation (1) or Equation
(5). TW is either the tailwater depth or (d + D)/2, whichever is larger. Values of critical depth
c

for most conduits are provided in the manufacturers' information. In Equation (5), the
hydraulic radius and velocity are full flow values. The Manning n value is a composite value
when more than one material is used in the perimeter of the conduit.

3. Discussion of Results
The inlet control headwater obtained from Figure III-21 or Figure III-22 includes the approach velocity
head. Therefore, credit may be taken for the approach velocity head in determining the required headwater
pool depth.
In outlet control, the same limitations on use of the approximate backwater method apply as for culverts
with design charts. That is, if the headwater (referenced to the inlet invert) falls between 1.2D and 0.75D,
use the results with caution. For large, expensive installations, check the results using backwater
calculations. If the headwater falls below 0.75D do not use the approximate method. Perform backwater
calculations as illustrated in the following example problem.

4. Example Problem
Problem No. 5: Design of a long span structural plate corrugated metal elliptical culvert.
Use a long span culvert to pass the 25-year flood of 5,500 ft³/s under a high roadway fill. The design flow
should be below the crown of the conduit at the inlet, but the check flow (100-year flow) of 7,500 ft³/s may
exceed the crown by not more than 5 feet. Use the following site conditions:
1. ELhd: 240 ft
2. Elevation of Stream Bed at Culvert Face (EL ): 220 ft
sf

3. Shoulder Elevation: 260 ft
4. Stream Slope (S ): 1.0 percent
o

5. Approximate Culvert Length: 200 ft
6. Tailwater Depth: 16 ft for Q = 550 ft³/s, 19 ft for Q = 7500 ft³/s
Design an elliptical structural plate corrugated metal conduit for this site. Use a headwall to provide a
square edge condition. Corrugations are 6-in by 2-in.

Solution to Example Problem No. 5
Try a 30 foot (span) by a 20 foot (rise) elliptical structural plate conduit for this site. From manufacturer's
information, A = 487.5 ft² and D = 20 ft. Neglect the approach velocity.
Inlet Control:

Based on Chart 51, HW/D = 0.90, therefore:

For the check flow:

Based on Figure III-21, HW/D = 1.13, therefore:

Outlet Control:
Backwater calculations will be necessary to check Outlet Control.
Backwater Calculations
From hydraulic tables for elliptical conduits (60):
for Q = 5,500 ft³/s, dc = 12.4 ft
for Q = 7,500 ft³/s, dc = 14.6 ft
Since TW > d , start backwater calculations at TW depth.
c

Determine normal depths (d ) using hydraulic tables.
n

for Q = 5,500 ft³/s, n = 0.034 ;
d = 13.1 ft
n

for Q = 7,500 ft³/s,n = 0.034 ;
d = 16.7 ft
n
since d > d , flow is subcritical
n

c

since TW > dn, water surface has an M-1 profile
Plot Area and Hydraulic Radius vs. depth from data obtained from tables.

d/D
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00

d
13.0
14.0
15.0
16.0
17.0
18.0
19.0
20.0

A/BD A
R/D
0.5537 332.2 0.3642
0.6013 360.8 0.3781
0.6472 388.3 0.3886
0.6908 414.5 0.3950
0.7313 438.8 0.3959
0.7671 460.3 0.3870
0.7953 477.2 0.3649
0.8108 486.5 0.3060

R
7.28
7.56
7.77
7.90
7.92
7.74
7.30
6.12

Complete Water Surface Computations (see attached calculation sheet).
HW = specific head (H) + k (V²/2g)
e

Neglecting approach velocity head :
for Q = 5,500 ft³/s:
HW = 18.004 + (0.5)(3.208) = 19.6 ft
EL = 220 + 19.6 = 239.6 ft
ho

for Q = 7,500 ft³/s:
HW = 22.627 + (0.5)(3.89) = 24.6 ft
f

ELho = 220 + 24.6 = 244.6 ft
Summary
DESIGN Q:

ELhd ELhi
240.0 238.0

ELho
239.6

CHECK Q:

ELha
245.0

ELhi ELho
242.6 244.6

This culvert design meets the requirements stated in the problem.

Go to Chapter 4

Chapter 4 : HDS 5
Tapered Inlets
Go to Chapter 5

A. Introduction
A tapered inlet is a flared culvert inlet with an enlarged face section and a hydraulically efficient throat section. A tapered
inlet may have a depression, or FALL, incorporated into the inlet structure or located upstream of the inlet. The depression
is used to exert more head on the throat section for a given headwater elevation. Therefore, tapered inlets improve culvert
performance by providing a more efficient control section (the throat). Tapered inlets with FALLs also improve
performance by increasing the head on the throat.
Inlet edge configuration is one of the prime factors influencing the performance of a culvert operating in inlet control. Inlet
edges can cause a severe contraction of the flow, as in the case of a thin edge projecting inlet. In a flow contraction, the
effective cross-sectional area of the barrel may be reduced to about one half of the actual available barrel area. As the inlet
edge configuration is improved, the flow contraction is reduced, thus improving the performance of the culvert. As an
example, inlet edge improvement can be achieved by the installation of a concrete headwall with a square edged entrance on
a thin edge projecting inlet. Additional performance increases are possible by the installation of beveled edges or by
retaining the groove end on a concrete pipe culvert.
In outlet control, the inlet edge configuration is just one of many factors affecting culvert performance. Improved edge
conditions reduce the inlet loss coefficient, Ke, which is multiplied by the velocity head to determine the energy losses at the
culvert inlet as shown in Equation (4a).
Values of Ke vary from 0.9 for thin edge projecting entrances to 0.2 for beveled edges or groove ends. Still lower Ke values
can be obtained by using specially designed inlets with rounded edges. Unfortunately, the construction difficulties for these
inlets often outweigh the hydraulic benefits.
The entrance of any culvert operating in inlet control can be depressed to obtain better performance, regardless of the inlet
configuration. However, edge conditions are normally improved first and then an inlet depression is applied. The purpose is
to provide more head on the inlet control section for a given headwater elevation. This design technique utilizes part of the
available elevation head to force the flow into the culvert entrance. Otherwise, the head is expended in accelerating the flow
down the steep culvert barrel, possibly causing erosion at the downstream end of the culvert.
Tapered inlets improve culvert performance primarily by reducing the contraction at the inlet control section which is
located at the throat. Secondarily, some tapered inlet configurations also depress the inlet control section below the stream
bed. The hydraulic performance of tapered inlets is better than the performance of beveled edges for culverts operating in
inlet control. In outlet control the performance of tapered inlets is effectively the same as for inlets with beveled edges. An
entrance loss coefficient (Ke) of 0.2 is used for both tapered inlets and beveled edges. Tapered inlets are not recommended
for use on culverts flowing in outlet control because the simple beveled edge is of equal benefit.
Design criteria and methods have been developed for two basic tapered inlet designs: the side-tapered inlet and the
slope-tapered inlet. Tapered inlet design charts are available for rectangular box culverts and circular pipe culverts. The
same principles apply to other culvert barrel shapes, but no design charts are presently available for other shapes. The
side-tapered inlet can be installed with or without a depression upstream of the face. There are two configurations of the
slope-tapered inlet, one with a vertical face and one with its face mitered to the fill slope.

Figure IV-1--Side-Tapered Inlet
The inlet configurations presented in this manual are based on research conducted at the National Bureau of Standards
(NBS) under the sponsorship of the Bureau of Public Roads. (7, 9, 10) Many improved inlet configurations were tested;
however, only those determined to best satisfy the criteria of hydraulic efficiency, economy of materials, simplicity of
construction, and minimization of maintenance problems were selected. For example, while the use of curved surfaces rather
than plane surfaces might result in slightly improved hydraulic efficiency at times, the advantages are outweighed by the
construction difficulties. Therefore, only plane surfaces are utilized in the recommended designs.

B. Descriptions of Tapered Inlets
1. Side-Tapered
The side-tapered inlet has an enlarged face section with the transition to the culvert barrel accomplished by
tapering the side walls. (Figure IV-1) The face section is about the same height as the barrel height and the inlet
floor is an extension of the barrel floor. The inlet roof may slope upward slightly, provided that the face height
does not exceed the barrel height by more than 10 percent (1.1D). The intersection of the tapered sidewalls and
the barrel is defined as the throat section.
There are two possible control sections, the face and the throat. HWf, shown in Figure IV-1, is the headwater
depth measured from the face section invert and HWt is the headwater depth measured from the throat section
invert.
The throat of a side-tapered inlet is a very efficient control section. The flow contraction is nearly eliminated at
the throat. In addition, the throat is always slightly lower than the face so that more head is exerted on the throat
for a given headwater elevation.
The beneficial effect of depressing the throat section below the stream bed can be increased by installing a
depression upstream of the side-tapered inlet. Figure IV-2 and Figure IV-3 show two methods of constructing
the depression. Figure IV-2 depicts a side-tapered inlet with the depression contained between wingwalls. For
this type of depression, the floor of the barrel should extend upstream from the face a minimum distance of D/2
before sloping upward more steeply.Figure IV-3 shows a side-tapered inlet with a sump upstream of the face.
Dimensional limitations for the designs are shown. In both cases, the length of the resultant upstream crest
where the slope of the depression meets the stream bed should be checked to assure that the crest will not

control the flow at the design flow and headwater. If the crest length is too short, the crest may act as a weir
control section. For depressed side-tapered inlets, both the face section and the throat section have more head
exerted on them for a given headwater elevation. The increased head results in a smaller required throat section.
Likewise, the required size of the face is reduced by the increased head. Beveled edges or other favorable edge
conditions also reduce the required size of the face.

Figure IV-2--Side-Tapered Inlet with Upstream Depression Contained Between Wingwalls

2. Slope-Tapered
The slope-tapered inlet, like the side-tapered inlet, has an enlarged face section with tapered sidewalls meeting
the culvert barrel walls at the throat section. (Figure IV-4) In addition, a vertical FALL is incorporated into the
inlet between the face and throat sections. This FALL concentrates more head on the throat section. At the
location where the steeper slope of the inlet intersects the flatter slope of the barrel, a third section, designated
the bend section, is formed.
A slope-tapered inlet has three possible control sections, the face, the bend, and the throat. Of these, only the
dimensions of the face and the throat section are determined by the design procedures of this manual. The size
of the bend section is established by locating it a minimum distance upstream from the throat.
The slope-tapered inlet combines an efficient throat section with additional head on the throat. The face section
does not benefit from the FALL between the face and throat; therefore, the face sections of these inlets are
larger than the face sections of equivalent depressed side-tapered inlets. The required face size can be reduced
by the use of bevels or other favorable edge configurations. The vertical face slope-tapered inlet design is
shown in Figure IV-4 and the mitered face design is shown in Figure IV-5.

Figure IV-3--Side-Tapered Inlet with Upstream Sump

Figure IV-4--Slope-Tapered Inlet with Vertical Face

Figure IV-5--Slope-Tapered Inlet with Mitered Face
The mitered face slope-tapered inlet design is more complicated than the vertical face design. A hypothetical
face section is located downstream of the weir crest formed where the extension of the fill slope meets the
stream bed. The face section is defined by a perpendicular line extending to the FALL slope from the top edge
of the inlet, neglecting bevels.
The slope-tapered inlet is the most complex inlet improvement recommended in this manual. Construction
difficulties are inherent, but the benefits in increased performance can be great. With proper design, a
slope-tapered inlet passes more flow at a given headwater elevation than any other configuration.
Slope-tapered inlets can be applied to both box culverts and circular pipe culverts. For the latter application, a
square to round transition is normally used to connect the rectangular slope-tapered inlet to the circular pipe.

C. Hydraulics
1. Inlet Control
Tapered inlets have several possible control sections including the face, the bend (for slope-tapered inlets), and
the throat. In addition, a depressed side-tapered inlet has a possible control section at the crest upstream of the
depression. Each of these inlet control sections has an individual performance curve. The headwater depth for
each control section is referenced to the invert of the section. One method of determining the overall inlet
control performance curve is to calculate performance curves for each potential control section, and then select
the segment of each curve which defines the minimum overall culvert performance.(Figure IV-6)
If the dimensional criteria of this publication are followed, the crest and the bend sections will not function as
control sections over the normal range of headwaters and discharges. The crest of the depression may function
as a control section for very low flows and headwaters but this is generally not of importance in design. Figure
IV-6 depicts performance curves for each of the potential inlet control sections and the overall inlet control
performance curves.

Figure IV-6--Inlet Control Performance Curves (schematic)
The design procedures for tapered inlets include checks on crest lengths for both depressed side-tapered inlets
and slope-tapered inlets with mitered faces. As long as the actual crest length exceeds a certain minimum value,
there is no need to construct a crest performance curve. Also, if the bend section is located a minimum distance
of D/2 upstream of the throat section, the bend will not control and the bend section performance curve does
not need to be calculated.
The inlet control equations for tapered inlets are given in Appendix A. The coefficients and exponents for each
control section were developed based on the NBS hydraulic tests. All of the previously described control
sections function in a manner similar to weirs for unsubmerged flow conditions, and in a manner similar to
orifices for submerged flow conditions. For each section, there is a transition zone defined by an empirical
curve connecting the unsubmerged and submerged curves.
a. Side-tapered Inlet. The side-tapered inlet throat should be designed to be the primary control
section for the design range of flows and headwaters. Since the throat is only slightly lower than
the face, it is likely that the face section will function as a weir or an orifice with downstream
submergence within the design range. At lower flow rates and headwaters, the face will usually
control the flow.

b. Slope-tapered Inlet. The slope-tapered inlet throat can be the primary control section with the
face section submerged or unsubmerged. If the face is submerged, the face acts as an orifice with
downstream submergence. If the face is unsubmerged, the face acts as a weir, with the flow
plunging into the pool formed between the face and the throat. As previously noted, the bend
section will not act as the control section if the dimensional criteria of this publication are
followed. However, the bend will contribute to the inlet losses which are included in the inlet loss
coefficient, ke.

2. Outlet Control
When a culvert with a tapered inlet performs in outlet control, the hydraulics are the same as described in
Chapter 3 for all culverts. The factors influencing flow in outlet control are shown in Table 1. (Chapter 1) The
inlet area is the area of the face section, the inlet edge configuration describes the type of tapered inlet as well
as the face edge conditions, and the shape is either circular or rectangular. The barrel characteristics refer to the
barrel portion of the culvert, downstream of the throat section, except that the barrel length includes the length
of the tapered inlet, and the barrel slope may be flatter than the natural stream bed slope.
Equation (5) in Chapter 3 describes the losses in outlet control. The tapered inlet entrance loss coefficient (ke)
is 0.2 for both side-tapered and slope-tapered inlets. This loss coefficient includes contraction and expansion
losses at the face, increased friction losses between the face and the throat, and the minor expansion and
contraction losses at the throat.
The headwater depth in outlet control is measured from the invert of the culvert exit. Equation (5) or the outlet
control nomograph for the appropriate barrel size is used to determine the total losses through the culvert.
Equation (7) is then used to calculate the headwater depth, where the tailwater (TW) is taken to be either (dc +
D)/2 or the downstream channel depth, whichever is larger.

3. Outlet Velocity
Outlet velocities for culverts with tapered inlets are determined in the same manner as described in Chapter 3.
Note that when a FALL is used at the inlet, the barrel slope is flatter than the stream slope and is calculated as
follows.

S is the approximate barrel slope, ft/ft (m/m)
ELt is the invert elevation at the throat, ft (m)
ELo is the invert elevation at the outlet, ft (m)
La is the approximate length of the culvert, ft (m)
L1 is the overall length of the tapered-inlet, ft (m)

D. Performance Curves
Performance curves are of utmost importance in understanding the operation of a culvert with a tapered inlet. Each potential
control section (face, throat, and outlet) has a performance curve, based on the assumption that that particular section
controls the flow. Calculating and plotting the various performance curves results in a graph similar to Figure IV-7,

containing the face control, throat control and outlet control curves. The overall culvert performance curve is represented by
the hatched line. In the range of lower discharges face control governs; in the intermediate range, throat control governs; and
in the higher discharge range, outlet control governs. The crest and bend performance curves are not calculated since they do
not govern in the design range.
Constructing performance curves for culverts with tapered inlets helps to assure that the designer is aware of how the culvert
will perform over a range of discharges. For high discharges, the outlet control curve may have a very steep slope which
means that the headwater will increase rapidly with increasing discharge. Since there is a probability that the design
discharge will be exceeded over the life of the culvert, the consequences of that event should be considered. This will help to
evaluate the potential for damage to the roadway and to adjacent properties.

Figure IV-7--Culvert Performance Curve (schematic)

Figure IV-8--Performance Curves for 6 ft by 6 ft Box Culvert with 90-degree Wingwall
Performance curves provide a basis for the selection of the most appropriate culvert design. For example, culvert designs
with and without tapered inlets can be compared and evaluated using performance curves. (Figure IV-8)
Performance curves are useful in optimizing the performance of a culvert. By manipulating the depressions of the face and
throat sections, it is often possible to achieve a higher flow rate for a given headwater elevation, or to pass the same flow at a

lower headwater. A more detailed description of the use of performance curves in improved inlet design is presented in
Appendix C.

Figure IV-9--Tapered Inlet Design Form

E. Design Methods
Tapered inlet design begins with the selection of the culvert barrel size, shape, and material. These calculations are
performed using the Culvert Design Form shown in Figure III-17. The tapered-inlet design calculation forms and the design
nomographs contained in Appendix D are used to design the tapered inlet. The result will be one or more culvert designs,
with and without tapered inlets, all of which meet the site design criteria. The designer must select the best design for the
site under consideration.
In the design of tapered inlets, the goal is to maintain control at the efficient throat section in the design range of headwater
and discharge. This is because the throat section has the same geometry as the barrel, and the barrel is the most costly part of
the culvert. The inlet face is then sized large enough to pass the design flow without acting as a control section in the design
discharge range. Some slight oversizing of the face is beneficial because the cost of constructing the tapered inlet is usually
minor compared with the cost of the barrel.
The required size of the face can be reduced by use of favorable edge configurations, such as beveled edges, on the face
section. Design nomographs are provided for favorable and less favorable edge conditions.
The following steps outline the design process for culverts with tapered inlets. Steps 1 and 2 are the same for all culverts,

with and without tapered inlets.
Step 1. Preliminary Culvert Sizing. Estimate the culvert barrel size to begin calculations.
Step 2. Culvert Barrel Design. Complete the Culvert Design Form. (Figure III-17) These calculations yield the
required FALL at the culvert entrance. For the inlet control calculations, the appropriate inlet control nomograph is used for
the tapered inlet throat. The required FALL is upstream of the inlet face section for side-tapered inlets and is between the
face section and throat section for slope tapered inlets. The Culvert Design Form should be completed for all barrels of
interest. Plot outlet control performance curves for the barrels of interest and inlet control performance curves for the faces
of culverts with nonenlarged inlets and for the throats of tapered inlets.
Step 3. Tapered Inlet Design. Use the Tapered Inlet Design Form (Figure IV-9) for selecting the type of tapered inlet
to be used and determining its dimensions. If a slope-tapered inlet with mitered face is selected, use the special design form
shown in Figure IV-10. A separate form is provided for the mitered inlet because of its dimensional complexity.
To use the Tapered Inlet Design Form (Figure IV-9) or the design form for a slope-tapered inlet with mitered face (Figure
IV-10), perform the following steps:

Figure IV-10--Design Form-Slope-Tapered Inlet with Mitered Face
a. Complete Design Data. Fill in the required design data on the top of the form.
1. Flow, Q, is the selected design flow rate, from the Culvert Design Form,Figure III-17.

2. ELhi is the inlet control headwater elevation.
3. The elevation of the throat invert (ELt) is the inlet invert elevation (ELi) from Figure III-17.
4. The elevation of the stream bed at the face (ELsf), the stream slope (So), and the slope of the barrel (S) are
from Figure III-17. (For the slope-tapered inlet with mitered face, estimate the elevation of the stream bed at the
crest. This point is located upstream of the face section).
5. The FALL is the difference between the stream bed elevation at the face and the throat invert elevation.
6. Select a side taper (TAPER) between 4:1 and 6:1 and a fall slope (Sf) between 2:1 and 3:1. The TAPER may
be modified during the calculations.
7. Enter the barrel shape and material, the size, and the inlet edge configuration from Figure III-17. Note that
for tapered inlets, the inlet edge configuration is designated the "tapered inlet throat."
b. Calculate the Face Width.
1. Enter the flow rate, the inlet control headwater elevation (ELhi), and the throat invert elevation on the design
forms. (For the slope-tapered inlet with mitered face, the face section is downstream of the crest. Calculate the
vertical difference between the stream bed at the crest and the face invert (y). y includes part of the total inlet
FALL.)
2. Perform the calculations resulting in the face width (Bf). Face control design nomographs are contained in
Appendix D.
c. Calculate Tapered-Inlet Dimensions. If the FALL is less than D/4 (D/2 for a slope-tapered inlet with a
mitered face), a side-tapered inlet must be used. Otherwise, either a side-tapered inlet with a depression
upstream of the face or a slope-tapered inlet may be used.
1. For a slope-tapered inlet with a vertical face, calculate L2, L3, and the TAPER. (For the slope-tapered inlet
with a mitered face, calculate the horizontal distance between the crest and the face section invert L4. These
dimensions are shown on the small sketches in the top center of the forms.)
2. Calculate the overall tapered inlet length, L1.
3. For a side-tapered inlet, check to assure that the FALL between the face section and the throat section is one
foot or less. If not, return to step b. with a revised face invert elevation.
d. Calculate the Minimum Crest Width. For a side-tapered inlet with FALL upstream of the face or for a
slope-tapered inlet with a mitered face, calculate the minimum crest width and check it against the proposed
crest width. In order to obtain the necessary crest length for a depressed side-tapered inlet, it may be necessary
to increase the flare angle of the wingwalls for the type of depression shown in Figure IV-2, or to increase the
length of crest on the sump for the design shown in Figure IV-3. For a slope-tapered inlet with a mitered face,
reduce the TAPER to increase crest width. Note that the TAPER must be greater than 4:1.
e. Fit the Design into the Embankment Section. Using a sketch based on the derived dimensions, and a sketch
of the roadway section to the same scale, assure that the culvert design fits the site. Adjust inlet dimensions as
necessary but do not reduce dimensions below the minimum dimensions on the design form.
f. Prepare Performance Curves. Using additional flow rate values and the appropriate nomographs, calculate a
performance curve for the selected face section. Do not adjust inlet dimensions at this step in the design
process. Plot the face control performance curve on the same sheet as the throat control and the outlet control
performance curves.
g. Enter Design Dimensions. If the design is satisfactory, enter the dimensions at the lower right of the Design
Form. Otherwise, calculate another alternative design by returning to step 3a.
Step 4. Dimensional Limitations. The following dimensional limitations must be observed when designing tapered
inlets using the design charts of this publication.
a. Side-Tapered Inlets.
1. 4H :1V < TAPER < 6H :1V

Tapers less divergent than 6:1 may be used but performance will be underestimated.
2. Wingwall flare angle range from 15-degrees to 26-degrees with top edge beveled or from 26-degrees to 90-degrees
with or without bevels. (Figure IV-11)
3. If a FALL is used upstream of the face, extend the barrel invert slope upstream from the face a distance of D/2 before
sloping upward more steeply. The maximum vertical slope of the apron is 2 (horizontal):1 (vertical).
4. D < E < 1.1D
b. Slope-tapered Inlets.
1. 4H :1V < TAPER < 6H :1V
(Tapers > 6H : 1V may be used, but performance will be underestimated.)
2. 3H : 1V > Sf > 2H :1V
If Sf> 3H : 1V, use side-tapered design.
3. Minimum L3 = 0.5B
4. D/4 < FALL < 1.5D
i. For FALL < D/4, use side-tapered design
ii. For FALL < D/2, do not use the slope-tapered inlet with mitered face
iii. For FALL > 1.5D, estimate friction losses between the face and the throat by using Equation (12) and
add the additional losses to HWt.

where:
H1 is the friction head loss in the tapered inlet, ft (m)
n is the Manning n for the tapered inlet material
L1 is the length of the tapered inlet, ft (m)
R is the average hydraulic radius of the tapered inlet = (Af + At)/(Pf + Pt), ft (m)
Q is the flow rate, ft³/s (m³/s)
g is the gravitational acceleration, ft/s/s (m/s/s)
A is the average cross sectional area of the tapered inlet = (Af + At)/2, ft² (m²).
5. Wingwall flare angles range from 15-degrees to 26-degrees with top edge beveled or from 26-degrees to 90-degrees
with or without bevels. (Figure IV-11)

F. Rectangular (Box) Culverts

1. Design Procedures
This section supplements the general design procedures described previously with information specifically
related to rectangular box culverts. The design charts for throat and face control for tapered inlets are contained
in Appendix D. There is a single throat control nomograph for side-or slope-tapered rectangular inlets.

Figure IV-11--Inlet Edge Conditions, Face Section, Rectangular Tapered Inlets
For determining the required face width, there are two nomographs in Appendix D, one for side-tapered inlets
and one for slope-tapered inlets. Each nomograph has two scales, and each scale refers to a specific inlet edge
condition. The edge conditions are depicted in Figure IV-11. Both the inlet edge condition and the wingwall
flare angle affect the performance of the face section for box culverts.
Scale 1 on the design nomographs refers to the less favorable edge conditions, defined as follows:
. wingwall flares of 15-degrees to 26-degrees and a 1:1 top edge bevel, or
b. wingwall flares of 26-degrees to 90-degrees and square edges (no bevels). A 90-degree wingwall flare is
a straight headwall.
Scale 2 applies to the more favorable edge conditions, defined as follows:
. wingwall flares of 26-degrees to 45-degrees with 1:1 top edge bevel, or
b. wingwall flares of 45-degrees to 90-degrees with a 1:1 bevel on the side and top edges.
NOTE: undesirable design features, such as wingwall flare angles less than 15-degrees, or 26-degrees without a
top bevel, are not covered by the charts. Although the large 33.7 degree bevels can be used, the smaller 45

degree bevels are preferred due to structural considerations.

2. Multiple Barrel Designs
When designing side-or slope-tapered inlets for box culverts with double barrels, the required face width
derived from the design procedures is the total clear width of the face. The thickness of the center wall must be
added to this clear width to obtain the total face width.
No design procedures are available for tapered inlets on box culverts with more than two barrels.

3. Example Problems
Example Problem #1
The 50-year flood at the design site has a peak flow of 400 ft³/s. The ELhd of 195 ft is selected so that
overtopping of the road-way will not occur for the design discharge.
Given:
Elevation of Outlet Invert: 172.5 ft.
Elevation of Shoulder: 196 ft.
Stream Bed Slope: 5 %
Approximate Culvert Length: 300 ft.
The Tailwater Variation as Follows:
Flow (ft3/S) T.W. (ft)

300
400
500

4.4
4.9
5.3

Requirements:
Design the smallest possible barrel to pass the peak flow rate without exceeding the ELhd. The culvert will be
located in a rural area with a low risk of damage. Underground utilities limit the available FALL to 2.5 ft.
below the standard stream bed elevation at the inlet. Use a reinforced concrete box culvert with n=0.012.
Note:Chart 14, Chart 15, Chart 57, Chart 58, and Chart 59 are used in this solution.
Conclusions:
Use a slope-tapered inlet with a vertical face since it is the smallest inlet in this case. Note that since the Fall is
less than D/2, a slope-tapered inlet with a mitered face cannot be used at this site.
Dimensions:
B = 5 ft.
D = 5 ft.
Bf= 8 ft.
TAPER = 4.33H:1V
Sf = 2H : 1V
L1= 6.5 ft
L2 = 4.0 ft

L3 = 2.5 ft
Entrance: 26-degree to 90-degree wingwalls with no bevels.

Example Problem #2
From example problem no. 4, Chapter 3, an existing 7 ft by 7 ft concrete box culvert was originally designed
for a 50-year flood of 600 ft³/s and an ELhd of 114 ft. Upstream development has increased the 50-year runoff
to 1,000 ft³/s.
Given:
Inlet Invert Elevation: 100ft.
Existing Entrance Condition: Square edge
Barrel Slope (S): 5%
Roadway Centerline Elevation: 115.5 ft.
Culvert Length: 200ft.

Flow,
ft3/sec
800
1,000
1,200

T.W. (ft)
3.8
4.1
4.5

Requirements:
In order to save the existing culvert barrel, design a new side-tapered inlet that will pass the new 50-year runoff
of 1,000 ft3/S at the original ELhd of 114.0 ft. The side-tapered inlet will be constructed upstream of the
existing barrel. Prepare outlet control, throat control, and face control performance for the new inlet.
Note: Chart 14, Chart 15, Chart 57,and Chart 58, are used in this solution.

Conclusions:
A side-tapered inlet added to the existing barrel will pass the increased 50-year runoff at the ELhd of 114 ft.
Dimensions:
B = 7 ft. D = 7ft.
Bf = 12 ft
TAPER = 4H : 1V
L1 = 10 ft
Face section has 90-degree wingwalls and square edges.

Figure IV-12--Tapered Inlets for Pipe Culverts

G. Circular Pipe Culverts
1. Design Procedures
Design procedures and criteria are available for side-and slope-tapered inlets for circular pipe culverts. The
inlet designs are shown in Figure IV-12. For the side-tapered inlet, either prefabricated inlets with
nonrectangular cross sections or cast-in-place rectangular inlets are used. The rectangular inlets are joined to
the circular pipe using a square to circular throat transition section.
For slope-tapered inlets, the rectangular designs (vertical or mitered face) are the only option for which design
charts are available. The square to circular transition section is used to join the slope-tapered inlet to the circular
pipe.
Side-Tapered Inlets
The throat and face control design nomographs for side-tapered inlets on circular pipe culverts are in Appendix
D. For throat control, there are two scales on the nomograph: one for smooth inlets and one for rough inlets.
The difference in headwater requirement is due to the hydraulic resistance between the face and the throat of
the inlet.
The design nomograph for sizing the face of a side-tapered inlet with a nonrectangular face includes three
scales. Each scale is for a different edge condition, including thin-edge projecting, square edge, and bevel
edged. The face area is larger than the barrel area and may be any nonrectangular shape, including an oval, a
circle, a circular segment, or a pipe-arch. To design a rectangular side-tapered inlet for a circular pipe culvert,
use the design nomographs in Appendix D for rectangular side-tapered inlets. Additional head can be provided

on the throat control section of a side-tapered inlet by constructing a depression upstream of the face section.
The depression designs are the same as for box culverts.
Slope-Tapered Inlets
Rectangular inlets are adapted to pipe culverts as shown in Figure IV-13. The slope-tapered inlet is connected
to the pipe culvert by use of a square to circular transition. The design of the slope-tapered inlet is the same as
for box culverts. There are two throat sections, one square and one circular, but the circular throat section will
control the flow because the area is much smaller than the square throat section.

Figure IV-13--Slope-Tapered Inlet, Circular Pipe Culvert

2. Multiple Barrel Designs
Each barrel of the culvert must have an individual side-tapered inlet with a non-rectangular face design. For
rectangular side-tapered inlets with a square to round transition, double barrel designs are the same as for box
culverts. However, the center wall at the transition must be flared to provide adequate space between the pipes
for proper backfill and compaction. The amount of flare required will depend on the size of the pipes and the
construction techniques used. No more than two circular barrels may be feed from the throat section of a
rectangular side-tapered inlet.
Double barrel slope-tapered inlets may be designed in the same manner as for rectangular side-tapered designs.
Again, no more than two barrels may be feed from a single inlet structure.

3. Dimensional Limitations
In addition to the dimensional limitations given previously for all tapered inlets, the following criteria apply to
the application of a rectangular side- and slope-tapered inlets to circular pipe culverts.
. The transition from the square throat section to the circular throat section must be > D/2. If excessive
lengths are used, the frictional loss within the transition section of the culvert must be considered in the
design using Equation (12).
b. The square throat dimension must equal the diameter of the circular pipe culvert.

4. Example Problem
Example Problem #3

Given:
Q50 = 150 ft³/s
ELhd = 96 ft
Outlet Invert Elevation = 75 ft
Approximate Culvert Length = 350 ft
So = 0.05 ft/ft
Shoulder Elevation = 102 ft
The downstream channel approximates a 5-ft bottom width trapezoid
with 2H:1V side slopes. The Manning n = 0.03
Requirements:
Design a culvert for the above conditions. Use corrugated metal pipe
with standard
(2-2/3 by 1/2 in) corrugations. Investigate both a corrugated
side-tapered inlet and a
concrete slope-tapered inlet. Use normal depth in the natural channel
as the tailwater
depth.
NOTE: Hardcopy Chart 4, Chart 6, Chart 55, and Chart 56 are used
in this solution.
The following text links to figures of pre-filled automated forms
using this problem
information:
Culvert design form with example data
Side-tapered Inlet design form

Slope-tapered Inlet design form
Performance Curves for a 18" C.M.P. Pipe
Conclusions:
The selection of a side-tapered or a slope-tapered inlet would be
based on economics
since either design will pass the required Q at the ELhd of 96 ft.
Dimensions:
Corrugated metal side-tapered inlet :
D = 48 in
Bf = 6 ft
TAPER = 4H:1V
L1 = 4 ft
Face Edge Configuration: Beveled edges.
Min W = 10 ft
Smooth slope-tapered inlet, vertical face:
D = 48 in
Bf = 8 ft
Sf = 2H : 1V
L1 = 8 ft
L2 = 5.6 ft
L3 = 2.4 ft
Face Edge Configuration: 45-degree to 90-degree wingwalls with
bevels on
the top and sides.

H. Standard Designs
Standard structural designs for tapered inlets are found in the FHWA publication Structural Design Manual for Improved
Inlets and Culverts (26). The following standard designs are included:
1. Side-Tapered Single Cell Box Inlets.
2. Side-Tapered Two Cell Box Inlets.
3. Slope-Tapered Single Cell Box Inlets.
4. Slope-Tapered Two Cell Box Inlets.
5. Side-Tapered Pipe Inlet (concrete).
6. Side-Tapered Corrugated Metal Inlet.
7. Headwall Details for Box Inlets.
8. Headwall Details for Pipe Inlets.
9. Cantilever Wingwall Designs.
10. Miscellaneous Improved Inlet Details.
. Apron with Wingwalls < 60-degrees
b. Apron with wingwalls at 60-degrees to 90-degrees.
c. Circular to Square Transition Detail
d. Skewed Headwall Details
The reference also contains structural design methods for culverts and inlets, including information on related structural

design computer programs.
Go to Chapter 5
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A. The Routing Concept
Storage routing is the calculation of the change in shape of a flood wave over time. A pronounced
shape change occurs in a flood wave when a significant storage volume such as a pond or a reservoir
is encountered. The storage concept can be visualized by means of a hypothetical situation.(27) In
this situation, a spigot discharges water into an empty barrel which has an orifice (hole) at the
bottom.(Figure V-1) A plot of the inflow and the outflow reveals some important characteristics of the
storage routing process.

Figure V-1--"Hole In The Barrel" Analogy
The spigot is turned on at t=0 and discharges a constant flow rate, Qi, until t=ti, at which time the spigot
is turned off. The flow rate entering the barrel exceeds the discharge capacity of the hole. This results
in the storage of water in the barrel. As the depth increases, the discharge of water through the hole
increases due to the rising head on the hole. The maximum outflow is reached at a time when the
depth is at a maximum. This peak outflow occurs when the spigot is turned off since there is no
additional inflow after that time. Figure V-2 is a schematic representation of the inflow and outflow
hydrographs.

Figure V-2--Inflow and Outflow Hydrograph
Additional information about the storage routing concept may be obtained by examining Figure V-2
more closely. An area on a graph of discharge versus time represents a volume; that is, a discharge
increment multiplied by a time increment. The area under the inflow hydrograph depicts the volume of
water entering the barrel. The area under the outflow hydrograph depicts the volume of water leaving
the barrel. The area between the two curves is the volume stored in the barrel. This volume (area)
reaches a maximum when the spigot is closed. From that point on, the area under the outflow
hydrograph represents the discharge of the volume stored in the barrel. This equals the maximum
storage area previously defined. The total area under the inflow and outflow curves should be equal
since the volume of water entering and the volume of water leaving the barrel are the same.

Figure V-3--Graphical Representation of a Routing Step

B. Methodology
The mathematical solution of the preceding situation is referred to as a storage routing
problem. Conservation of mass, as defined in the Continuity Equation, is essential in
formulating the solution. Simply stated, the rate of change in storage is equal to the inflow
minus the outflow. In differential form, the equation may be expressed as follows:
ds/dt = I - O

(13)

ds/dt is the rate of change of storage
I is the rate of inflow
O is the rate of outflow.
An acceptable solution may be formulated using discrete time steps (∆t). Equation (13)
may be restated in this manner:

(∆s / ∆t)ij = I - O

(14)

I and O equal the average rates of inflow and outflow for the time step ∆t from
timei to timej
By assuming linearity of flow across a small time increment, the change of storage is
expressed as:

i

and j represent the time at the beginning and end of the time increment ∆t

Figure V-3 depicts an increment of storage across a typical time increment. Note: the
smaller the time increment, the better the assumption of linearity of flows across the time
increment.
There are two unknowns represented in Equation (15); therefore, the equation cannot be
solved directly. The two unknowns are the increment of storage, ∆s, and the outflow at the
end of the time increment, Oj. Given a design inflow hydrograph, the known values include
each inflow value, the time step which is selected, and the outflow at the beginning of the
time step solved for during the previous time step.
Equation (15) can be rewritten as:
Ii +Ij + (2s/∆t - O)i = (2s/∆t + O)j

(16)

where the two unknowns are grouped together on the right side of the equality. Because
an equation cannot be solved with two unknowns, it is desirable to devise another equation
with the same two unknowns. In this case, a relationship between storage and outflow is
required. Since both storage and outflow can be related to water surface elevation, they
can be related to one another. This second relationship provides a means for solving the
routing equation. The method of solution is referred to as the storage indication working
curve method. An example problem utilizing the method is presented later in this chapter.

C. Application to Culvert Design
A significant storage capacity behind a highway embankment attenuates a flood hydrograph. Because
of the reduction of the peak discharge associated with this attenuation, the required capacity of the
culvert, and its size, may be reduced considerably. The reduced size may well justify some increase in
the hydrologic design effort.
1. Data Requirements
All reservoir routing procedures require three basic data inputs:
1. an inflow hydrograph,

2. an elevation versus storage relationship, and
3. an elevation versus discharge relationship.
A complete inflow hydrograph, not just the peak discharge, must be generated. Elevation,
often denoted as stage, is the parameter which relates storage to discharge providing the
key to the storage routing solution.
Elevation versus storage data can be obtained from a topographic map of the culvert site.
The area enveloped by each contour line is planimetered and recorded. The average area
between each set of contour lines is obtained and multiplied by the contour interval to find
the incremental volume. These incremental volumes are added together to find the
accumulated volume at each elevation. These data can then be plotted, as shown in
Figure V-4.

Figure V-4--Elevation versus Storage Curve
Elevation versus discharge data can be computed from culvert data and the roadway
geometry. Discharge values for the selected culvert and overtopping flows are tabulated
with reference to elevation. The combined discharge is utilized in the formulation of a
performance curve as depicted in Figure V-5.
2. Initial Culvert Sizing
Despite the consideration of storage routing, the selection of an appropriate culvert size for
a given set of hydrologic and site conditions is the design objective. However, in order to
perform the storage routing calculations, a culvert must first be selected. Storage routing
calculations will then be required to verify the selected size. It is desirable to make a good
first estimate of culvert size to minimize the number of routing calculations performed.

Figure V-5--Performance Curve
The selection of a tentative culvert size requires an estimate of peak flow reduction based
on upstream storage capacity. A triangular inflow hydrograph may be formulated based on
studies of runoff hydrographs by the SCS. (12) The formulation of the inflow hydrograph
requires an estimate of peak inflow rate (Qp) and the time-to-peak parameter (tp). These
data items are established using appropriate hydrologic techniques. Next, the available
storage below the established design headwater elevation must be estimated based on
relief upstream of the culvert location. From the routing concept, a relationship exists
between peak inflow, storage (S), and peak outflow (Qr) or the reduced peak. Figure V-6
graphically displays this relationship, assuming a triangular outflow hydrograph.
The storage volume is represented by the area between the inflow and outflow
hydrographs in Figure V-6. This area is determined by taking the difference in areas
between two triangles with a common base (28). The resulting expression can be written:

Rearranging and simplifying the equation provides a quick, direct solution for the reduced
outflow based on the storage available.

Figure V-6--Peak Flow Reduction Based on Available Storage

By expressing the volumes in cubic feet, the time-to-peak in minutes and the inflow peak in
cubic feet per second; the reduced outflow in cubic feet per second can be expressed as:

A culvert, or culverts, may now be selected based on passing this reduced discharge at the
design headwater elevation. At least two alternative culvert selections should be chosen,
one larger and one smaller than the required capacity. A full routing calculation is
necessary to verify the performance of the selected culvert.

D. Storage Indication Method
The storage indication routing method is outlined in the following steps. The Storage Routing Form
shown in Figure V-7 is designed to facilitate the routing process. Space is provided to calculate the
appropriate peak flow reduction due to routing and to document the method used to generate the inflow
hydrograph. Tables are provided for the elevation-discharge relationship, the elevation-storage
relationship, the storage-outflow relationship, and the storage-indication routing calculations. A
reproducible copy of the Storage Routing Form is provided in Appendix D.
1. Generate an inflow hydrograph by an appropriate hydrologic procedure. See Chapter 2,
Section B.1, and HEC No. 19.(11)

Figure V-7--Storage Routing Form. Click here to view electronic version of this form.
2. Select a time interval for routing (∆t). Remember that linearity over the time interval is
assumed. Generally, a routing interval of one-tenth the time-to-peak is adequate.
3. Determine the elevation-discharge and elevation-storage relationships for the site and
outlet device(s) selected.
4. For convenience in solving the routing equation, tabulate the storage-outflow
relationship.
5. Plot the (2s/∆t + O) versus (O) relationship from step 4.
6. Utilizing Equation (16) : Ii +Ij + (2s/∆t - O)i = (2s/Dt + O)j perform the routing. A tabular
format may prove convenient in performing the storage routing calculations. Such a format
is provided on the Storage Routing Form.
The storage-indication routing table is completed in the following manner:
a. Tabulate the incremental time (col. 1) and inflow (col. 2) values from the
inflow hydrograph utilizing the time step (∆t).

b. Establish the initial row of values in the routing table.
1. Assume an initial value for outflow (Oi) (col. 5) equal to the inflow (col. 2)
to initiate the routing procedure.
2. From the curve of (2s/∆t + O) plotted against outflow (O), determine the
value of (2s/∆t - O)i and place it in col. 4.
3. Calculate (2s/∆t - O)i as follows:

Place the result in col. 3. The initial row of values is now complete.
c. From Equation (16), determine the value of (2s/∆t - O)j
Ii +Ij + (2s/∆t - O)i = (2s/∆t + O)j
d. From the curve of (2s/∆t + O) plotted against outflow (O), determine the value
of Oj using the value of (2s/∆t - O)j just calculated. Place the result in col. 5.
e. Calculate the next value of (2s/∆t - O) from Equation (20) and continue the
procedure. It may only be necessary to continue routing until the peak outflow
and its associated headwater have been obtained.
The following problem contains numeric examples of the operations outlined above.

E. Example Problem
A primary road is being built which will cross a stream with an upstream drainage area of 250 acres.
Design a culvert which will pass the 25-year flood event without overtopping the road. The low point of
the roadway is at 886 ft. One foot of freeboard is desirable. The stream bed at the inlet is at elevation
878 ft. Maintain at least 4 feet of cover over the culvert barrel. The natural channel is steep (5 percent
slope) and may be approximated as a trapezoidal channel with 2 (horizontal) to 1 (vertical) side
slopes. The Manning n value is estimated to be 0.03. Upstream storage at the design headwater
elevation of 885 ft is 6 acre-feet (261,360 ft³). Use no FALL at the culvert inlet.
By calculation, the design headwater depth, HWd, equals 885 - 878 = 7 ft. The outlet invert elevation
is:
ELo = ELi - LSo
= 878 - (200)(.05) = 868 ft

Figure V-8--Inflow Hydrograph, Example Problem
Step 1. Perform Hydrologic Calculations.
The SCS Tabular Method was used to generate the inflow hydrograph depicted in Figure V-8. The
results are shown in tabular form in Table 4. The unrouted peak flow (Qp) is 220 ft³/s. The time to
peak is 75 minutes.
For the routing interval, use tp/10.
∆t = tp/10 = 75/10 = 7.5 minutes.
Step 2. Check Approximate Routing effects.
The storage behind the highway embankment will reduce the flood peak. Calculate the routed peak
flow using the approximate method. (See item 2 on the example Flood Routing Form, Figure V-9) The
peak flow of 220 ft³/s is reduced to 176 ft³/s.
Step 3. Select Trial Culvert Size.
Enter the known information on the Culvert Design Form. For tailwater, use normal depth in the
downstream channel, from HDS No. 3. (Refer to Figure V-10, Culvert Design Form for example
problem.)
Table 5. Inflow Hydrograph, Example Problem
(from SCS Tabular Method)
Time (Hours)
------------------Flow (ft3/S)
0
-9

0.125
------10

0.25
-------11

0.375
---------13

0.5
-----17

0.625
-------28

0.75
-----40

0.875
---------80

1.0
----136

1.125
---------190

1.25
-------220

1.375
---------220

1.5
-----201

1.625
---------170

1.75
------140

1.875
---------120

2.0
-----98

2.125
---------82

2.25
-------70

2.375
---------60

2.5
------53

2.625
---------47

2.75
------41

2.875
---------37

Figure V-9--Storage Routing Form - Example Problem
Three-36 inch CMP's are required to convey 220 ft³/s. Two-42 inch CMP's will convey the routed peak
flow. Two-36 inch CMP's might also work. Try two-36 inch CMP's and increase to the larger barrel
size if the routing calculations dictate.
Develop a performance curve for the two-36 inch CMP's (Figure V-11 and Figure V-12) and enter the
data on the Flood Routing Form, item 3. (Figure V-9)
Step 4. Develop Elevation-Storage Relationship for Upstream Ponding.
The relief upstream of the culvert location is depicted in Figure V-13. Planimetric determinations taken
from the map are used to determine the elevation-storage relationship. Enter the results in item 4 of

Figure V-9.
Step 5. Calculate the Storage-Outflow Relationship.
Using the elevation-discharge and elevation-storage relationships developed previously, use Table 5
on Figure V-9 to calculate the storage-outflow relationship. The resultant curve is shown in Figure
V-14.
Step 6. Perform the Figure V-9, perform the storage indication routing as shown. Directional
arrows are added in the example to indicate the calculation procedure.

Figure V-10--Culvert Design Form for Example Problem

Figure V-11--Performance Curve Calculations, 2-36 in CMP Barrels

Figure V-12--Performance Curves, Example Problem, 2-36 in CMP Barrels

Figure V-13--Topographic Map of Site

Figure V-14--Storage vs. Outflow Relationship
Step 7 Conclusions. Two 36-inch corrugated metal pipes with square edges in a headwall are
adequate to satisfy the design conditions. One 36-inch CMP was eliminated due to the routing
procedure. The maximum outflow during the design flood is 150 ft³/s. This creates a headwater
elevation of 884.8 ft according to the stage versus discharge data. Figure V-15 is a line drawing of the
final culvert design.

Figure V-15--Selected Culvert Design
Go to Chapter 6, Part I
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A. Introduction
Culvert design may at times encompass almost every consideration and situation related to
hydrologic analysis and hydraulic engineering. While these special conditions may only occur
in a small percentage of culvert designs, or may be specifically related to culvert design in a
particular geographic region, they are important and can have a major bearing on the design
process. Special situations include the use of culverts for special applications such as flow
measurement and control, erosion and debris control, site related modifications, and culvert
durability in erosive or corrosive environments. In addition, the hydraulic designer will often
need to consider economic, safety, and structural aspects of the culvert during the design
process. The designer should also be aware of the existence of various calculator and
computer programs which can serve as valuable design tools.
The above special considerations and others are discussed in this final chapter. Due to the
extensive range of topics covered, numerous references are cited to which the culvert designer
may refer for further information. This chapter furnishes design guidelines and
recommendations in an abbreviated fashion. It is the designer's responsibility to decide when
further study of the specific design situation is necessary

B. Special Applications
Culverts are occasionally designed to fulfill special functions in addition to their primary function
as drainage structures. For example, culverts are used as flow control and measurement
devices, and can be as effective as weirs and flumes. Culverts can be designed to operate
under low heads and minimize energy losses as in roadway crossings for irrigation canals.
Often, culverts must be modified in order to fulfill a secondary function. Such is the case with
culverts containing bends in plan or profile, culverts containing junctions within their barrels,
certain culverts operating as siphons, and culverts designed to facilitate fish passage. These
special applications are briefly discussed and design guidelines are presented in the following
sections.

Figure VI-1--Stormwater Management Pond with Culvert as Outflow Control Device
1. Flow Control and Measurement
Flow control structures are used to measure and control the rate of discharge in
open channels. Culverts are often used as flow control structures due to the
in-depth understanding of culvert hydraulics, reliable and accessible design
techniques, and the availability of economical construction materials and methods.
Discharge measurement and control are required in irrigation canals, stormwater
management ponds, and cooling water channels for power plants, among others
(Figure VI-1). In all three applications, a culvert could be used to control water flow
rates or flow distribution. The flow rates through the culvert are easily calculated
based on the geometry of the structure and coordinated records of headwater and
tailwater elevations. The routing procedures of Chapter 5 must be applied to
determine the corresponding inflow into the storage pond upstream of the culvert.
Culverts located on small watersheds can be utilized as flow measurement
structures to provide streamflow records. Shortly after a flood event, high water
marks upstream and downstream of a culvert installation can be measured and
documented. Temporary staff gages placed at the site would simplify these efforts.
The peak discharge at the culvert site can then be determined. These data help to
improve runoff calculation methods and aid in verifying computer models. If
discharges for the entire flood event are required, a recording stage gage is
required. Harris details techniques and procedures for obtaining peak runoffs using
culverts as flow measurement structures. (29)
2. Low Head Installations
Low head installations are culverts which convey water under a roadway with a
minimum headwater buildup and energy loss. These installations are typically
found in irrigation systems where the discharge is usually steady, and the available

channel freeboard and slope are small. Often the installations flow partly full over
the length of the culvert. Energy losses must be minimized to transport the water
efficiently. The hydraulic solution imposing the least energy loss would be to bridge
the conveyance channel. However, economic considerations may require the use
of a low head culvert installation.
Reduction of energy loss and headwater at a culvert installation requires an
understanding of the background and theory utilized in the culvert design
procedures discussed in Chapter 3. The minimal headwater rise, small barrel
slope, and high tailwaters associated with these installations usually result in outlet
control. Therefore, minimizing entrance, exit, and friction losses will reduce the
required headwater. (Equation (7)) Alignment of the culvert barrel with the upstream
channel helps to minimize entrance loss and takes advantage of the approach
velocity head. Inlet improvements, such as beveled edges, will further reduce
entrance loss. However, the hydraulic effects of further entrance improvements,
such as side- and slope-tapered inlets are small in outlet control. Thus, the use of
these inlets is usually not justified in low head installations. The exit loss can be
reduced by smoothly transitioning the flow back into the downstream channel to
take advantage of the exit velocity. Friction loss is reduced by the utilization of a
smooth culvert barrel.
In analyzing low head installations flowing partly full in outlet control, backwater
calculations may be necessary. Beginning at the downstream water surface
(tailwater), the hydraulic and energy grade lines are defined. Outlet losses are
calculated using Equation (4c), considering the downstream velocity. Thus, the
calculations proceed upstream through the barrel, until the upstream end of the
culvert is reached. At that point, inlet losses are calculated using Equation (4a) with
the appropriate inlet loss coefficient, ke. The inlet loss is added to the calculated
energy grade line at the inlet to define the upstream energy grade line. Deducting
the approach velocity head from the upstream energy grade line results in the
upstream water surface elevation (hydraulic grade line).
With minor modifications, the culvert design procedures of this publication are
adequate for the design of low head installations. In the usual case of outlet
control, the entrance, friction, and exit losses can be obtained from the outlet control
nomographs in Appendix D. If the downstream velocity is significant compared with
the barrel velocity, the losses should be calculated using Equation (4a), Equation
(4b), and Equation (4c) instead of the outlet control nomograph. Use of Equation
(4c) will reduce the exit losses.

Figure VI-2--Sag Culvert

Figure VI-3--"Broken-Back" Culvert
It is also advantageous to consider approach and downstream velocities in the
design of low head installations. Equation (6) should be used instead of Equation
(7) to calculate headwater depth (HWo) in outlet control. In inlet control, the
approach velocity head should be considered to be a part of the available
headwater when using the inlet control nomographs.
Sag culverts, called "inverted siphons," are often used to convey irrigation waters
under roadways (Figure VI-2). This type of culvert offers the advantage of providing
adequate vertical clearance for the pipe under the roadway pavement and

subgrade. A possible disadvantage of a sag culvert is clogging due to sediment.
The design is not recommended for use on streams with high sediment loads. Sag
culverts require the use of bends and inclusion of their related energy losses.
Losses due to bends are covered in the next section.
3. Bends
A straight culvert alignment is desirable to avoid clogging, increased construction
costs, and reduced hydraulic efficiency. However, site conditions may dictate a
change of alignment, either in plan or in profile. A change of alignment in profile to
avoid costly excavation is generally referred to as a "broken back" culvert. (Figure
VI-3) Horizontal bends may also be used to avoid obstacles or realign the
flow. (Figure VI-4) When considering a nonlinear culvert alignment, particular
attention should be given to erosion, sedimentation, and debris control.
In designing a nonlinear culvert, the energy losses due to the bends must be
considered. If the culvert operates in inlet control, no increase in headwater
occurs. If the culvert operates in outlet control, a slight increase in energy losses
and headwater will result due to the bend losses. To minimize these losses, the
culvert should be curved or have bends not exceeding 15-degrees at intervals of
not less than 50 feet (15m). (30) Under these conditions, bend losses can normally
be ignored.

Figure VI-4--Culvert with a Horizontal Bend (Kaiser)

If headwater and flow considerations are critical, accurate hydraulic analysis of
bend losses may be required. Bend losses are a function of the velocity head in the
culvert barrel. To calculate bend losses, use the following equation.

Hb is added to the other outlet losses in Equation (1). Bend loss coefficients (Kb)
are found in various references. (24, 31, 32) Reference (32) suggests the
coefficients in Table 6 for bend losses in conduits flowing full.
The broken back culvert shown in Figure VI-3 has four possible control sections:
the inlet, the outlet, and the two bends.
The upstream bend may act as a control section, with the flow passing through
critical depth just upstream of the bend. In this case, the upstream section of the
culvert operates in outlet control and the downstream section operates in inlet
control. Outlet control calculation procedures can be applied to the upstream
barrel, assuming critical depth at the bend, to obtain a headwater elevation. This
elevation is then compared with the inlet and outlet control headwater elevations for
the overall culvert. These headwaters are determined using the design procedures
of Chapter 3. The controlling flow condition produces the highest headwater
elevation. Control at the lower bend is very unlikely and that possible control
section can be ignored except for the bend losses in outlet control. Broken-back
culverts can also be analyzed in detail using standard backwater and draw down
calculation methods. (31)

4. Junctions
Flow from two or more separate culverts or storm sewers may be combined at a
junction into a single culvert barrel. For example, a tributary and a main stream
intersecting at a roadway crossing can be accommodated by a culvert junction.
(Figure VI-5) A drainage pipe collecting runoff from the overlying roadway surface
and discharging into a culvert barrel is an example of a storm sewer/culvert
junction.
Loss of head may be important in the hydraulic design of a culvert containing a
junction. Attention should be given to streamlining the junction to minimize
turbulence and head loss. Also, timing of peak flows from the two branches should
be considered in analyzing flow conditions and control. Loss of head due to a
junction is not of concern if the culvert operates in inlet control.

Table 6. Loss Coefficients for Bends
Radius of Bend

Angle of Bend Degrees

1

90o
0.50

45o
0.37

22.5o
0.25

2

.30

.22

.15

4

.25

.19

.12

6

.15

.11

.08

8

.15

.11

.08

Equivalent Diameter

Figure VI-5--Culvert Junction
For a culvert barrel operating in outlet control and flowing full, the junction loss is
calculated using Equation (22) and Equation (23) given below. Reference (33)
provides the derivations of these equations. The loss is then added to the other
outlet control losses in Equation (1).
Hj = y' + Hv1 - Hv2

(22)

Hj is the head loss through the junction in the main conduit, ft (m)
y' is the change in hydraulic grade line through the junction, ft (m)
Hv1 is the velocity head in the upstream conduit, ft (m)
Hv2 is the velocity head in the downstream conduit, ft (m).

The formula for y' is based on momentum considerations and is as follows:

subscripts 1, 2, and 3 refer to the outlet pipe, the upstream pipe, and the
lateral pipe respectively
Q is the flow rate, ft³/s (m³/s)
V is the velocity, ft/s (m/s)
A is the area of the barrel, ft² (m²)
θj is the angle of the lateral with respect to the outlet conduit.

Figure VI-6--Subatmospheric Pressure in Culverts
Jens also provides additional equations for losses in the lateral conduit under full
flow conditions. (33) Laboratory modeling may be necessary for particularly
sensitive installations. Partly full flow is analyzed by using backwater calculations.
If supercritical flow is possible, the flow at the junction is very complex, and an
appropriate reference on the subject should be consulted. (31, 34) However, in this
case the culvert will operate in inlet control, and the losses are not needed to
calculate the headwater.

Erosion may be a problem at the junctions of culverts with natural bottoms. In this
case, protection of culvert foundations and anchorage is very important. This can
be accomplished by proper alignment, selective invert paving, and strategically
placed energy dissipaters within the culvert.
5. Siphons
A siphon is a water conveyance conduit which operates at subatmospheric
pressure over part of its length. Some culverts act as true siphons under certain
headwater and tailwater conditions, but culverts are rarely designed with that
intention. Figure VI-6 shows two culverts acting as true siphons.
Contrary to general belief, a culvert of constant section on a uniform grade may act
as a true siphon under certain conditions. (Figure VI-6A) This was demonstrated by
tests at the University of Iowa and later in the NBS research. (5, 35) However, the
additional capacity generated by the siphoning action was sporadic and could be
interrupted by any number of changing flow conditions. Such conditions which
would permit the admission of air include rapidly declining headwater or tailwater
levels, vortices, and entrapment of debris. Since the added capacity was not
dependable, the minimum performance criteria would not allow its inclusion in
design. Therefore, added capacity due to siphoning may increase culvert
performance above design estimates in some situations.
Culverts with vortex suppressors may act as siphons under conditions of high
headwater. The dependability of such devices under most culvert flow conditions is
open to question, and vortex suppressors may be a safety hazard. Therefore, the
use of vortex suppression in culvert design applications is not recommended.
Broken-back culverts may act as true siphons within some range of submerged
headwater and tailwater.(Figure VI-6B) However, the hydraulic characteristics of
the culvert will not markedly differ from a uniform barrel between end points. When
primed, the culvert will perform as efficiently as the uniform grade alternative.
When not primed, the culvert may not perform as well as a culvert on a uniform
grade (35). Broken-back culverts are constructed to produce a savings in
excavation and not for hydraulic reasons.
Flared-siphon culverts may also act as true siphons. A flared-siphon culvert has an
outlet which diverges, much like a side-tapered inlet. The Venturi (expanding tube)
principle is used to salvage a large part of the kinetic energy and thereby increase
the culvert capacity. The State of California was experimenting with these designs
in the early 1950's.(35) Obviously, submergence of the outlet is necessary to
achieve the siphoning action. Presumably, the added capacity was not
dependable, and their design is rare. However, Cottman and Apelt have combined
this concept with the slope-tapered inlet concept to produce hydraulically efficient
minimum energy culverts and bridges.(36, 37)

Sag culverts are often referred to as "inverted siphons" even though the hydraulic
grade line does not intersect the crown of the conduit at any point when the conduit
is flowing full. Hence, no portion of the barrel is operating below atmospheric
pressure and the name is a misnomer. Sag culverts are covered under an earlier
section entitled, "Low Head Installations." Figure VI-2 depicts a sag culvert.

6. Fish Passage
At some culvert locations, the ability of the structure to accommodate migrating fish
is an important design consideration. For such sites, state fish and wildlife agencies
should be included early in the roadway planning process. In particularly sensitive
streams, relocation of the highway may be necessary and economical. Other
situations may require the construction of a bridge spanning the natural stream.
However, culvert modifications can often be constructed to meet the design criteria
established by the fish and wildlife agencies. (Figure VI-7)

Figure VI-7--Fish Baffles in Culvert
Early in the planning process, fish migration data should be collected including
pertinent field data. If the stream crossing is located on a known, suspected, or
potential fish migration route, the following data are desirable: (38)
● Species of migrating fish.
● Size and swimming speed of fish.
● Locations of spawning beds, rearing habitat, and food-producing areas
upstream and downstream of the site.
● Description of fish habitat at the proposed crossing.
● Dates of start, peak, and end of migration.
● Average flow depths during periods of migration.
An understanding of some design inadequacies which will inhibit natural migration
patterns is desirable. Excessive velocities and shallow depths in the culvert or on
paved aprons for the migration design discharge should be avoided. High outlet

elevations, often resulting from the formation of a scour hole, may prevent fish from
entering the culvert. High outlet velocities also dislodge sediment which fills in
small pools further downstream, smothering eggs and food-producing areas in the
process. High upstream invert elevations produce a large unnatural pool above the
culvert which will trap sediment. Depressing the upstream invert elevation is also
harmful.
Simulating the natural stream bottom conditions in a culvert is the most desirable
design option to accommodate fish passage. Open bottom culverts, such as
arches, have obvious advantages if adequate foundation support exists for the
culvert. Oversized depressed culverts have the advantage of a natural bottom
while overcoming the problem of poor foundation material. (Figure VI-8) However,
on steep slopes, provisions may be necessary to hold bottom material in place.
Another option is to construct baffles in the bottom of culverts to help simulate
natural conditions. Figure VI-9 depicts a baffle arrangement used by several States
in the Pacific Northwest. (30)
When the simulation of natural stream bottom conditions is unrealistic or
unnecessary, criteria for maintaining minimum depths and maximum velocities is
most important. The high roughness coefficient of corrugated metal may be all that
is required at some locations to maintain desirable depths and velocities. When
maintaining a minimum depth in a culvert is a problem, downstream weirs can be
constructed. However, provisions must be made for fish to bypass the weirs.

Figure VI-8--Culvert Barrel Partially Buried to Preserve Natural Stream Bed

Figure VI-9--Baffle Arrangement for Fish Passage
A popular method of providing for fish passage is to provide dual culverts, one
culvert designed for hydraulic capacity and one culvert designed for fish passage.
The latter culvert would have a flatter slope, higher roughness, and could contain
fish baffles. In this case, the hydraulically efficient barrel would convey most of the
flow. To design parallel, dissimilar culverts, it is necessary to construct separate
performance curves (elevation versus discharge) for each culvert. The two
performance curves are added together at equal elevations to obtain the combined
performance curve. A similar technique is described later in this chapter for multiple
barrel culverts with unequal invert elevations.
The hydraulic design of culverts with fish baffles is accomplished by modifying the
friction resistance of the barrel in outlet control to account for the high resistance
imposed by the baffles. Reference (39) provides design curves and procedures for
estimating the hydraulic loss due to fish baffles using a modified version of Equation

(4b). The remainder of the outlet control calculations are the same as outlined in
Chapter 3. For inlet control, only the reduced area of the entrance due to the
baffles and any edge modifications need to be considered in the procedure.

C. Erosion, Sedimentation, and Debris Control
Natural streams and manmade channels are subject to the forces of moving water. Pressure,
velocity, and centrifugal forces can be significant depending on the depth of flow, and the slope
and sinuosity of the water course. An evolutionary process is the result with the continuous
occurrence and dynamic interplay of erosion, sedimentation, and debris movement. This
process, referred to as fluvial geomorphology, is accelerated during storm events when stream
depths and velocities are high. Inserting a culvert into this dynamic environment requires
special attention to the effects of these natural phenomena on the culvert and the effects of the
culvert on the stream channel. Past experience has shown significant problems, including
erosion at the inlet and outlet, sediment buildup in the barrel, and clogging of the barrel with
debris.
1. Scour at Inlets
A culvert barrel normally constricts the natural channel, thereby forcing the flow
through a reduced opening. As the flow contracts, vortices and areas of high
velocity flow impinge against the upstream slopes of the fill and may tend to scour
away the embankment adjacent to the culvert. In many cases, a scour hole also
forms upstream of the culvert floor as a result of the acceleration of the flow as it
leaves the natural channel and enters the culvert.
Upstream slope paving, channel paving, headwalls, wingwalls, and cutoff walls help
to protect the slopes and channel bed at the upstream end of the culvert. Figure
VI-10 depicts a culvert with a headwall and wingwall protecting the inlet against
scour.

Figure VI-10--Culvert with Metal Headwall and Wingwalls (ARMCO)

2. Scour at Outlets
Scour at culvert outlets is a common occurrence. (Figure VI-11) The natural
channel flow is usually confined to a lesser width and greater depth as it passes
through a culvert barrel. An increased velocity results with potentially erosive
capabilities as it exits the barrel. Turbulence and erosive eddies form as the flow
expands to conform to the natural channel. However, the velocity and depth of flow
at the culvert outlet and the velocity distribution upon reentering the natural channel
are not the only factors which need consideration. The characteristics of the
channel bed and bank material, velocity and depth of flow in the channel at the
culvert outlet, and the amount of sediment and other debris in the flow are all
contributing factors to scour potential. Due to the variation in expected flows and
the difficulty in evaluating some of these factors, scour prediction is subjective.

Figure VI-11--Scour at Culvert Outlet
Scour in the vicinity of a culvert outlet can be classified into two separate types
(38). The first type is called local scour and is typified by a scour hole produced at
the culvert outlet. (Figure VI-12) This is the result of high exit velocities, and the
effects extend only a limited distance downstream. Coarse material scoured from
the circular or elongated hole is deposited immediately downstream, often forming a
low bar. Finer material is transported further downstream. The dimensions of the
scour hole change due to sedimentation during low flows and the varying erosive
effects of storm events. The scour hole is generally deepest during passage of the
peak flow. Methods for predicting scour hole dimensions are found in Chapter 5 of
HEC No. 14, "Hydraulic Design of Energy Dissipaters for Culverts and
Channels" (40). The second type of scour is classified as general stream
degradation. This phenomenon is independent of culvert performance. Natural
causes produce a lowering of the stream bed over time. (Figure VI-13) The
identification of a degrading stream is an essential part of the original site
investigation. Both types of scour can occur simultaneously at a culvert outlet.

Figure VI-12--Scour Hole at Culvert Outlet
Since prediction of scour at culvert outlets is difficult, and protection is expensive, a
prudent approach involves providing a minimum amount of protection followed by
periodic site inspection. As part of the field investigation, scour and outlet
protection at similar culverts in the vicinity will provide guidance. The initial level of
protection should be sufficient to withstand extensive damage from one storm
event. Once the initial minimum outlet protection is constructed, an assessment of
its performance after a number of storm events should be evaluated and reviewed.
If the outlet protection is insufficient, additional protection should be provided. If the
outlet protection is sufficient, inspection is required only after larger storm events.
Protection against scour at culvert outlets varies from limited riprap placement to
complex and expensive energy dissipation devices(Figure VI-14). At some
locations, use of a rougher culvert material or a flatter slope alleviates the need for
a special outlet protection device. Preformed scour holes, approximating the
configuration of naturally formed holes, dissipate energy while providing a protective
lining to the stream bed. Riprapped channel expansions and concrete aprons
protect the channel and redistribute or spread the flow. Barrel outlet expansions
operate in a similar manner. Headwalls and cutoff walls protect the integrity of the
fill. When outlet velocities are high enough to create excessive downstream
problems, consideration should be given to more complex energy dissipation
devices. These include hydraulic jump basins, impact basins, drop structures, and

stilling wells. Design information for the general types of energy dissipaters is
provided in HEC No. 14. (40) Other references may also prove useful. (41,42,43)

Figure VI-13--Stream Degradation at Culvert Outlet

Figure VI-14--Riprap Protection at Culvert Outlet
3. Sedimentation
The companion problem to erosion is sedimentation. Most streams carry a
sediment load and tend to deposit this load when their velocities decrease.
Therefore, barrel slope and roughness are key indicators of potential problems at
culvert sites. Other important factors in sedimentation processes are the magnitude
of the discharge and the characteristics of the channel material.

Culverts which are located on and aligned with the natural channel generally do not
have a sedimentation problem. A stable channel is expected to balance erosion
and sedimentation over time; a culvert resting on such a channel bed behaves in a
similar manner. In a degrading channel, erosion, not sedimentation, is a potential
problem. However, a culvert located in an agrading channel may encounter some
sediment accumulation. (Figure VI-15) Stream channel aggradation and
degradation, and characteristics of each type of stream are discussed in reference
(44). Fortunately, storm events tend to cleanse culverts of sediment when increased
velocities are experienced. Helical corrugations tend to promote this cleansing
effect if the culvert is flowing full.

Figure VI-15--Sediment Deposition in Culvert
Certain culvert installations may encounter sedimentation problems. The most
common of these are multibarrel installations and culverts built with depressions at
the entrance. Culverts with more than one barrel may be necessary for wide
shallow streams and for low fills. It is well documented that one or more of the
barrels will accumulate sediment, particularly the inner barrel in a curved stream
alignment. It is desirable for these installations to be straight and aligned with the
upstream channel. Culverts built with an upstream depression possess a barrel
slope which is less than that of the natural channel. Sedimentation is the likely
result, especially during times of low flow. However, self-cleansing usually occurs
during periods of high discharge. Both design situations should be approached
cautiously with an increased effort in the field investigation stage to obtain a
thorough knowledge of stream characteristics and bed-bank materials.
4. Debris Control
Debris is defined as any material moved by a flowing stream. This normally
includes some combination of floating material, suspended sediment, and bed
load. A stream's propensity for carrying debris is based upon watershed land uses
and certain stream and floodplain characteristics. A field investigation of the

following conditions is warranted.
● Stream velocity, slope, and alignment.
● Presence of shrubs and trees on eroding banks.
● Watershed land uses, particularly logging, cultivation, and construction.
● Stream susceptibility to flash flooding.
● Storage of debris and materials within the flood plain (logs, lumber, solid
waste, etc.).
Debris can accumulate at a culvert inlet or become lodged in the inlet or barrel.
When this happens, the culvert will fail to perform as designed. Flooding may
occur, causing damage to upstream property. Roadway overtopping will create a
hazard and an inconvenience to traffic and may lead to roadway and culvert
washouts. Maintenance costs will accrue as a result of these circumstances.
Routine design and maintenance precautions may be taken if the debris
accumulation potential is minimal. Provision for a smooth, well-designed inlet and
avoidance of multiple barrels and skewed inlets will help to align and pass most
floating debris. Periodic maintenance at culvert entrances will reduce the chances
of severe problems and identify culverts which may require structural solutions.
Three debris control methods are available for culvert sites with more serious risks:
interception at or above the culvert inlet protecting culvert performance; deflection
of debris away from the entrance to a holding area for eventual removal; and
passage of the debris through the culvert. The latter may be accomplished by
oversizing the culvert or utilizing a bridge as a replacement structure. The costs of
this solution should be closely compared with other solution methods. Regardless
of the solution method employed, it may be desirable to provide a relief opening
either in the form of a vertical riser or a relief culvert placed higher in the
embankment.
Debris control structures often provide a cost effective solution. Debris interceptors
functioning upstream of the culvert entrance include debris racks, floating drift
booms, and debris basins. Debris interceptors functioning at the culvert inlet
include debris risers and debris cribs. Debris deflectors vary from a simple inclined
steel bar or rail placed in front of the inlet to more complex V-shaped debris
deflectors (Figure VI-16). Debris fins are built to help align floating debris with the
axis of the culvert to assist in passage of the debris. Design information for
commonly employed debris control structures can be found in HEC No. 9, "Debris
Control Structures." (45)

Figure VI-16--Debris Deflector

D. Site Related Modifications
A good culvert design is one that limits the hydraulic and environmental stress placed on the
existing natural water course. This stress can be minimized by utilizing a culvert which closely
conforms to the natural stream in alignment, grade, and width. Often the culvert barrel must be
skewed with respect to the roadway centerline to accomplish these goals. Alterations to the
normal inlet alignment are also quite common. Multiple barrels are used in wide, shallow
streams to accommodate the natural width of the stream.
1. Skewed Barrels
The alignment of a culvert barrel with respect to the roadway centerline is referred
to as the barrel skew angle. A culvert aligned normal to the roadway centerline has
a zero barrel skew angle. For any other alignment, the barrel skew angle is the
angle from a line normal to the highway to the culvert centerline. Directions (right or
left) must accompany the barrel skew angle. (Figure VI-17)
It is common design practice to place the culvert barrel on an alignment and grade
that conforms to the existing stream channel. The barrel skew is established from
the stream location and the proposed or existing roadway plan. The advantages of
this design practice include a reduction of entrance loss, equal depths of scour at
the footings, less sedimentation in multibarrel culverts, and less excavation. A
disadvantage of this design procedure is that the inlet may be skewed with respect
to the culvert barrel and the culvert will be longer.

Figure VI-17--Barrel Skew Angle

Figure VI-18--Inlet Skew Angle
It is not always prudent to allow the existing stream bed alignment to dictate the
barrel skew angle. Modifications to reduce the barrel skew angle and shorten the
culvert barrel may produce a more economical solution in some situations. Chapter
2 contains a discussion of alternative culvert location procedures as related to
culvert length.

2. Skewed Inlets
The angle from the culvert face to a line normal to the culvert barrel is referred to as
the inlet skew angle. (Figure VI-18) The inlet skew angle varies from 0-degrees to a
practical maximum of about 45-degrees. The upper limit is dictated by the difficulty
in transitioning the flow from the stream into the culvert.
Culverts which have a barrel skew angle often have an inlet skew angle as well.
This is because headwalls are generally constructed parallel to a roadway
centerline to avoid warping of the embankment fill. (Figure VI-19)
Skewed inlets slightly reduce the hydraulic performance of the culvert under inlet
control conditions. The differences are minor and are incorporated into the inlet
control nomographs for box culverts. (Chart 11 and Chart 12) As an illustration of
the minor effects of inlet skew, comparisons of flow capacity were made on a single
barrel 6 ft by 6 ft box culvert with various inlet skew angles operating in inlet control.
(Table 7)

Figure VI-19--Barrel and Inlet Skew

Table 7. Effect of Inlet Skew Angle on Flow Capacity of 6 ft. by 6 ft.
Box Culvert1 (Flow in ft3/S)
SKEW ANGLE, DEGREES
HEADWATER

0o

15o

30o

45o

1Values

3

85

85

82

80

6

240

234

228

222

9

396

296

390

384

from Chart 11, Appendix D

Inlet skew should be avoided for culverts with tapered inlets and for multiple barrel
culverts. Structural design complications result when a tapered inlet is
skewed. (26) Both tapered inlets and multiple barrel culverts perform better with the
inlet face oriented normal to the barrel. The interior walls of multiple barrel culverts
may promote sedimentation and unequal flow in some barrels when the inlet is
skewed. The embankment fill should be warped to fit the culvert when avoiding
inlet skew. (Figure VI-20)
3. Multiple Barrels
Multiple barrel culverts may be necessary due to certain site conditions, stream
characteristics, or economic considerations. (Figure VI-21) Roadway profiles with
low fills often dictate the use of a series of small culverts. Multiple barrel culverts
are also used in wide, shallow channels to limit the flow constriction. To
accommodate overbank flood flows, relief culverts with inverts at the flood plain
elevation are occasionally used. Multiple barrel box culverts are more economical
than a single wide span because the structural requirements for the roof of the long
span are costly.

Figure VI-20--Fill Warped to Avoid Inlet Skew

Figure VI-21--Double Barrel Box Culvert
There are problems associated with the use of multiple barrel culverts. The most
significant problems involve sedimentation and debris. In alluvial channels, normal
flows will tend to pass through one of the barrels, while sediment and debris collect
in the others. To reduce this problem, it is good practice to install one barrel at the
flow line of the stream and the others at higher elevations. (Figure VI-22) This will
encourage the flow to follow the lower barrel. Sediment and debris accumulation in
the other barrels will be reduced since the barrels will only be used to convey higher
than normal flows.
The nomographs of this publication can be used to determine the capacity of
multiple barrel culverts with only minor alterations. The nomographs provide the
culvert discharge rate per barrel for pipes or the flow per foot of span width for box
culverts. For multiple barrels with identical hydraulic characteristics, the total
discharge is assumed to be divided equally among the barrels. An iterative
procedure or development of a combined performance curve is required for culverts
with dissimilar barrels or invert elevations. The discharge of the component barrels
must add up to the total peak design flow at a common headwater elevation. For
multiple barrel installations with bevel-edged inlets, the bevels are sized on the
basis of the total clear width of the barrels. No more than two barrels may be used
with tapered inlets using the design procedures of this manual.

E. Economics
The ideal culvert selection process minimizes the total annual cost of the installation over the
life of the roadway. The annual cost includes capital expenditures, maintenance costs, and
risks associated with flooding. An initial analysis of the choice between a culvert and a bridge is
necessary. If a culvert is selected, a comparison of the available shapes and materials would
follow. Durability, maintenance, and replacement costs are factored into the selection process
along with the initial in-place construction cost. The results are then utilized to evaluate the
design flood based on total annual cost. This procedure is referred to as a risk analysis.
Unfortunately, many of the factors required in such an analysis are not well defined, making it
difficult to justify and perform except for expensive installations.

Figure VI-22--Multiple Barrel Culverts with One Low Flow Barrel
1. Service Life
The desired service life of the culvert should be considered in the selection
process. If the culvert is in a location where replacement or relining would be
impractical, the service life of the culvert should equal the service life of the
highway. If rehabilitation is feasible, or if it is determined that the highway will be
rebuilt in a relatively short time, a culvert with a shorter service life should be
selected. The service life of the culvert should match the installation. There is no
need to pay for an "eternal" culvert where a short lived one would suffice, and
vice-versa.
2. Comparisons Between Culverts and Bridges
Economic considerations are of primary importance in deciding between the use of
a bridge or a culvert at stream crossings where either will satisfy hydraulic and
structural requirements. The initial cost for a culvert is usually much less than for a
bridge. The use of increased headwater at a culvert installation normally permits
the use of a smaller opening. (Figure VI-23) This advantage must be balanced with
the possible flood damages associated with an increased headwater, especially at
higher discharges. Maintenance costs for culverts may result from erosion at the
inlet and outlet, sedimentation and debris buildup, and embankment repair in case
of overtopping. Bridge maintenance is more costly, however, including such
aspects as maintenance of the bridge deck and superstructure, erosion around
piers and abutments, and possible sediment and debris accumulation.
Safety, aesthetics, and environmental considerations are also involved in the choice
of a bridge or culvert. Safety considerations for culverts include the use of
guardrails or safety grates. Bridge decks often constrict shoulder and median
widths and are subject to icing which can present traffic safety problems. A bridge
may be considered more aesthetically pleasing in traversing a scenic valley or
canyon. Environmental considerations such as fish and wildlife passage may also
favor a bridge over a culvert.

Figure VI-23--Bridge versus Culvert at Same Location
Hydraulic Design Series Number 1, "Hydraulics of Bridge Waterways," (21) is
recommended for use in the hydraulic analysis of highway bridges. The approach
velocity head is considered in the analysis, and only rectangular and trapezoidal
openings are included. The techniques of HDS No. 1 could be applied to the
design of highway culverts so long as the culvert operates in free surface outlet
control flow.
3. Comparisons Between Materials and Shapes
Cost comparisons between various materials and shapes vary with region and with
time. It is recommended that costs for culverts of equal hydraulic capacity be
compared periodically to help guide material selection. Requesting alternative bids
for several acceptable materials is economically beneficial on most projects.
Detailed economic analysis of culvert material selection requires site-specific
considerations. Structural strength is a concern under high fills. Steep channel
slopes produce high exit velocities which are further accelerated by using smooth
pipes. Acidic drainage will promote corrosion of some materials. Certain materials
can not withstand the attack of abrasive bed loads. Water tightness at joints may
be an important consideration. All of these factors have an impact on the annual
cost of the culvert based upon the selected material.
Culvert shapes are as important in cost evaluations as culvert materials. (Figure
I-4) Many shapes can be produced from a variety of materials; other shapes
require certain materials. Circular culverts are the most common shape. They are
generally reasonably priced, can support high structural loads, and are hydraulically
efficient. However, limited fill height may necessitate the use of a pipe-arch, ellipse,
or an arch. Pipe-arches and ellipses are more expensive than circular pipes,
especially if the fill height is substantial. Arches require special attention to their
foundations, and failure due to scour is a concern. However, arches do provide a

natural stream bed which is an advantage for fish passage. Structural plate
conduits can be constructed in a variety of shapes, quickly, with low transport and
handling costs. (Figure VI-24) Box culverts also possess flexibility in rise to span
ratios by using multiple cells. (Figure VI-25) Precast box sections overcome the
disadvantage of longer construction times which are associated with cast-in-place
installations; however handling costs are increased.
Inlet improvements on culverts provide an opportunity for additional cost savings.
When a culvert is operating in inlet control, the barrel does not flow full. By
improving the inlet configuration, a decrease in barrel size and overall culvert cost is
possible. The savings on the reduced barrel size usually outweighs the
construction costs of the improved inlet. However, the cost of excavation through
rock or difficult material for enlarged slope-tapered inlets or depressed side-tapered
inlets should be considered.

Figure VI-24--Corrugated Metal Box Culvert (Kaiser)

Figure VI-25--Precast Double Barrel Box Culvert
4. Risk Analysis
Risk analysis is a means of assessing the economic behavior of different design
alternatives. The construction of a culvert represents a flood plain encroachment
with the associated flood risks and initial construction costs. Each design strategy
can be evaluated for an annual capital cost and an annual economic risk (cost), the
sum of which is called the total expected cost (TEC). Optimization of the economic
and engineering analyses will produce the least total expected cost (LTEC) design
alternative. (46)
The influence of risk (cost) in the decision-making process represents the major
distinction between traditional and LTEC design. In traditional design, the level of
risk is an integral part of the establishment of design standards such as a specified
design frequency flood or limitations on backwater. The influence of risk in the
design of a specific culvert based on these design standards will vary with site
conditions. In LTEC design, there is no arbitrary design frequency. The design
process determines the response of each alternate design to discrete points on the
entire flood frequency curve. The flood frequency at which road overtopping occurs
is more meaningful than design flood frequency.
A necessary part of the risk analysis process is the establishment of acceptable
design alternatives. Engineering, legislative, and policy constraints may limit the
range of alternatives. Examples of such constraints include:
● Prescribed minimum design flood criteria as in the case of interstate
highways.
● Limitations imposed by roadway geometrics such as maximum or minimum
grade lines, site distance, and vertical curvature.
● Flood plain ordinances or other legislative mandates limiting backwater or
encroachment on the flood plain.
● Channel stability considerations which would limit culvert velocity or the
amount of constriction.
Data collection and analysis to perform a LTEC design requires more effort than
traditional culvert design. Data collection efforts include land use information, flood
plain geometry, hydrologic and hydraulic data, geologic and soils investigation,
construction cost, traffic data, and cost of embankment and pavement repair.
Hydrologic and hydraulic analyses comprise flood frequency determination, water
surface profile generation, stage-discharge relationship, preparation, overtopping
analysis, and hydrograph generation.
Based on the hydrologic and hydraulic analyses, a full accounting of economic
losses is required. These costs include but are not limited to:
● Embankment damage

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Traffic restoration time
Increased running cost (detour)
Time losses
Accident costs
Backwater damage losses
Damage to culvert
Erosion and sedimentation damage

The final step of the LTEC analysis requires the computation of TEC's over the
range of flood frequencies and design alternatives. An optimum design referred to
as the LTEC is the end result. A sensitivity analysis may be performed on the
LTEC and the overtopping frequency can be determined. Figure VI-26 depicts the
design process. Figure VI-27 represents a typical solution surface with the optimum
culvert size and embankment height highlighted.
Go to Chapter 6, Part II
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F. Safety
The primary safety considerations in the design and construction of a culvert are its structural
and hydraulic adequacy. Assuming that these major considerations are appropriately
addressed, attention should be directed toward supplementary safety considerations. These
considerations include traffic safety and child safety. The safety of errant vehicles should be
provided for by the appropriate location and design of culvert inlets and outlets. Safety barriers
and grates may substitute or add to this protection. Safety grates also provide a degree of
protection against inquisitive youngsters by inhibiting access to a culvert.
1. Inlet and Outlet Location and Design
The exposed end of a culvert or culvert headwall represents an unyielding barrier to
vehicles leaving the roadway. Safety provisions must be made to protect occupants
of such vehicles against injury or death. One technique employed is to locate the
culvert ends outside of the safe recovery area. Traffic safety standards provide
distance from pavement limitations based on speed limits. Culverts should also
extend through medians unless safe distances can be maintained.

Figure VI-26--LTEC Design Process

Figure VI-27--LTEC Solution Surface
When culvert ends are not outside the safe recovery area, appropriate inlet and
outlet design may reduce the danger they represent. Inlets and outlets can be
mitered to conform to the fill slope reducing the obstruction to a vehicle. For culvert
ends with headwalls, fill should be warped behind them to limit their exposure.
(Markers should be placed on concealed culvert ends to protect roadside
maintenance personnel.)
2. Safety Barriers and Grates
Additional traffic safety can be achieved by the installation of safety barriers and
grates. Safety barriers should be considered in the form of guardrails along the
roadside near a culvert when adequate recovery distance cannot be achieved, or
for abnormally steep fill slopes. (Figure VI-28) Traversible grates placed over
culvert openings will reduce vehicle impact forces and the likelihood of overturning.
(Figure VI-29).
Safety grates promote debris buildup and the subsequent reduction of hydraulic
performance. Thorough analysis of this potential should be undertaken prior to the
selection of this safety alternative. Good design practice provides an open area
between bars of 1.5 to 3.0 times the area of the culvert entrance depending on the
anticipated volume and size of debris. Bar grates placed against the entrance of
the culvert are unacceptable. (Figure VI-30). Reference (47) indicates that the head
loss due to a bar grate can be estimated as follows.

Hg is the head loss due to the bar grate, ft
Vg is the velocity between the bars, ft/s
Vu is the approach velocity, ft/s
Another formula for the head loss in bar racks with vertical bars is found in
reference (48).

(49)

Kg is a dimensionless bar shape factor, equal to:
2.42 - sharp-edged rectangular bars
1.83 - rectangular bars with semi-circular upstream face
1.79 - circular bars
1.67 - rectangular bars with semi-circular upstream and downstream
faces
w is the maximum cross-sectional width of the bars facing the flow, ft
x is the minimum clear spacing between bars, ft
θg is the angle of the grate with respect to the horizontal, degrees
Both of the above equations are empirical and should be used with caution.
Research on loss coefficients in safety grates is documented in reference (47). In
all cases, the head losses are for clean grates and they must be increased to
account for debris buildup.

Figure VI-28--Guardrail Adjacent to Culvert Headwall

Figure VI-29--Endwall for Safety Grate

Figure VI-30--Safety Grate Flush with Culvert Entrance
Culverts have always attracted the attention and curiosity of children. In high
population areas where hazards could exist, access to culverts should be
prevented. Safety grates can serve this function. If clogging by debris is a problem,
fencing around the culvert ends is an acceptable alternative to grates.

G. Structural Considerations
Proper structural design is critical to the performance and service life of a culvert. The
structural design of a highway culvert begins with the analysis of moments, thrusts, and shears
caused by embankment and traffic loads, and by hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces. The
culvert barrel, acting in harmony with the bedding and fill, must be able to resist these sizeable
forces. Anchorage devices, endwalls, and wingwalls are often required to maintain the
structural integrity of a culvert barrel by resisting flotation and inlet or outlet movement and
distortion.

1. General Structural Analysis
Loads affecting culvert barrel design include the culvert weight, fluid loads, earth
and pavement loads, and the weight and impact of surface vehicles. Culvert
weights per unit length are available from culvert manufacturers. The weight of fluid
per unit length can be obtained from the culvert barrel geometry and the unit weight
of water.
The magnitude of the earth and pavement load (dead load) is dependent upon the
weight of the prism above the barrel and the soil-structure interaction factor. The
soil-structure interaction factor is the ratio of the earth prism load on the culvert to
the earth prism weight. Conditions which affect this factor include soil type, backfill
compaction, culvert material (rigid or flexible), and the type of culvert installation.
Two common types of culvert installations are depicted in Figure VI-31. In the
positive projecting embankment installation, the culvert barrel is supported on the
original streambed or compacted fill and covered by the embankment material. A
negative projecting embankment is similar except that additional load support is
gained from the existing banks of a deep stream bed. Each of these installations
requires the establishment of an appropriate soil structure interaction factor or the
determination of the load by appropriate tests, finite element analysis, or previous
experience.

Figure VI-31--Culvert Installations
The weight and impact of surface vehicles is sometimes referred to as the live
load. This load is greatest when the depth of fill (cover) over the top of the culvert
barrel is small. As the cover increases, the live load decreases and eventually
becomes negligible. Pavement designed for heavy duty traffic can significantly
reduce the live load imposed on the culvert.

The distribution of dead and live load pressures on culvert barrels is dependent
upon the shape and culvert material. The pressure distribution on three rigid culvert
shapes is depicted in Figure VI-32. In contrast, circular culvert barrels made of
flexible material receive the vertical load which pushes the barrel sides against the
compacted fill material and mobilizes the passive earth pressure. The result is
approximately uniform radial pressure distribution on the barrel. Pipe arches made
of flexible material act similarly, but produce increased pressures at the corners
(haunches) of the pipe-arch. Special attention to the bearing capacity of the soil at
these locations is critical and may dictate embankment heights.
Moments, thrusts, and shears at critical locations in the culvert barrel can be
determined by elastic structural analysis once the loads and pressure distributions
are defined. Reinforced concrete box sections are often analyzed as rigid frames
utilizing moment distribution. Rigid circular and elliptical pipe sections require load
coefficients based on bedding conditions to properly analyze moments, thrusts, and
shears. Flexible culverts are generally designed by semiempirical methods which
implicitly include structural analysis aspects within the design method.

Figure VI-32--Pressure Distribution-Rigid Culverts
Structural design of the culvert barrel must provide adequate strength to resist the
moments, thrusts, and shears determined in the structural analysis. For reinforced
concrete barrels, a trial wall thickness is selected, and reinforcing is sized to meet
the design requirements. Corrugated metal structures are required to resist ring
compression and seam strength. An additional requirement is sufficient stiffness to
resist installation loads. A standard wall thickness and corrugation shape are
selected to meet these design requirements.
Tables, charts, and formulas are available from manufacturers to streamline the
process of structural design. The "Structural Design Manual for Improved Inlets and
Culverts," published by FHWA, is an excellent reference (26). Methods for hand
calculation and computer solution are presented for reinforced concrete box
culverts, and for circular and elliptical pipe culverts. The structural design of
improved inlets is included, along with standard plans for headwalls, wingwalls,
side-tapered and slope-tapered culverts.

2. Floatation and Anchorage
Flotation is the term used to describe the failure of a culvert due to the tremendous
uplift forces caused by buoyancy. The buoyant force is produced when the pressure
outside the culvert is greater than the pressure in the barrel. This occurs in a culvert
in inlet control with a submerged upstream end. The phenomenon can also be
caused by debris blocking the culvert end or by damage to the inlet. The resulting
uplift may cause the outlet or inlet ends of the barrel to rise and bend. Occasionally,
the uplift force is great enough to dislodge the embankment. Generally, only flexible
barrel materials are vulnerable to failure of this type because of their light weight
and lack of resistance to longitudinal bending (38). Large, projecting or mitered
corrugated metal culverts are the most susceptible. (Figure VI-33) In some
instances, high entrance velocities will pull the unanchored inlet edges into the
culvert barrel, causing blockage and additional damage. Events have been
recorded in which the culvert barrel has been turned inside out by the forces of the
flow.

Figure VI-33--Unanchored Mitered End
A number of precautions can be taken by the designer to guard against flotation
and damages due to high inlet velocities. Steep fill slopes which are protected
against erosion by slope paving help inlet and outlet stability. (Figure VI-34) Large
skews under shallow fills should be avoided. Rigid pipe susceptible to separation at
the joints can be protected with commercially available tie bars.

Figure VI-34--Slope Paving Around a Mitered Inlet

Figure VI-35--Long Span Culvert (ARMCO)
When these precautions are not practical or sufficient, anchorage at the culvert
ends may be the only recourse. Anchorage is a means of increasing the dead load
at the end of a culvert to protect against floatation. Concrete and sheet pile cutoff
walls and headwalls are common forms of anchorage. The culvert barrel end must
be securely attached to the anchorage device to be effective. Protection against
inlet bending, inlet warping, and erosion to fill slopes represent additional benefits of
some anchorage techniques.

3. Endwalls and Wingwalls
Culvert barrels are commonly constructed with endwalls and wingwalls. These
appurtenances are often made of cast-in-place concrete but can also be
constructed of precast concrete, corrugated metal, timber, steel sheet piling,
gabions, or bagged concrete. Endwalls are used to shorten the culvert length,
maintain the fill material, and reduce erosion of the embankment slope. Endwalls
also provide structural protection to inlets and outlets and act as a counterweight to
offset buoyant forces. Endwalls tend to inhibit flow of water along the outside
surface of the conduit (piping).
Wingwalls can be used to hydraulic advantage for box culverts by maintaining the
approach velocity and alignment, and improving the inlet edge
configuration. However, their major advantage is structural in eliminating erosion
around a headwall. Additional protection against flotation is provided by the weight
of the wingwalls.

H. Long Span Culverts
Long span culverts are better defined on the basis of structural design aspects than on the
basis of hydraulic considerations. According to the AASHTO Specifications for Highway
Bridges, long span structural plate structures:
1. exceed certain defined maximum sizes for pipes, pipe-arches, and arches, or
2. may be special shapes of any size that involve a long radius of curvature in the crown or
side plates. (50)
Special shapes include vertical and horizontal ellipses, underpasses, low and high profile
arches, and inverted pear shapes. Generally, the spans of long span culverts range from 20 ft
to 40 ft (7m to 14m). Some long span installations are shown in Figure VI-35 and Figure VI-36,
and typical long span culvert shapes are shown in Figure VI-37.

Figure VI-36--Long Span Culvert (ARMCO)

1. Structural Aspects
Long span culverts depend on interaction with the earth embankment for structural
stability. Therefore, proper bedding and selection and compaction of backfill are of
utmost importance. For multiple barrel structures, care must be taken to avoid
unbalanced loads during backfilling. Some manufacturers of long span culverts will
not sell their products to a client unless the design and installation is supervised by
their engineers. If this is not required, the project should be coordinated with the
manufacturer's engineering staff.
Various manufacturers utilize different techniques to achieve the desired long span
configuration. In some instances, reinforcing ribs are used to strengthen the
structure. In other cases, specially designed longitudinal structural stiffeners are
installed on the top arch. Ribs and stiffeners which project into the barrel may
increase the hydraulic resistance, particularly if the elements are perpendicular to
the flow.

Figure VI-37--Typical Long Span Culvert Shapes
Anchorage of the ends of long span culverts is required to prevent flotation or
damage due to high velocities at the inlet. This is especially true for mitered
inlets. Severe miters and skews are not recommended.
2. Hydraulic Considerations
Long span culverts generally are hydraulically short (low length to equivalent
diameter ratio) and flow partly full at the design discharge. The same hydraulic
principles apply to the design of long span culverts as to other culverts. However,
due to their large size and variety of shapes, it is very possible that design
nomographs are not available for the barrel shape of interest. For these cases,
dimensionless inlet control design curves have been prepared. (Chapter 3) For
outlet control, backwater calculations are usually appropriate, since design
headwaters exceeding the crowns of these conduits are rare. The bridge design
techniques of HDS No. 1 are appropriate for the hydraulic design of most long span
culverts, but the long span shapes are not included in that publication. (21)

I. Culvert Durability
Culvert material longevity is as important a consideration to a culvert installation as proper
hydraulic and structural design. At most locations, the commonly used culvert materials are
very durable. However, there are hostile environmental conditions which will deteriorate all
culvert materials. The two problems affecting the longevity of culverts due to adverse
environmental conditions are abrasion and corrosion. (Figure VI-38) Proper attention must be
given to these problems in the design phase. Field inspection of existing culverts on the same
or similar streams will prove invaluable in assessing potential problems.
The annual cost of a culvert installation is very dependent on its service life. All other conditions
being equal, the most durable culvert material should be selected to minimize annual
costs. Measures are available to increase the service life of a culvert, such as lining the barrel
with a more durable material. When considered, these measures should be included in an
economic analysis comparing other culvert materials or other alternatives, including periodic
replacement. Periodic replacement of culverts under low fills on secondary roads with light
traffic may prove cost effective.

Figure VI-38--Abrasion and Corrosion in Culverts
1. Abrasion
Abrasion is defined as the erosion of culvert material due primarily to the natural
movement of bedload in the stream. The characteristics of the bedload material and
the frequency, velocity, and quantities which can be expected are factors to be
considered in the design phase. The resistance of various culvert materials to the
expected abrasion is then analyzed. Most materials are subject to abrasion when
exposed to high velocity, rock laden flows over a period of time. Performance data
on other installations in the vicinity may prove to be the most reliable indicator of
abrasion potential and culvert material durability.
When abrasion problems are expected, several options are available to the
designer. Debris control structures can often be used to advantage, although they

require periodic maintenance. A liner or bottom reinforcement utilizing excess
structural material is another option. Concrete or bituminous lining of the invert of
corrugated metal pipe is a commonly employed method to minimize
abrasion. Concrete culverts may require additional cover over reinforcing bars or
high strength concrete mixes. The use of metal or wooden planks attached to the
culvert bottom normal to the flow will trap and hold bedload materials, thereby
providing invert protection. Oversized culvert barrels which are partially buried
accomplish the same purpose.
2. Corrosion
No culvert material exists which is not subject to deterioration when placed in
certain corrosive environments. Galvanized steel culverts are generally subject to
deterioration when placed in soils or water where the pH falls outside the range of 6
to 10; aluminum deteriorates outside the range of 4 to 9. (51) Clay and organic
mucks with low electrical resistivities have also proven corrosive to metal
culverts. Concrete is adversely affected by alternate wetting and drying with
seawater and when exposed to sulfates and certain magnesium salts, and acidic
flow with a pH less than 5. Steel deteriorates in saltwater environments. In general,
metal culverts are adversely affected by acidic and alkaline conditions in the soil
and water, and by high electrical conductivity of the soil. Concrete culverts are
sensitive to saltwater environments and to soils containing sulfates and carbonates.
A variety of measures can be taken to prevent the reduction of culvert service life in
these hostile environments. These measures are generally categorized as
appropriate material selection for the environment or the application of protective
coatings. For example, aluminum appears to be resistant to corrosion in salt water
installations. Experience has been favorable for fiber-bonded galvanized steel
culverts in brackish environments. (52) Culverts and linings made of vitrified clay,
stainless steel, and bituminized fiber perform well in highly acidic
conditions. Variations in the concrete mix, such as higher cement content, help to
reduce the deterioration of concrete culverts subject to alkaline soils and
water. Concrete tends to perform better than metal in clay or organic muck. In areas
of severe acidity, such as acid mine drainage, concrete box culverts have been
protected by fiberglass linings.
Bituminous or fiber-bonded coatings on metal culverts may require special
consideration. The designer should ascertain that the this coating will in fact
increase the service life. Delamination is the primary mode of failure and can occur
due to sunlight exposure and abrasion. Damage to the coatings during handling and
placing is another consideration. Polymer coatings appear to overcome some of
these deficiencies. They have excellent corrosion resistance properties and are
generally more abrasion-resistant, less subject to damage in handling and
placement, and have fewer manufacturing flaws.

J. Culvert Hydraulic Programs
Numerous calculator and computer programs now exist to aid in the design and analysis of
highway culverts. These programs possess distinct advantages over traditional hand
calculation methods. The increased accuracy of programmed solutions represents a major
benefit over the inaccuracies inherent in the construction and use of charts and nomographs. In
addition, programmed solutions are less time consuming. This feature allows the designer to
compare alternative sizes and inlet configurations very rapidly so that the final culvert selection
can be based on economics. Interactive capabilities in some programs can be utilized to
change certain input parameters or constraints and analyze their effects on the final
design. Familiarity with culvert hydraulics and the traditional methods of solution provides a
solid basis for designers to take advantage of the speed, accuracy, and increased capabilities
available in culvert hydraulics programs.
The logic, capability, and output of programmed solutions vary depending mainly upon
computer storage capacity and design function. Most programs analyze the performance of a
given culvert, although some are capable of design. Generally, the desired result of either type
of program is to obtain a culvert which satisfies hydrologic data and site conditions by
considering both inlet and outlet control. Results usually include the barrel size, inlet
dimensions, performance data, and outlet velocity. Some programs are capable of analyzing
side-tapered and slope-tapered inlets. Often the analysis or design of the barrel size is for one
barrel only; multiple barrels are designed by apportioning the design discharge between
barrels. The larger computer programs may contain such desirable features as
backwater calculations, performance curves, hydrologic routines, and capabilities for routing
based on upstream storage considerations.
The scope of the hydraulic programs covered in this section will be limited to those available
from the FHWA. It would be impossible to cover all of the available culvert hydraulics programs
because they are numerous and many are proprietary. The FHWA has prepared two sets of
publications, a calculator design series and a computer design series. The basic capabilities of
the programs contained in these publications will be discussed along with their output
parameters.
1. Calculator
FHWA's Calculator Design Series (CDS) includes a culvert hydraulics program
written for three different programmable calculators. (53) This program is capable of
analyzing both box and circular pipe culverts with the flexibility of providing tapered
inlet configurations. The procedures from HEC No. 13, "Hydraulic Design of
Improved Inlets for Culverts," are utilized. (3) The overall culvert design is
accomplished by progressing through an appropriate series of programs
(subroutines), each performing a given task in the design sequence. The results of
one program often provide input for subsequent programs. Various trial barrel sizes
and inlet configurations can be analyzed quickly and accurately. A design is
selected based on culvert performance, overall cost, and limiting site

conditions. The program results include the barrel dimensions (length, size, and
slope), inlet dimensions, performance data, and outlet velocities. Figure VI-39
depicts the sequencing of the programs.
Another FHWA program is capable of analyzing corrugated metal and concrete
culverts in both arch and elliptical shapes utilizing the TI-59 programmable
calculator. (54) Many of the available barrel sizes are tabulated in the manual and
can easily be evaluated by the program. However, other sizes can be evaluated
provided the designer has the necessary geometric data. The hydraulic design
procedures of HEC No. 5 and a preliminary draft report prepared by FHWA on
elliptical corrugated metal pipes and concrete pipe-arch culverts were used in the
program preparation. (1) Again, the hydraulic analysis proceeds through a series of
programs. A flow chart for the design process of this program is presented in Figure
VI-40.

Figure VI-39--Flow Chart for Calculator Programs
The FHWA Calculator Design Series has not been completed for all of the presently
available programmable calculators. However, similar programs can easily be
written for other programmable calculators using the design equations, example
problems, and program listings provided. Some of the individual programs in the
design sequence may prove useful, with minor adjustments, to other hydraulic
engineering applications.
2. Computer
FHWA's computer pro-gram HY-2 is capable of designing pipe-arch culverts or
analyzing the performance of existing ones. (55) The program contains a table of 61
riveted and structural plate pipe-arches having 31-inch, 18-inch, and smaller corner
radii. In the culvert design mode, the program selects culverts which satisfy the
specified site conditions and hydrologic data for inlet and outlet control. HEC No. 5
is the basis for the design procedure. (1) Partly full outlet control problems are
computed using a backwater routine. The program output includes the span and
rise of the arch, the number of pipes, headwater, and outlet velocity. The program is
written in Fortran and is designed to operate in batch mode on a mainframe
computer.
FHWA's computer program HY-6 provides the designer with a list of optional culvert
sizes (circular and box) for the site conditions and hydrologic data specified. If a
culvert operates under inlet control, the program will analyze the effects of
depressing the inlet, using beveled edges if not specified, and incorporating
side-tapered and slope-tapered inlet designs. The program is based on the
concepts presented in HEC No. 5 and HEC No. 13. (1, 3) The program output
consists of an index sheet listing the culvert size, number of barrels, headwater
depth, and the elevations of inverts. From the list of culvert sizes and inlet
configurations, the designer selects a culvert which satisfies the required
performance at least cost. Often, optimization of culvert performance performed by
the program at the design headwater or the design discharge will influence the final
culvert selection. The design data for each culvert listed are tabulated on separate
pages as referenced on the index sheet. Figure VI-41 depicts a macro flow diagram
of the computational process. HY-6 is written in Fortran and is designed to operate
in batch mode on a mainframe computer. (59)
The "Culvert Design System" computer program and manual were written by the
Wyoming State Highway Department. (20) This computer program is capable of

culvert design or analysis. The culvert types which can be addressed include:
● Circular concrete.
● Circular metal.
● Arch concrete.
● Arch metal.
● Oval concrete (horizontal axis).
● Concrete box.
In the design mode, the program determines an acceptable culvert size for each
specified culvert type. The output consists of culvert sizes, performance data, and
tailwater conditions. The program is written in Fortran IV and is designed to operate
in batch mode on a main frame computer.

Figure VI-40--Flow Chart for CDS No. 4

Figure VI-41--Macro-Flow Diagram for HY-6
Distinct design advantages and many desirable options are built into the Culvert
Design System program. A storage routing routine allows the designer to take
advantage of upstream storage to more accurately evaluate the culvert size
required. To accommodate the storage routing, a stage-storage routine and a
hydrograph generation package are featured. Stage-discharge data compiled for
various tailwaters is used in conjunction with standard inlet and outlet flow control
procedures to determine headwaters. A flow distribution can be generated from the

stage-discharge analysis. A plotting capability provides output from these system
routines in the form of culvert performance curves, channel performance curves,
and inflow-outflow hydrograph relationships. The six major analysis routines of the
program are:
● Stage -Discharge (Tailwater)
● Stage -Storage (Upstream Ponding)
● Hydrograph Input or Generation
● Headwater Determination
● Flow Types and Outlet Conditions
● Flow Distribution
A disadvantage is that the Culvert Design System Program does not calculate
backwater profiles in culverts flowing partly full. This option is available in most of
the other culvert programs.
The FHWA has developed a program in Basic for the IBM/PC which will analyze a
user defined culvert. The user specifies the culvert to be analyzed by selecting
appropriate parameters from menus. The program will compute culvert hydraulics
for circular, rectangular, elliptical, arch, and user defined geometry. Improved inlets
can also be specified. The user will have the options of inputting either a regular or
an irregular cross-section for calculating tailwater, or a fixed tailwater may be
specified. The program will accept a constant design discharge or route a
hydrograph through reservoirs defined by the user. The output will be in the form of
a performance curve.
Go to Chapter 6 (Part I)
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Chart 16. Inlet, Control Corrugated Metal Box Culverts, Rise/Span < 0.3
Chart 17. Inlet, Control Corrugated Metal Box Culverts, 0.3 < Rise/Span <0.4
Chart 18. Inlet, Control Corrugated Metal Box Culverts,0.4 < Rise/Span < 0.5
Chart 19. Inlet, Control Corrugated Metal Box Culverts, Rise/Span > 0.5
Chart 20. Dimensionless Critical Depth Chart, Corrugated Metal Boxes.
Chart 21. Head For Corrugated Metal Box Culverts Flowing Full with Concrete Bottom, Rise/Span < 0.3
Chart 22. Head For Corrugated Metal Box Culverts Flowing Full with Concrete Bottom, 0.3 < Rise/Span < 0.4
Chart 23. Head For Corrugated Metal Box Culverts Flowing Full with Concrete Bottom, 0.4 < Rise/Span < 0.5
Chart 24. Head For Corrugated Metal Box Culverts Flowing Full with Metal Bottom, Rise/Span > 0.3
Chart 25. Head For Corrugated Metal Box Culverts Flowing Full with Corrugated Metal Bottom, Rise/Span < 0.3
Chart 26. Head For Corrugated Metal Box Culverts Flowing Full with Corrugated Bottom, 0.3 < Rise/Span < 0.4
Chart 27. Head For Corrugated Metal Box Culverts Flowing Full with Corrugated Bottom, 0.4 < Rise/Span < 0.5
Chart 28. Head For Corrugated Metal Box Culverts Flowing Full with Corrugated Bottom, Rise/Span > 0.5

D-5 Elliptical Culverts
Chart 29. Headwater For Oval Concrete Pipe Culverts Long Axis Horizontal with Inlet Control
Chart 30. For Oval Concrete Pipe Culverts Long Axis Vertical with Inlet Control
Chart 31. Critical Depth - Oval Concrete Pipe Long Axis Horizontal
Chart 32. Critical Depth - Oval Concrete Pipe Long Axis Vertical
Chart 33. Head for Oval Concrete Pipe Culverts Long Axis Horizontal or Vertical Flowing Full, n=0.012

D-6 Pipe Arch Culverts
Chart 34. Headwater Depth for C.M. Pipe-arch Culverts with Inlet Control
Chart 35. Headwater Depth for Inlet Control Structural Plate pipe-Arch Culverts, 18-in. Radius Corner Plate,
Projecting or Headwall Inlet, Headwall with or without Edge Bevel
Chart 36. Headwater Depth for Inlet Control Structure Plate Pipe-Arch Culverts, 31-inch Radius Corner Plate,
Projecting or Headwall Inlet, Headwall with or without Edge Bevel
Chart 37. Critical Depth, Standard Corrugated Metal Pipe-Arch
Chart 38. Critical Depth, Structural Plate Corrugated Metal Pipe-Arch
Chart 39. Head for Standard C.M. Pipe-Arch Culverts Flowing Full, n=0.024
Chart 40. Head for Structural Plate Corrugated Metal Pipe-Arch Culverts, 18-inch Corner Radius Flowing Full,

n=0.0327 to 0.0306

D-7 Arch Culverts
Chart 41. Headwater Depth for Corrugated Metal Arch Culverts with Inlet Control 0.3 <= Rise/Span < 0.4
Chart 42. Headwater Depth for Corrugated Metal Arch Culverts with Inlet Control 0.4 <= Rise/Span < 0.5
Chart 43. Headwater Depth for Corrugated Metal Arch Culverts with Inlet Control >= 0.5
Chart 44. Dimensionless Critical Depth Chart, Corrugated Metal Arches
Chart 45. Head For Corrugated Metal Arch Culverts, Flowing Full With Concrete Bottom, 0.3 <= Rise/Span < 0.4
Chart 46. Head For Corrugated Metal Arch Culverts, Flowing Full With Concrete Bottom,0.4 <= Rise/Span < 0.5
Chart 47. Head For Corrugated Metal Arch Culverts, Flowing Full With Concrete Bottom,Rise/Span >= 0.5
Chart 48. Head For Corrugated Metal Arch Culverts, Flowing Full With Earth Bottom,0.3 <= Rise/Span < 0.4
Chart 49. Head For Corrugated Metal Arch Culverts, Flowing Full With Earth Bottom,0.4 <= Rise/Span < 0.5
Chart 50. Head For Corrugated Metal Arch Culverts, Flowing Full, Earth Bottom, Rise/Span ≥ 0.5

D-8 Long Span Culverts
Chart 51. Circular or Elliptical Structural Plate CMP with Inlet Control
Chart 52. High and Low Profile Structural Plate Arches with Inlet Control
Chart 53. Dimensionless Critical Depth Chart, Structural Plate Ellipse Long Axis Horizontal
Chart 54. Dimensionless Critical Depth Chart, Structural Plate Low & High Profiles

D-9 Circular Tapered Inlets
Chart 55. Throat Control for Side-Tapered Inlets to Pipe Culvert (Circular Section Only)
Chart 56. Face Control for Side-Tapered Inlets To Pipe Culverts (Non-Rectangular Sections Only)

D-10 Rectangular Tapered Inlets
Chart 57. Throat Control for Box Culverts with Tapered Inlets
Chart 58. Face Control for Box Culverts with Side-Tapered Inlets
Chart 59. Face Control for Box Culverts with Slope-Tapered Inlets

D-11 Design Forms
The original design forms used in the manual have been automated into computer-based design forms. These
forms allow you to enter your values directly into the computer, and then send the entries to the printer. Four forms
exist, and can be started by clicking the hotlinks above or by clicking the button below each figure.
Form 1. Culvert Design Form
Form 2. Tapered Inlet Design Form
Form 3. Slope-Tapered Inlet with Mitered Face-Design Form
Form 4. Storage Routing Calculation Form

Go to Table of Contents

Table 11. Manning's n for Small Natural Stream Channels
(surface width at flood less than 100ft.)
1. Fairly Regular Section:
. Some grass & weeds,little or no brush. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.0.030-0.035

b. Dense growth of weeds, depth of flow
materially greater than weed height.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0.035-0.05

c. Some weeds, light brush on banks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0.035-0.05

d. Some weeds, heavy brush on banks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.0.05-0.07

e. Some weeds, dense willow on banks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0.06-0.08

f. For trees within channel, with branches submerged
at high stage, increase all above values by: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0.01-0.02
2. Irregular Sections:
. Irregular sections, with pools, slight channel
meander; increase values given about . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.0.0.1-0.02
3. Mountain Streams, No Vegetation in Channel, Banks Usually Steep, Trees and Brush
Along The Bank Submerged at High Stage:

. Bottom of gravel, cobbles and few boulders. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0.04-0.05

b. Bottom of cobbles, with large boulders. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0.05-0.07

Table 12. Entrance Loss Coefficients (Ke)
Outlet Control, Full or Partly Full Entrance Head Loss
He = Ke (V2/2g)
Type of Structure & Design of Entrance

Coefficient Ke

Pipe, Concrete
Mitered to conform to fill slope.
*End-section conforming to fill slope.
Projecting from fill, sq.cut end.
Headwall or headwall & wingwalls
Square-Edge.
Rounded (radius = 1/12D).
Socket End of Pipe (groove-end).
Projecting from fill, socket end (groove-end).
Beveled edges, 33.7o or 45o Bevels.
Side or slope tapered inlet.

0.7
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

Pipe, or Pipe-arch, Corrugated Metal
Projecting from fill (no headwall)
Mitered to conform to fill slope, paved or unpaved slope.
Headwall or headwall & wingwalls square-edge
*End-section conforming to fill slope
Beveled edges, 33.7o or 45o bevels
Side or slope tapered inlet
Type of Structure & Design of Entrance

0.9
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.2
0.2
Coefficient Ke

Box, Reinforced Concrete
Wingwalls parallel (extension of sides)
Square-edged at crown
Wingwalls at 10o to 25o or 30o to 75o to barrel
Square-edged at crown
Headwall parallel to embankment (no wingwalls)
Square-edged on 3 edges
Rounded on 3 edges to radius of 1/12 barrel
dimension, or beveled edges on 3 sides
Wingwalls at 30 to 75 to barrel
Crown edge rounded to radius of 1/12 barrel
dimension, or beveled top edge.
Side or slope tapered inlet

0.7
0.5
0.5
0.2

0.2
0.2
NOTE: "End Section Conforming to fill slope," made of either metal or concrete, are the sections commonly
available from manufacturers. From limited hydraulic tests they are equivalent in operation to a headwall in both
inlet and outlet control. Some end sections, incorporating a closed taper in their design have a superior
hydraulic performance. These latter sections can be designed using the information given for the beveled inlet.
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A. Introduction
This appendix contains explanations of the equations and methods used to develop the design
charts of this publication, where those equations and methods are not fully described in the
main text. The following topics are discussed: the design equations for the unsubmerged and
submerged inlet control nomographs, the dimensionless design curves for culvert shapes and
sizes without nomographs, and the dimensionless critical depth charts for long span culverts
and corrugated metal box culverts.

B. Inlet Control Nomograph Equations
The design equations used to develop the inlet control nomographs are based on the research
conducted by the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) under the sponsorship of the Bureau of
Public Roads (now the Federal Highway Administration). Seven progress reports were
produced as a result of this research. Of these, the first and fourth through seventh reports
dealt with the hydraulics of pipe and box culvert entrances, with and without tapered inlets. (4,7
to 10) These reports were one source of the equation coefficients and exponents, along with
other references and unpublished FHWA notes on the development of the nomographs. (56
and 57)
The two basic conditions of inlet control depend upon whether the inlet end of the culvert is or
is not submerged by the upstream headwater. If the inlet is not submerged, the inlet performs
as a weir. If the inlet is submerged, the inlet performs as an orifice. Equations are available for
each of the above conditions.
Between the unsubmerged and the submerged conditions, there is a transition zone for which
the NBS research provided only limited information. The transition zone is defined empirically
by drawing a curve between and tangent to the curves defined by the unsubmerged and
submerged equations. In most cases, the transition zone is short and the curve is easily
constructed.
Table 8 contains the unsubmerged and submerged inlet control design equations. Note that
there are two forms of the unsubmerged equation. Form 1 is based on the specific head at
critical depth, adjusted with two correction factors. Form 2 is an exponential equation similar to
a weir equation. Form1 is preferable from a theoretical standpoint, but Form 2 is easier to
apply and is the only documented form of equation for some of the inlet control nomographs.
The constants and the corresponding equation form are given in Table 9. Table 9 is arranged

in the same order as the design nomographs in Appendix D, and provides the unsubmerged
and submerged equation coefficients for each shape, material, and edge configuration. For the
unsubmerged equations, the form of the equation is also noted.
To view the following tables click on the hyperlinks below:
Click on the hyperlinks below to view the following tables
Table 8. Inlet Control Design Equations
Table 9. Constants for Inlet Control Design Equations
The equations may be used to develop design curves for any conduit shape or size. Careful
examination of the equation constants for a given form of equation reveals that there is very
little difference between the constants for a given inlet configuration. Therefore, given the
necessary conduit geometry for a new shape from the manufacturer, a similar shape is chosen
from Table 9, and the constants are used to develop new design curves. The curves may be
quasi-dimensionless, in terms of Q/AD0.5 and HWi/D, or dimensional, in terms of Q and HWi for
a particular conduit size. To make the curves truly dimensionless, Q/AD0.5 must be divided by
g0.5, but this results in small decimal numbers. Note that coefficients for rectangular (box)
shapes should not be used for nonrectangular (circular, arch, pipe-arch, etc.) shapes and
vice-versa. A constant slope value of 2 percent (0.02) is usually selected for the development
of design curves. This is because the slope effect is small and the resultant headwater is
conservatively high for sites with slopes exceeding 2 percent (except for mitered inlets).
Example: Develop a dimensionless design curve for elliptical structural plate corrugated metal
culverts, with the long axis horizontal. Assume a thin wall projecting inlet. Use the coefficients
and exponents for a corrugated metal pipe-arch, a shape similar to an ellipse.
From Table 9, Chart 34, scale 3:
Unsubmerged: equation Form 1
K = .0340
M = 1.5
Submerged: c = .0496
Y = 0.53
From Table 8:
Unsubmerged, equation Form 1 (Equation (49)):

Submerged (Equation (28)):

(28)
A direct relationship between HWi/D and Q/AD0.5 may be obtained for the submerged
condition. For the unsubmerged condition, it is necessary to obtain the flow rate and equivalent
specific head at critical depth. At critical depth, the critical velocity head is equal to one-half the
hydraulic depth.

Therefore:

Also, at critical depth, the Froude number equals 1.0.

Setting:

From geometric data supplied by the manufacturer for a horizontal ellipse (58), the necessary
geometry is obtained to calculate Hc/D and Qc/AD5.0 .
dc/D

Yh/D

(From Equation (29))

Hc/D

Ap/A

(From Equation (30))

Qc/AD5.0

0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.9
1.0

0.04
.14
.30
.49
.85
1.27
--

0.12
0.27
.55
.84
1.22
1.53
--

0.04
.14
.38
.64
.88
.97
1.00

0.05
0.30
1.18
2.54
4.60
6.20
--

From unsubmerged Equation (49) with the appropriate constants for unsubmerged flow:
Qc/AD0.5
0.05
0.30
1.18
2.54
4.60
6.20
--

.0340 x
(Qc/AD0.5)1.5
0.0004
.0054
.044
.138
.336
.525
--

+Hc/D
0.12
0.27
.55
.84
1.22
1.53

-0.5S=
0.01
.01
.01
.01
.01
.01

HWi/D
0.11
.27
.58
.55
1.54
2.05

For the submerged equation, any value of Q/AD0.5 may be selected, since critical depth is not
involved. From Equation (28), with the appropriate constants:
Qc/AD0.5
1.0
2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0

.0496 x
(Qc/AD0.5)2
0.05
.20
.79
1.79
3.17

+Y
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53
0.53

-0.5S=
0.01
.01
.01
.01
.01

HWi/D
*0.57
*.72
1.31
2.31
3.69
*Obviously Unsubmerged

Note that overlapping values of HWi/D were calculated in order to define the transition zone
between the unsubmerged and the submerged states of flow.

Figure A-1--Dimensionless Performance Curve for Structural Plate Elliptical Conduit,
Long Axis Horizontal, Thin Wall Projecting Entrance
The results of the above calculations are plotted in Figure A-1. A transition line is drawn
between the unsubmerged and the submerged curves. The scales are dimensionless in Figure
A-1, but the figures could be used to develop dimensional curves for any selected size of
elliptical conduit by multiplying: Q/AD0.5 by AD0.5 HWi/D by D.
Similar calculations were used to develop the dimensionless inlet control design curves for the
long span arches and elliptical pipe in Chapter 3.
To derive overall inlet control equations for use on a computer, it is necessary to plot the
unsubmerged and submerged curves from these equations and draw the connecting transition
line. Then, the coordinates of selected points can be read from the curve and a best fit
statistical analysis performed. A polynomical curve of the following form has been found to
provide an adequate fit.

The flow factor could be based on AD0.5 rather than BD1.5 . The constants for the best fit
equations are found in the user's manuals for various computer programs (20,53,54,55,59).

C. Development of Dimensionless Inlet Control Design Charts
The dimensionless inlet control design charts provided for long span arches, circular and
elliptical pipes were derived using the equations presented in Table 8, selected constants from
Table 9, conduit geometry obtained from various tables, and manufacturer's information.
(58,60,61) There are several inlet edge configurations for which no hydraulic tests have been
performed. In lieu of such tests, the selected edge conditions should approximate the untested
configurations and lead to a good estimate of culvert performance. In some cases, it will be
necessary to evaluate the inlet edge configuration at a specific flow depth. For example, some
inlets may behave as mitered inlets at low headwaters and as thin wall projecting inlets at high
headwaters. The designer must apply engineering judgment in selection of the proper
relationships for these major structures.
1. Unsubmerged Conditions
Equation (49) was used to calculate HWi/D for selected inlet edge configurations.
The following constants were taken from Table 9, Chart 34 for pipe-arches, except
for the 45 degree beveled edge inlet. These constants were taken from Chart 3,
scale A, for circular pipe. No constants were available from tests on pipe-arch
models with beveled edges.
INLET EDGE
Thin Wall Projecting
Mitered to Embankment
Square Edge in Headwall
Beveled Edge (45o Bevels)

K

M

SLOPE CORRECTION

0.0340
.0300
.0083
.0018

1.5
1.0
2.0
2.5

-0.01
+0.01
-0.01
-0.01

Geometric relationships for the circular and elliptical (long axis horizontal) conduits
were obtained from reference (60), Table 4 and Table 7 respectively. Geometric
relationships for the high and low profile long span arches were obtained from
reference (58) and the results were checked against tables in reference (61).

2. Submerged Conditions
Equation (28) was used to calculate HWi/D for the same inlet configurations using
the following constants:
INLET EDGE
Thin Wall Projecting
Mitered to Embankment
Square Edge in Headwall
Beveled Edge (45o Bevels)

c

Y

SLOPE CORRECTION

0.0496
.0463
.0496
.0300

0.53
.75
.57
.74

-0.01
+.01
-.01
-.01

In terms of Q/AD0.5 , all non-rectangular shapes have practically the same
dimensionless curves for submerged, inlet control flow.
This is not true if Q/BD1.5 is used as the dimensionless flow parameter.
To convert Q/BD1.5 to Q/AD0.5 , divide by A/BD for the particular shape of interest
as shown in Equation (31). This assumes that the shape is geometrically similar, so
that A/BD is nearly constant for a range of sizes.
(31)

3. Dimensionless Curves
By plotting the results of the unsubmerged and submerged calculations and
connecting the resultant curves with transition lines, the dimensionless design
curves shown in Chart 51 and Chart 52 were developed. All high and low profile
arches can be represented by a single curve for each inlet edge configuration. A
similar set of curves was developed for circular and elliptical shapes. It is
recommended that the high and low profile arch curves in Chart 52 be used for all
true arch shapes (those with a flat bottom) and that the curves in Chart 51 be used
for curved shapes including circles, ellipses, pipe-arches, and pear shapes.

D. Dimensionless Critical Depth Charts
Some of the long span culverts and special culvert shapes had no critical depth charts. These
special shapes are available in numerous sizes, making it impractical to produce individual
critical depth curves for each culvert size and shape. Therefore, dimensionless critical depth
curves were developed for the shapes which have adequate geometric relationships in the
manufacturer's literature. (58) It should be noted that these special shapes are not truly
geometrically similar, and any generalized set of geometric relationships will involve some
degree of error. The amount of error is unknown since the geometric relationships were
developed by the manufacturers.
The manufacturers' literature contains geometric relationships which include the hydraulic
depth divided by the rise (inside height) of the conduit (yh/D) and area of the flow prism divided
by the barrel area (Ap/A) for various partial depth ratios, y/D. From Equation (30):

Setting y/D equal to dc/D, it is possible to determine Ap/A and yh/D at a given relative depth and
then to calculate Qc/AD0.5.
Dimensionless plots of dc/D versus Qc/AD0.5 have been developed for the following culvert
materials and shapes:
1. Structural plate corrugated metal box culverts with the following span to rise (B/D) ratios:
B/D < 0.3
0.3 < B/D < 0.4
0.4 < B/D < 0.5
B/D > .05
2. Structural plate corrugated metal arches with the following B/D ratios:
0.3 < B/D < 0.4
0.4 < B/D < 0.5
B/D ≥ 0.5
3. Structural plate corrugated metal ellipses, long axis horizontal.
4. Low profile, long span, structural plate corrugated metal arches.
5. High profile, long span, structural plate corrugated metal arches with the following B/D
ratios:
B/D < 0.56
B/D > 0.56

E. Precision of Nomographs
In formulating inlet and outlet control design nomographs, a certain degree of error is
introduced into the design process. This error is due to the fact that the nomograph
construction involves graphical fitting techniques resulting in scales which do not exactly match
the equations. Checks by the authors and others indicate that all of the nomographs from HEC
No. 5 have precisions of + 10 percent of the equation values in terms of headwater (inlet
control) or head loss (outlet control).
Extensive checking of the corrugated aluminum structural plate conduit nomographs provided
by Kaiser aluminum indicates that most are within + 5 percent, except for the outlet control

nomograph for structural plate corrugated metal box culverts. This nomograph is within the +
10 percent range of precision.
The new nomographs constructed for tapered inlets have errors of less than 5%, again in terms
of headwater or head loss.
Go to Appendix B
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Hydraulic Resistance of Culvert Barrels
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A. General
In outlet control, the hydraulic resistance of the culvert barrel must be calculated using a friction
loss equation. Numerous equations, both theoretical and empirical, are available, including the
Darcy equation and the Manning equation. The Darcy equation, shown in Equation (33), is
theoretically correct, and is described in most hydraulic texts.

hf is the friction head loss, ft
f is the Darcy resistance factor
L is the conduit length, ft
D is the conduit diameter, ft
V is the mean velocity, ft/s
g is the acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/s/s
The Darcy friction factor, f, is selected from a chart commonly referred to as the Moody
diagram, which relates f to Reynolds number (flow velocity, conduit size, and fluid viscosity)
and relative roughness (ratio of roughness element size to conduit size). To develop resistance
coefficients for new and untested wall roughness configurations, the Darcy f value can be
derived theoretically and then converted to a Manning n value through use of the relationship
shown in Equation (34).

R is the hydraulic radius, ft
A comprehensive discussion of the Darcy f, its derivation, and its relationship to other
resistance coefficients is given in reference (62).
The Manning equation, an empirical relationship, is commonly used to calculate the barrel
friction losses in culvert design. The usual form of the Manning equation is as follows:

V is the mean velocity of flow, ft/s
R is the hydraulic radius, ft
S is the slope of the conduit, ft/ft, equal to the slope of the water surface in uniform
flow.
Substituting Hf/L for S and rearranging Equation (35) results in Equation (4b).
The Manning n value in Equation (35) is based on either hydraulic test results or resistance
values calculated using a theoretical equation such as the Darcy equation and then converting
to the Manning n. As is seen from Equation (34), the Manning n varies with the conduit size
(hydraulic radius) to the 1/6 power and has dimensions of ft1/6. Therefore, for very large or very
small conduits, the Manning n should be adjusted for conduit size. Most hydraulic tests for
Manning n values have been conducted on moderate size conduits, with pipes in the range of 2
to 5 ft in diameter or on open channels with hydraulic radii in the range of 1 to 4 ft. For large
natural channels, backwater calculations are used to match observed water surface profiles by
varying the Manning n. The resultant Manning n accounts for channel size and roughness.
Using a constant value of Manning n regardless of conduit size or flow rate assumes that the
Manning n is a function of only the absolute size of the wall roughness elements and is
independent of conduit size and Reynolds number. This assumption is best for rough conduits
where Reynolds number has little influence and the inherent variation with conduit size to the
1/6 power holds true. Thus, the Manning equation has found wide acceptance for use in
natural channels and conduits with rough surfaces. For smooth pipes, other empirical
resistance equations, such as the Hazen-Williams equation, are more often used.
Extensive tables of Manning n values are provided in references (23) and (31). For natural
channels, the designer is referred to Table 11 in Appendix D as well as to references 16, 17,
and 18. Manning n values for commonly used culvert materials are discussed in the following
sections.

B. Concrete Pipe Culverts
Concrete pipes are manufactured (pre-cast) using various methods, including centrifugally
spun, dry cast, packerhead, tamp, and wet cast. (63) The interior finish (wall roughness) varies
with the method of manufacture. For instance, the tamped process generally results in a
rougher interior finish than the wet cast process. The quality of the joints and aging (abrasion
and corrosion) also affect the hydraulic resistance of concrete pipe. Laboratory tests on
tamped pipe (24 to 36 in., average to good joints) resulted in Manning n values of about
0.009. (64) These values are increased to 0.011 to 0.013 based on field installation and aging.
Suggested values of Manning n for concrete pipes are shown in Table 10.

C. Concrete Box Culvert
The hydraulic resistance of concrete box culverts is based on the method of manufacture,
installation practices, and aging. Concrete box culverts are either pre-cast or cast-in-place.
For pre-cast boxes, the smoothness of the walls, the quality of the joints, and aging affect the
Manning n values. For cast-in-place boxes, the quality of the formwork, construction practices,
and aging are factors. Suggested Manning n values range from 0.012 to 0.018 for concrete
box culverts. (23)

D. Corrugated Metal Culverts
The hydraulic resistance coefficients for corrugated metal conduits are based on the size and
shape of the corrugations, spacing of the corrugations, type of joints, bolt or rivet roughness,
method of manufacture, size of conduit, flow velocity, and aging. A complete description of the
hydraulic resistance of corrugated metal conduits is presented in the publication, "Hydraulic
Flow Resistance Factors for Corrugated Metal Conduits." (25). Information from that report has
been condensed and included herein. The resistance values provided in this Appendix Are
based on specific criteria, including the use of a typical culvert flow rate (Q/D2.5 = 4.0). Bolt and
joint effects, where appropriate, are included.

Figure B-1--Shapes of Annular Corrugations
1. Annular Corrugations
In reference (25), resistance factors are developed for the annular corrugation
shapes shown in Figure B-1. Methods are also presented for estimating the
hydraulic resistance of new or untested corrugation types. Those methods have
been used to estimate the resistance of 5- by 1-inch corrugations, shown in Figure
B-2, for which no test results are yet available. (61)

Figure B-2--Shape of 5- by 1-inch Corrugation
A series of charts were developed in reference (25) depicting the Manning n
resistance value for various corrugation shapes over a range of conduit sizes. The
charts show the variation of Manning's n value with diameter, flow rate, and depth.
The curves for structural plate conduits have discontinuities due to changes in the
number of plates used to fabricate the conduits. Curves are presented for two flow
rates, Q/D2.5 = 2.0 and Q/D2.5 = 4.0. Under design conditions, culvert flow rates
approximate the Q/D2.5 = 4.0 curves.
2. Helical Corrugations
In pipes less than about 6 feet in diameter, helical corrugations may provide lower
resistance values. This is due to the spiral flow which develops when such conduits
flow full. As the pipe size increases, the helix angle approaches 90 degrees, and
the Manning's n value is the same as for pipes with annular corrugations.
For partial flow in circular metal pipes with 2-2/3 in by 1/2 in in helical corrugations,
Manning's n should be 11% higher than that for the full flow. In the case of full flow
in corrugated metal pipe-arches with 2-2/3 in by 1/2 in helical corrugations,
Manning's n is the same as an equivalent diameter pipe.
3. Design Relationships
Based on the charts of reference (25) for annular and helical corrugations, Figure
B-3 has been developed to assist the designer in the selection of a Manning n value
for corrugated metal conduits. The figure is based on certain assumptions which
reduce the complexity of the relationships.
●

●

The curves are based on Q/D2.5 = 4.0, which is typical of culvert design flow
rates.
The discontinuities inherent in the structural plate curves have been ignored

●

in favor of a smooth curve.
The only helically corrugated metal conduit curve shown is for 2-2/3 by 1/2
inch corrugations, with a 24 inch plate width.

Curves are shown for 2-2/3 by 1/2 inch, 3 by 1 inch, 6 by 1 inch, 6 by 2 inch, and 9
by 2-1/2 inch corrugations. A curve has also been developed for annular 5 by 1
inch corrugated metal conduits.
To use Figure B-3, enter the horizontal scale with the circular conduit diameter and
read the Manning's n from the curve for the appropriate corrugation.

E. Composite Roughness
Corrugated metal culverts are often fabricated using different materials for portions of the
perimeter. Examples are corrugated metal arches with unlined bottoms and corrugated metal
box culverts with concrete bottoms. In order to derive a composite Manning n value for the
above situations, a common practice is to derive a weighted n value based on the estimated
Manning n value for each material and the perimeter of the pipe composed of each material.
The method assumes a constant Manning n value for each material (no variation with size or
flow velocity). In addition, the perimeters should be adjusted for partly full flow. The method
ignores the dynamic interaction between the flow prisms affected by each roughness.
A better method is based on the assumption that the conveyance section can be broken into G
parts with associated wetted perimeters (p) and Manning n values.

Figure B-3--Manning n versus Diameter for Corrugated Metal Conduits
Each part of the conveyance section is then assumed to have a mean velocity equal to the
mean velocity of the entire flow section. These assumptions lead to Equation (36).

n is the weighted Manning n value,
G is the number of different roughness' in the perimeter,
p1 is the wetted perimeter in ft. influenced by the material 1,
p2 is the perimeter influenced by material 2, etc,
n1 is the Manning n value for material 1, n2 is for material 2, etc, and
p is the total wetted perimeter, ft.
Example: Compute the Manning n value for a 6 ft. diameter corrugated metal pipe with 5 by 1
in annular corrugations, and a smooth lining over 40 percent of the perimeter.
1. Determine the Manning n for the 6 ft corrugated metal pipe with 5 by 1 in
corrugations.
n = 0.026 (Figure B-3)
2. Determine the Manning n for smooth lining.
n = 0.013 (assume concrete lining)
3. Determine the relative perimeters composed of each material.
p = D = (3.14)(6) = 18.84 ft (total wetted perimeter)
p1 (corrugated) = (0.60)(18.84) = 11.30 ft
p2 (smooth) = (0.40)(18.84) = 7.54 ft
4. Use Equation (36) to calculate the Manning n value

F. Spiral Rib Pipe
Spiral rib pipe is smooth walled metal pipe fabricated using helical seams. Roughness
elements include the joints and a helical, recessed rib running spirally around the pipe. Based
on tests of 2 and 3 feet diameter spiral rib pipe (65), the pipe has essentially the same hydraulic
resistance as smooth steel pipe, plus joint and aging effects. The laboratory test results
indicate Manning n values of from 0.010 to 0.011. Allowing for aging and higher joint
resistance, Manning n values in the range of 0.012 to 0.013 are recommended for design use.
In using these low resistance values, the designer should ascertain that no large roughness
elements such as projecting interior ribs or poor joints are present.

G. Summary
Table 10 summarizes the Manning's n values for materials commonly used in culvert
construction. For the corrugated metal conduits, the specified range of n values is related to
the size of the conduit. For other conduits, the range shown relates to the quality of the conduit
construction. In all cases, judgment is necessary in selecting the proper Manning n value, and
the designer is directed to other references for additional guidance in special situations.

Table 10. Recommended Manning's n Values for Selected Conduits
Type of Conduit

Wall Description

Manning n Reference

Concrete Pipe
Concrete Boxes
Corrugated Metal
Pipes & Boxes
Annular or Helical Pipe(Manning n
Varies w/Barrel Size) Refer to Figure
B-3

Smooth Walls
Smooth Walls
2-2/3 by 1/2 inch
Corrugations

0.010-0.013 (64,66,67,70)
0.012-0.015 (23)
0.022-0.027 (25)

6 by 1 inch Corrugations

0.022-0.025

5 by 1 inch Corrugations
3 by 1 inch Corrugations
6 by 2 inch
Structural Plate

0.025-0.026

0.027-0.028

9 by 2-1/2 inch Structural Plate
0.033-0.035

Type of Conduit

Wall Description

0.033-0.037
Manning n Reference

Corrugated Metal Pipes, Helical
Corrugations, Full Circular Flow

2-2/3 by 1/2 inch Corrugations

0.012-0.024 (25,68)

Spiral Rib Metal Pipe

Smooth Walls

0.012-0.013 (65,69)

NOTE: The values indicated in this table are recommended Manning n design values. Actual field values
for older existing pipelines may vary depending on the effects of abrasion, corrosion, deflection, and joint
conditions. Concrete pipe with poor joints and deteriorated walls may have n values of 0.014-0.018.
Corrugated metal pipe with joint and wall problems may also have higher n values, and in addition, may
experience shape changes which could adversely effect the general hydraulic performance of the culvert.
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Appendix C : HDS 5
Culvert Design Optimization Using Performance Curves
Go to Appendix D

A. Introduction
Performance curves are an integral part of the culvert design process and can be used to
optimize the selected culvert design, particularly when using tapered inlets and/or upstream
depressions. This optimization may involve further reduction in the barrel size required to pass
the design flow at the design headwater, provision of a factor of safety against damages, or a
more balanced design. The visualization of culvert performance provided by performance
curves may lead to a further reduction in the size of the culvert barrel. At many culvert sites,
designers provide a safety factor in the design. The safety factor may compensate for:
1. uncertainty in the design discharge estimate,
2. potentially disastrous results in property damage or damage to the highway from
headwater elevations which exceed the design headwater,
3. the potential for development upstream or downstream of the culvert, or
4. the chance that the design frequency flood will be exceeded during the life of the
installation.
The procedures described here enable the designer to maximize the performance of the
selected culvert or to optimize the design in accordance with his evaluation of site constraints,
design parameters, and costs for construction and maintenance.

B. Outlet Control Performance Curves
The outlet control performance curves for various barrel sizes and inlet configurations are used
first to evaluate the operation of the selected barrel. The full flow outlet control performance
curve for a given culvert (size, inlet edge configuration, barrel shape, material) defines its
maximum performance. Inlet improvements beyond the beveled edge or changes in inlet invert
elevations will not reduce the required outlet control headwater elevation. Therefore, the outlet
control performance curve is an ideal minimum limit for culvert design.
When the barrel size is increased, the outlet control curve is shifted to the right, indicating a
higher capacity for a given head. Also, it is generally true that increasing the barrel size will
flatten the slope of the outlet control curve. (Figure C-1)
The outlet control curve passing closest to and below the design point (design Q and design
headwater elevation) on the performance curve graph defines the smallest possible barrel
which meets the hydraulic design criteria. The curve for the smallest possible barrel may be
very steep (rapidly increasing headwater requirements for discharges higher than the design

discharge) and use of such a small barrel may not be practical due to high outlet velocities or
flooding from flows exceeding the design flow.
To define the outlet control performance curves, perform the following steps:
Step 1. Calculate the headwater elevations at the design discharge for a selected series of
culvert sizes, inlet configurations, shapes, and materials.

Figure C-1--Outlet Control Performance Curves
Step 2. Calculate the required headwater elevations at discharges above and below the
design discharge, to obtain at least three points on each performance curve.
Step 3. Plot the outlet control performance curves.
Step 4. Select a culvert barrel size, shape and material based on the series of performance
curves. This selection is based on the design headwater and flow rate (the design point), the
slope of the performance curve and the site considerations discussed previously.
A typical series of outlet control performance curves is shown in Figure C-2.

C. Inlet Control Performance Curves
Next, inlet control performance curves should be drawn for the inlet edge configurations
selected. These edges may include square edges, beveled edges, or the throat section of a
tapered inlet. A depression may also be incorporated upstream of the inlet control section to
lower the inlet control headwater elevation. To construct the inlet control performance curves,
perform the following steps:

Figure C-2--Box Culvert Outlet Control Performance Curves
Step 1. Calculate the inlet control headwater for the culvert barrel selected based on outlet
control.
Step 2. Determine the required face invert elevation to pass the design discharge by
subtracting the headwater depth from the design headwater elevation.
a. If the inlet invert elevation is above the stream bed elevation at the control
section, the invert should be lowered to the stream bed. The culvert will then have
a capacity exceeding the design flow with the headwater at the design headwater
elevation.
b. If the required invert elevation is below the stream bed elevation at the face, the
invert must be depressed using a FALL.
Step c. If, in the designer's judgment, the required FALL is excessive, the inlet geometry
must be improved or a larger barrel must be used.

Figure C-3--Inlet Control Performance Curves Various Inlet Configurations
Step d. If the FALL is acceptable, plot the inlet control performance curve. Again, at least
three points are necessary; one at the design flow rate and one on either side of the design
flow rate.
Figure C-3 depicts a series of inlet edge configurations, along with the outlet control
performance curve for the selected barrel. Note that an inlet with square edges and no FALL
will not meet the design conditions. Either square edges with a FALL or beveled edges with no
FALL satisfy the design criteria.

D. Analyze the Effects of Additional Fall
From Figure C-3, one can see that additional FALL or inlet improvements such as a
tapered-inlet would increase the culvert capacity in inlet control. The inlet control performance
curve would be closer to the outlet control curve for the selected culvert barrel, which passes
below the design point. Of course, all such considerations are limited by the designer's
appraisal of the acceptable FALL.

Figure C-4--Optimization of Performance in Inlet Control
Some possibilities are illustrated in Figure C-4. The minimum inlet control performance which
will meet the design point is illustrated by curve A. In this design, the cost for inlet
improvements and/or FALL is at a minimum and the inlet will pass a flood exceeding the design
flow before performance is governed by outlet control. This performance is adequate in many
locations, including those where headwaters in excess of the allowable would be tolerable.

Figure C-5--Possible Face Design Selections Tapered Inlet
Curve B illustrates the performance of a design which takes full advantage of the potential
capacity of the selected culvert and the site to pass the maximum possible flow at the design

headwater elevation. A safety factor in capacity is thereby incorporated by geometric
improvements at the inlet, by a FALL, or by a combination of the two. Additional inlet
improvements and/or FALL will not increase the capacity at or above the design headwater
elevation.
Curve C illustrates the performance of a design which passes the design flow at the lowest
possible headwater. Additional inlet improvements and/or FALL will not reduce the required
headwater elevation at the design flow rate.
The water surface elevation in the natural stream may be a limiting factor in design. The
reduction in headwater elevation illustrated by curve C is limited by the natural water surface
elevation in the stream The reduction is also limited by the outlet control performance curve. If
the water surface elevations in the natural stream had fallen below curve D, curve D gives the
maximum reduction in headwater elevation at the design flow. Flow depths calculated by
assuming normal depth in the stream channel may be used to estimate natural water surface
elevations in the stream at the culvert inlet.
Curve A has been previously established for the inlet control section. To define any other inlet
control performance curve such as curve B, C, or D for the inlet control section:
1. Select the point of interest on the outlet control performance curve.
2. Measure the vertical distance from that point to curve A. This is the difference in FALL
between curve A and the curve to be established. For example, the FALL on the control
section for curve A plus the distance between curves A and B is the FALL on the control
section for curve B.

E. Tapered Inlet Face Control Performance Curves
Either a side-tapered inlet with an upstream sump or slope-tapered inlet design may be used if
a FALL is required at the throat control section of a tapered inlet. The minimum face design for
the tapered inlet is one with a performance curve which does not exceed the design point.
However, a "balanced" design requires that full advantage be taken of the increased capacity
and/or lower headwater gained through use of various FALLs. This suggests a face
performance curve which intersects the throat control curve either:
1. at the design headwater elevation,
2. at the design flow rate,
3. at its intersection with the outlet control curve, or
4. at other points selected by the designer.
These options are illustrated in Figure C-5 by points a through e representing various points on
the throat control performance curves. The options are:
1. Intersection of face and throat control performance curves at the design headwater
elevation (points a or b).

2. Intersection of face and throat control performance curves at the design flow rate (points
a, c or d). This option makes full use of the FALL to increase capacity and reduce
headwater requirements at flows equal to or greater than the design flow rate.
3. Intersection of the face control performance curve with throat control performance curve
at its intersection with the outlet control performance curve (points b or e). This option
results in the minimum face size which can be used to make full use of the increased
capacity available from the FALL at the throat.
4. Variations in the above options are available to the designer. For example, the culvert
face can be designed so that culvert performance will change from face control to throat
control at any discharge at which inlet control governs. Options 1 through 3, however,
appear to fulfill most design objectives. Generally, the design objective will be to design
either the minimum face size to achieve the maximum increase in capacity possible for a
given FALL, or the maximum possible decrease in the required headwater for a given
depression for any discharge equal to or greater than the design discharge.
Figure C-6 illustrates some of the possible tapered inlet designs for a specific design situation.
The dimensions of the side-tapered inlet are the same for all options. This is because
performance of the side-tapered inlet face nearly parallels the performance of the throat and an
increase in headwater on the throat by virtue of an increased FALL results in an almost equal
increase in headwater on the face. Depressing the throat of a culvert with a side-tapered inlet
requires additional barrel length.
Face dimensions and inlet length increase for the slope-tapered inlet as the capacity of the
culvert is increased by additional FALL on the throat. No additional headwater depth is created
at the face by placing additional depression on the throat. However, use of a greater
depression at the throat of a culvert with a slope-tapered inlet does not increase the barrel
length.

Figure C-6--Tapered Inlet Design Options for 8 ft by 6 ft Reinforced Concrete Box Culvert
Go to Appendix D

Table 8. Inlet Control Design Equations
UNSUBMERGED¹

SUBMERGED³

Definitions
HWi Headwater depth above inlet control section invert, ft
D Interior height of culvert barrel, ft
Hc Specific head at critical depth (dc + Vc²/2g), ft
Q Discharge, ft³/s
A Full cross sectional area of culvert barrel, ft²
S Culvert barrel slope, ft/ft
K,M,c,Y Constants from Table 9
NOTES:
1 Equation 26 and Equation 27 (unsubmerged) apply up to about Q/AD0.5 = 3.5
2 For mitered inlets use +0.7S instead of -0.5S as the slope correction factor.
3 Equation 28 (submerged) applies above about Q/AD0.5 = 4.0.

Table 9. Constants for Inlet Control Design Equations
Chart
No.

Shape &
Material

Nomograph
Scale

Inlet Edge Description

1

Circular
Concrete

1
2
3

Square edge w/headwall
Groove w/headwall
Groove End Projecting

1

0.0098 2.0 .0398 .67 (56) (57)
.0018 2.0 .0292 .74 (56) (57)
.0045 2.0 .0317 .69 (56) (57)

2

Circular
CMP

1
2
3

Headwall
Mitered to Slope
Projecting

1

.0078 2.0 .0379 .69 (56) (57)
.0210 1.33 .0463 .75 (57)
.0340 1.50 .0553 .54 (57)

3

Circular

A
B

Beveled Ring, 45o Bevels
Beveled Ring, 33.7o Bevels

1

.0018 2.50 .0300 .74 (57)
.0018 2.50 .0243 .83 (57)

8

Rectangular
Box

1
2
3

1

.026 1.0 .0347 .86 (56)
.061 0.75 .0400 .80 (56)
.061 0.75 .0423 .82 (8)

9

Rectangular
Box

1
2

2

.510 .667 .0309 .80 (8)
.486 .667 .0249 .83 (8)

10

Rectangular
Box

Chart
No.

Shape &
Material

1
2
3
Nomograph
Scale

30o to 75o Wingwall Flares
90o to 15o Wingwall Flares
0o Wingwall Flares
45o Wingwall Flare d=.043D
o
18 to33.7o Wingwall Flare d=.083D
90o Headwall, 3/4" Chamfers
90o Headwall, 45o Bevels
90o Headwall, 33.7o Bevels
Inlet Edge Description

11

Rectangular
Box

1
2
3
4

12

Rectangular
Box
3/4"
Chamfers

1
2
3

13

Rectangular
Box
Top Bevels

16-19 CM Boxes

Unsubmerged
Equation
Form

K

Submerged
M

C

Y

References

2

.515 .667 .0375 .79 (8)
.495 .667 .0314 .82 (8)
.486 .667 .0252 .865 (8)
Unsubmerged
Submerged
Equation
Form

K

M

C

Y

References

3/4" Chamfers; 45o Skewed Headwall
3/4" Chamfers; 30o Skewed Headwall
3/4" Chamfers; 15o Skewed Headwall
45o Bevels; 10o - 45o Skewed
Headwall

2

.545
.533
.522
.498

.667
.667
.667
.667

.04505
.0425
.0402
.0327

.68
.705
.73
.75

2

.497 .667 .0339 .803 (8)
.493 .667 .0361 .806 (8)
.667 .0386 .71 (8)
.495

1
2
3

45o Non-Offset Wingwall Flare
33.7o Non-Offset Wingwall Flare
18.4o Non-Offset Wingwall Flare
30o Skewed Barrel
45o Wingwall Flare, Offset
33.7o Wingwall Flare, Offset
18.4o Wingwall Flare, Offset

2

.497 .667 .0302 .835 (8)
.495 .667 .0252 .881 (8)
.493 .667 .0227 .897 (8)

2
3
5

90o Headwall
Thick Wall Projecting
Thin Wall Projecting

1

.0083 2.0 .0379 .69 (57)
.0145 1.75 .0419 .64 (57)
.0340 1.5 .0496 .57 (57)
0.0100 2.0 .0398 .67 (57)
.0018 2.5 .0292 .74 (57)
.0045 2.0 .0317 .69 (57)

(8)
(8)
(8)
(8)

29

Horizontal
Ellipse
Concrete

1
2
3

Square Edge With Headwall
Groove End With Headwall
Groove End Projecting

1

30

Vertical
Ellipse
Concrete
Shape &
Material

1
2
3
Nomograph
Scale

Square Edge With Headwall
Groove End With Headwall
Groove End Projecting
Inlet Edge Description

1

34

Pipe Arch
18" Corner
Radius CM

1
2
3

90o Headwall
Mitered to Slope
Projecting

1

.0083 2.0 .0379 .69 (57)
.0300 1.0 .0463 .75 (57)
.0340 1.5 .0496 .57 (57)

35

Pipe Arch
18" Corner
Radius CM

1
2
3

Projecting
No Bevels
33.7o Bevels

1

.0300 1.5 .0496 .57 (56)
.0088 2.0 .0368 .68 (56)
.0030 2.0
(56)

Chart
No.

.0100 2.0 .0398 .67 (57)
.0018 2.5 .0292 .74 (57)
.0095 2.0 .0317 .69 (57)
Unsubmerged
Submerged
Equation
Form

K

M

C

Y

.0269 .77

References

36

Pipe Arch
31" Corner
Radius CM

Projecting
No Bevels
33.7o Bevels

1

2
3

1

.0300 1.5 .0496 .57 (56)
.0088 2.0 .0368 .68 (56)
.0030 2.0
(56)

.0269 .77

41-43

Arch CM

1
2
3

90o Headwall
Mitered to Slope
Thin Wall Projecting

1

.0083 2.0 .0379 .69 (57)
.0300 1.0 .0463 .75 (57)
.0340 1.5 .0496 .57 (57)

55

Circular

1
2

Smooth Tapered Inlet Throat
Rough Tapered Inlet Throat

2

.534 .555 .0196 .90 (3)
.519 .64 .0210 .90 (3)

56

Elliptical
Inlet Face
Shape &
Material

Tapered Inlet-Beveled Edges
Tapered Inlet-Square Edges
Tapered Inlet-Thin Edge Projecting
Inlet Edge Description

2

Chart
No.

1
2
3
Nomograph
Scale

57

Rectangular

1

Tapered Inlet Throat

2

.475 .667 .0179 .97 (3)

58

Rectangular
Concrete

1
2

Side Tapered-Less Favorable Edges
Side Tapered-More Favorable Edges

2

.56
.56

.667 .0446 .85 (3)
.667 .0378 .87 (3)

59

Rectangular
Concrete

1

Slope Tapered-Less Favorable Edges
Slope Tapered-More Favorable Edges

2

.50
.50

.667 .0446 .65 (3)
.667 .0378 .71 (3)

.536 .622 .0368 .83 (3)
.5035 .719 .0478 .80 (3)
.547 .80 .0598 .75 (3)
Unsubmerged
Submerged
Equation
K
M
C
Y References
Form
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Chart 1. Headwater Depth for Concrete Pipe Culverts with Inlet Control
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Chart 13. Headwater Depth for Inlet Control, Rectangular Box Culverts, Offset Flared Wingwalls and
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Chart 15. Head for Concrete Box Culverts Flowing Full, n=0.012
Chart 16. Inlet, Control Corrugated Metal Box Culverts, Rise/Span less than 0.3
Chart 17. Inlet, Control Corrugated Metal Box Culverts, Rise/Span greater than 0.3, less than 0.4
Chart 18. Inlet, Control Corrugated Metal Box Culverts, Rise/Span greater than 0.4, less than 0.5
Chart 19. Inlet, Control Corrugated Metal Box Culverts, Rise/Span less than 0.5
Chart 20. Dimensionless Critical Depth Chart, Corrugated Metal Boxes
Chart 21. Head for Corrugated Metal Box Culverts Flowing Full with Concrete Bottom, Rise/Span less than
0.3
Chart 22. Head for Corrugated Metal Box Culverts Flowing Full with Concrete Bottom, Rise/Span greater

than 0.3, less than 0.4
Chart 23. Head for Corrugated Metal Box Culverts Flowing Full with Concrete Bottom, Rise/Span greater
than 0.4, less than 0.5
Chart 24. Head for Corrugated Metal Box Culverts Flowing Full with Metal Bottom, Rise/Span greater than
0.3
Chart 25. Head for Corrugated Metal Box Culverts Flowing Full with Corrugated Metal Bottom, Rise/Span
less than 0.3
Chart 26. Head for Corrugated Metal Box Culverts Flowing Full with Corrugated Bottom, Rise/Span greater
than 0.3, less than 0.4
Chart 27. Head for Corrugated Metal Box Culverts Flowing Full with Corrugated Bottom, Rise/Span greater
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Chart 28. Head for Corrugated Metal Box Culverts Flowing Full with Corrugated Bottom, Rise/Span greater
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Chart 29. Headwater for Oval Concrete Pipe Culverts Long Axis Horizontal with Inlet Control
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Foreword
This implementation package provides practical hydraulic design methods and techniques for
the analysis and sizing of highway culverts. These procedures should be of interest to
hydraulic, bridge, and highway design engineers.
Sufficient copies of the report are being distributed to provide a minimum of one copy to each
FHWA Region office, Division office, and each State highway agency. Additional copies will be
available to public agencies from the FHWA Office of Engineering (HGN-31).

Notice
This document is disseminated under the sponsorship of the Department of Transportation in
the interest of information exchange. The United states Government assumes no liability for its
contents or use thereof. The contents of this report reflect the views of the contractor, who is
responsible for the accuracy of the data presented herein. The contents of this report reflect the
views of the contractor, which is responsible for the accuracy of the data presented herein. The
contents do not necessarily reflect the official policy of the Department of Transportation. This
report does not constitute a standard, specification, or regulation.
The United States government does not endorse products or manufacturers. Trade or
manufacturers' names appear herein only because they are considered essential to the object
of this document.
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Symbols
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, V, W, X, Y, Z, MISC.
To jump to a specific part of the alphabet, click on the above HotLinks!
Click the Back button to return to the top of this page.
(If the letter you are looking for does not appear in the HotLink list above, then there are no glossary entries for
that letter!)

A
a Cross-sectional area of orifice, ft²
a' Constant in rainfall intensity formula
A Full cross-sectional area of culvert barrel or channel, ft²
Ab Area of bend section of slope-tapered inlet, ft²
Af Area of inlet face section of tapered inlet, ft²
Ap Area of flow prism, ft²
At Area of tapered inlet throat section, ft²
Aw Watershed area, acres
B
b Face dimension of side bevel, in
b' Constant in rainfall intensity formula
B Span of culvert barrel, ft
Bb Width of bend section of a slope-tapered inlet, ft
Bf Width of face section of a tapered inlet, ft
C
c Coefficient for submerged inlet control equation
C Runoff coefficient for use in the Rational equation
Cb Discharge coefficient for bend section control
Cd Coefficient of discharge for flow over an embankment

Cf Discharge coefficient for face section control
Cr Free flow coefficient of discharge for flow over an embankment
Ct Discharge coefficient for throat section control
CMP Corrugated metal pipe
D
d Face dimension of top bevel, in
dc Critical depth, ft
D Interior height of culvert barrel, ft
De Equivalent diameter, De = 4R, ft
D50 Size of streambed material which exceeds 50% of the material by weight; i.e.,
the median size, in or ft
E
E Height of face of tapered inlet, excluding bevel, ft
ELc Elevation of weir crest, ft
ELf Invert elevation at face, ft
ELhc Headwater elevation required for flow to pass crest in crest control, ft
ELhd Design headwater elevation, ft
ELhf Headwater elevation required for flow to pass face section in face control, ft
ELhi Headwater elevation required for culvert to pass flow in inlet control, ft
ELho Headwater elevation required for culvert to pass flow in outlet control, ft
ELht Headwater elevation required for flow to pass throat section in throat control, ft
ELo Invert elevation at outlet, ft
ELsf Stream bed elevation at face of culvert, ft
ELso Stream bed elevation at outlet of culvert, ft
ELt Invert elevation at throat, ft
ELtw Tailwater elevation, ft

F
f Darcy resistance factor
Fr Froude number
FALL Depression of inlet control section below the stream bed, ft. (Measured from
stream bed to face invert for culvert, to throat invert for culvert with tapered inlet.)
G
Ga The number of different materials (roughnesses) in the perimeter of conduit with
composite roughness
g Acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 f/s/s
H
HGL Hydraulic grade line
h Height of hydraulic grade line above centerline of orifice, ft
hf Friction head loss, ft
ho Height of hydraulic grade line above outlet invert, ft
ht Height of tailwater above crown of submerged road, ft
H Sum of inlet loss, friction loss, and exit loss in a culvert, ft
HL Total energy required to pass a given discharge through a culvert, ft
Hb Head loss at bend, ft
Hc Specific head at critical depth (dc + Vc²/2g), ft
He Entrance head loss, ft
Hf Friction head loss in culvert barrel, ft
Hg Head loss at bar grate, ft
Hj Head loss at junction, ft
Hl Friction head loss in tapered inlet, ft
Ho Exit head loss, ft
Hv Velocity head = V²/2g, ft
HW Depth from inlet invert to upstream total energy grade line, ft

HWb Headwater depth above the bend section invert, ft
HWc Headwater depth above the weir crest, ft
HWd Design headwater depth, ft
HWi Headwater depth above inlet control section invert, ft
HWf Headwater depth above the culvert inlet face invert, ft
HWo Headwater depth above the culvert outlet invert, ft
HWr Total head of flow over embankment, ft (Measured from roadway crest to
upstream surface level.)
HWt Depth from throat invert to upstream total energy grade line, ft
I
I Rate of inflow into a storage basin, ft³/s Rainfall intensity, in/hr
K
k Flow constant for an orifice, Q = kah0.5 , ft0.5 /s
ke Entrance loss coefficient
kt Correction factor for downstream submergence during roadway overtopping
K Coefficient for unsubmerged inlet control equation
Kb Dimensionless effective pressure term for bend section control
Kf Dimensionless effective pressure term for inlet face section control
Kg Dimensionless bar shape factor for calculating grate head losses
Kt Dimensionless effective pressure term for inlet throat control
L
L Actual culvert length, ft
La Approximate length of culvert, including tapered inlet, but excluding wingwalls, ft
Lr Width of roadway prism crest, ft
L1 , L2, L3, L4 Dimensions relating to tapered inlets, ft
M
M Exponent in unsubmerged inlet control equation

N
n Manning roughness coefficient
ñ Weighted Manning n value
N Number of barrels
O
O Rate of outflow from a storage basin, ft³/s
P
p Wetted perimeter, ft
pf Wetted perimeter of tapered inlet face, ft
pt Wetted perimeter of tapered inlet throat, ft
P Length from crest of depression to face of culvert, ft
Q
qo Discharge over segment of embankment, ft³/s
Q Discharge, ft³/s
Qb Flow through culvert as opposed to flow over embankment, ft³/s
Qc Discharge at critical depth, ft³/s
Qd Design discharge, ft³/s
Qo Discharge over total length of embankment, ft³/s
Qp Peak flow rate, ft³/s
Qr Routed (reduced) peak flow, ft³/s
Qt Total of Qb + Qo, ft³/s
Q50 Discharge for 50-year return period (similar for other return periods), ft³/s
R
R Hydraulic radius = cross-sectional area of flow through culvert or channel divided
by wetter perimeter, ft
RCP Reinforced concrete pipe
S

s Storage in a storage basin, ft³
S Slope of culvert barrel, ft/ft
Se Slope of embankment or face of excavation, expressed as Se:1,
horizontal:vertical, ft/ft
Sf Slope of fall at culvert inlet, expressed as Sf:1, horizontal:vertical, ft/ft
Sn Friction slope of full flow HGL, ft/ft
So Slope of channel bed, ft/ft
T
t Time, min or sec
ti Time of concentration for Rational equation, min
tp Time to peak of a runoff hydrograph, min or sec
T Depth of depression, ft Rainfall duration, min
Tc Critical storm duration, min
Tp Top width of flow prism, ft
TAPER Cotangent of angle of sidewalls in tapered inlet with respect to an extension
of the culvert sidewalls, ft/ft.
TW Tailwater depth measured from culvert outlet invert, ft
V
V Mean velocity of flow, ft/s
Vd Channel velocity downstream of culvert, ft/s
Vg Velocity of flow between bars in a grate, ft/s
Vo Velocity at outlet of culvert, ft/s
Vu Approach velocity upstream of culvert, ft/s
W
w Maximum cross-sectional width of the bars facing the flow, ft
W Length of weir crest for slope tapered inlet with mitered face, ft
Wp Length of weir crest of fall, excluding sides of depression, ft
WW Wingwall of culvert entrance

X
x Minimum clear spacing between bars, ft
X1,X2,X3 Lengths of overflow sections along embankment, ft
Y
y Depth of flow, ft
y' Change in hydraulic grade line through a junction, ft
Y Additive term in submerged inlet control equation
yh Hydraulic depth = Ap/Tp
Z
Z The difference in elevation between the crest and face section of a slope-tapered
inlet with a mitered face, ft
Misc
θg Angle of bar grate with respect to the horizontal, degrees
θs Flare angles of side walls of tapered inlet with respect to extension of culvert side
wall, degrees
θt Angle of departure of the top slab from a plane parallel to the bottom slab,
degrees
θw Flare angle of wingwalls with respect to extension of culvert side wall, degrees
θj Angle between outfall and lateral at a junction, degrees

